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Traditional expert systems technology is limited, being hard to maintain and ex¬
tend to new problems. In this thesis, I propose a logical formalization for the
domain of computer hardware which will enable the use of theorem proving tech¬
niques for the task of computer hardware configuration. This domain was the sub¬
ject one of the earliest knowledge based systems, XCON. Whilst XCON is cited as a
successful system, it has nevertheless also been criticized for its maintenance prob¬
lems. This is a important issue, as the turnover of computer hardware components
is particularly changeable, the market being subject to intense competition and
rapidly changing technology. My approach enables the task of configuring a com¬
puter configuration c from a specification spec(c) to be performed by synthesizing
c as a by-product of proving the theorem
3c.spec(c)
when c becomes instantiated in the course of the proof. A clean separation of the
object-level, heuristic, and control knowledge enables us to guide search and aids
maintenance. As well as ensuring legal configurations, by virtue of the soundness
of the underlying logical theory, I have also been able to take design issues into
consideration by using heuristic and control knowledge.
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The subject of this thesis is the exploration of a particular approach to automated
reasoning applied to a novel domain. The approach is that of proof planning, ini¬
tially applied by Bundy et al. (1991b) to the domain of proving theorems by math¬
ematical induction. I wanted to tackle a significantly different, non-mathematical
domain using the above basic approach, in order to investigate the hypothesis in
Bundy (1988) that the proof planning technique could be expected to have
"application to any area of automated reasoning where search control
is a problem ...to guide the reasoning of expert systems." (Bundy,
1988)
The chosen domain is that of computer hardware configuration, where search
control is one of the main problems and where strategies to control it are much
sought after.
Planning as a general activity is the making of an orderly sequence of action that
will lead to the achievement of a stated goal or goals (Hall, 1975, page 6).
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A proof plan is a means of expressing the commonality between members of the
same "family" of proofs (Bundy, 1991), whilst allowing sufficient flexibility and
adaptability to prove a large number of different theorems. Proof plans provide
an expression of strategies for automatic reasoning by describing tactics, which
can be understood for now as a kind of operation (or program), in terms of the
preconditions under which they are applicable, and their effects if successfully ap¬
plied. The specification of a tactic in terms of its preconditions and effects is called
the method for that tactic, and methods provide a basis for combining tactics (the
effects of one implying the preconditions of subsequent methods) to form a com¬
plete plan which, if executed, will carry out a reasoning task, such as proving a
theorem.
There are various motivations for seeking to automate a task normally or exclus¬
ively performed hitherto by human agents. Apart from the obvious ones of saving
effort, or cutting costs, a common AI motivation is that it is intrinsically interesting
to discover whether the elusive processes of human reasoning can be understood
enough to allow simulation by program. Such an understanding of the reasoning
behind human thought and action might greatly facilitate the construction of an
automated system which is both powerful and malleable; which can stand up to
being tested exhaustively, and by the most tricky of cases; which can be adapted
to similar yet different problems; and which can, if it is so wished, produce output
transparent enough for human consumption.
From this standpoint, the following systems would not be judged successful, even
though they performed well on a well-defined set of tasks:
• A program which is not readily maintainable by reason of its over-sensitivity
to small changes — one addition to the objects known about by the sys¬
tem necessitating large changes in the whole "reasoning" process. This fails
because of its lack of knowledge structure.
• A theorem prover whose sequence of proof steps is globally incomprehensible
to the human observer, beyond being able to verify that each step follows
legally from the last — lacking any sense of an overall motivation for the
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proof at any higher level, other than the fact that it "succeeds" in the end.
This fails because of inscrutability.
• A theorem prover which proves a certain corpus of theorems but which can¬
not prove others even of a similar form, and which cannot be conceived of as
ever being able to prove such theorems. This fails through lack of generality.
• A system which, in order to solve more than a small subset of problems,
incorporates increasingly ad hoc techniques.
Let us turn now to the domain of interest, before considering why a technique de¬
veloped for the formalized, well-defined world of mathematics is considered suit¬
able for the rather more down-to-earth, pragmatic, informal world of computer
hardware configuration.
1.2 Hardware configuration
1.2.1 Problems with earlier approaches
There are many configuration systems around: every major manufacturer of hard¬
ware has one1 my prototype and it is an interesting domain for the general re¬
searcher to test ideas on. Automated configuration has a long history in ai terms:
one of the earliest, most successful knowledge based systems was built to tackle
the problem of configuration (McDermott, 1982). The motivation was simply good
business sense; a task which was difficult and where mistakes were frequently made
but which seemed essentially a matter of remembering and following rules was a
good candidate for automation. The knowledge of the experts was canned and
made available to the inexpert and ignorant.
xIn the context of my test domain (hp systems) see, for example, Merry (1992),
although note that this system has a different orientation from mine: it is a point of
sales support system for configuration.
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However, several problems emerged. I shall not dwell on these here, since they are
more properly the concern of Chapter 2, but, briefly, they were:
• It was hard to maintain the system because facts, heuristics, control know¬
ledge, and context information were inextricably intermixed.
• The rule-based system was not based on a firm logical foundation.
• Revolutionary changes in technology passed each system by. Automated sys¬
tems for configuring more up-to-date hardware are fundamentally different
from their predecessors. There is no reason to suppose that they will not
become obsolete in their turn.
Let us examine how my approach differs from this.
1.2.2 Separation of knowledge
In many tasks — not just configuration and theorem-proving — we observe that
the "knowledge" is of different kinds.
1. Factual:
• The sum of the successor of an integer x and an integer y is equal to
the successor of the sum of x and y\
• Every integer has a successor;
• The total capacity of a string of disk drives is equal to the sum of the
capacities of each disk drive in the string;
• Every device in a configuration has a means of connection in the con¬
figuration.
2. Heuristic:
• Evaluation functions for heuristic search {e.g. for hill-climbing)
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• Knowledge about potentially incompatible devices in configuration. If
devices are known to be incompatible (under any circumstances) this
"heuristic" may be elevated to a "fact"; often there is no such certainty,
and we retain the knowledge as a heuristic.
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3. Control:
• A proof plan for induction: choose variable to induce on, split into base
and step case(s).
• Straightforward cases of configuration: choose processor, then, ..., then
configure disk drives, then assess backup needs,...
Referring to the problems mentioned in Section 1.2.1 above:
• In order to be expressible in logic, a system needs to be based on such a
separation. This separation enables each type of knowledge to be encoded
declaratively if we so wish. This is of the utmost importance, if we are to be
able to check that the logical formalism given accords with our understanding
of the semantics. We need to be able to check, separately and independently:
— That the facts represented are "true", or at least what we intend (e.g.
the axioms of a mathematical theory; the rules of configuration).
— That procedures are captured correctly.
If these two are inextricably intermixed, the configuration task becomes un-
acceptably hard.
• A system based on a clean separation is easier to maintain, because know¬
ledge is encoded declaratively. Hayes (1977) gives a defence of the use of
logic to avoid precisely this confusion, and this case is argued further both
in this thesis and in Lowe (1991b).
• It is more likely that we will be able to salvage something in the face of tech¬
nological innovation, provided it is not too extreme. For example, if there
is a radical change in storage methods and components, then it will not af¬
fect the top-level architecture. Methods of generating partial configurations




At first sight, it seems very difficult to formalize a domain such as configuration.
Sales representatives "pick it up". Manuals don't tell you everything. Experience
is the best teacher. And so on.
But sales representatives make mistakes. Manuals would be the better for being
complete and unambiguous. Experienced sales representatives do not necessarily
make good teachers and the mistakes of inexperienced ones cost money. Generally
speaking, expert systems, supposedly based on the distilled knowledge of experts,
are not reliable (Bundy, 1987b).
Merely because it is difficult, formalizing the computer hardware domain is an im¬
portant and useful task. If it is done in a methodical way, by capturing knowledge,
testing this knowledge in its captured form, weeding out errors of transcription, of
understanding, and those due to ambiguity, then we end up with a robust system
which cannot produce erroneous results.
At first, it seems that capturing expert knowledge is too difficult. The expert can
take short cuts; some knowledge appears to be "hardwired" and is used automat¬
ically and non-introspectively when it is appropriate; analogical reasoning, and
adapting last week's order all play their part in the way the expert carries out her
task. Does the mathematician know why the theorem was proved this way? This
kind of "inspiration" does not appear at all amenable to automation.
However, we can capture a fair proportion of this kind of knowledge. Let us look
at the teaching of mathematics first by way of example, ft is now recognized that
teaching methods should be based on a greater understanding: for example, in
teaching subtraction the method of decomposition has taken over from the old
"borrow-and-pay-back" ritual. This is seen as being better than attempting to
"hardwire" knowledge into children by giving them an example to look at, and
then twenty others which are similar to the example to do themselves.
At a slightly higher level, the other side of the coin to "inspiration" is "con¬
fusion". Consider the equation solving system PRESS (Bundy & Sterling, 1981).
This imposes structure on the amorphous mass of rewrite rules so often applied
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in desperation, without motivation or appropriateness, by examination-panicked
students. Instead of searching blindly through all the object-level rules, of which
there are a very great number, PRESS divides them into classes.
For example:
• isolation: rewrite rules which are applicable if there is single occurrence of
the variable, yielding this variable alone on the left hand side, e.g.
x + a = b=^x — b — a
• collection: combining multiple occurrences of the variable, e.g.
a.x + b.x =?■ (a + b).x
• attraction: moving occurrences of the variables closer together in the tree,
e.g.
logb(x) + logb(y) =£> logb(x x y)
as shown in Figure 1-1
+ log
/ \ / \
log log b x
/ \ / \ / \
b x b y x y
Figure 1—1: Attraction: moving the variables x and y closer together
— even the names are suggestive of the motivation and relative appropriateness
of these rules to the current step in the solution. Here we have an automated
reasoning system which has the potential to augment the explanatory powers of the
teacher and provides a few pegs for the student to hang strategic aides-memoire.
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Turning to the configuration domain, there are cases where lack of understanding
of the reasons behind a rule are dangerous. Rules are expressed declaratively in
the form
hypothesis —* conclusion
but may be implemented procedurally as
condition —» action
However, they may simply be understood as
[] —► action.
If this is what is believed, then the so-called human expert will not even check
the hypotheses (being unaware of them) before reaching the conclusion (not being
aware that it is a conclusion from hypotheses), and an undesirable or at best
unnecessary action may result.
What of adaptation (made respectable in AI as case-based reasoning) and analogy?
Although I do not consider this approach here, analogy, properly used, is a useful
tool and can lead us to valuable insights. However, adapting a configuration
produced in answer to last week's specification to meet the needs of this week's
may not give the best results. Again, the reasons behind the choices made may
have been lost and only the choices themselves remain — given access to the
reasoning processes, I believe there is a case for utilizing this approach, but I
also believe that this too has potential for automation. Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3
suggests how a similar task (configuration upgrading) could be tackled.
1.2.4 Progress: building on the past
I do not claim that it is possible to build a system which will configure everything
from washing machines to works of art. However, it would be good to establish
some generalities about configuring computer hardware systems: this is at least a
desirable, as well as a realizable aim. For example:
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• There are certain things which form an intrinsic part of all computer systems
for the foreseeable future: processors, memory, storage of some kind, devices
for communicating, and for producing hard copy. They may, of course, look
very different in the year 2050 from what they do now.
• All devices have to be connected up — somehow. Ever faster, more compact,
more versatile ways of doing so will, no doubt, be found in the future.
In order to achieve the highest level of generality, the greater the degree of ab¬
straction possible the better. Where I can talk about "storage devices", rather
than about disk drives, tape drives, etc., I do so. If it is appropriate, I shall use ab¬
stractions rather than specific names —- "connection" rather than "RS-232 cable",
"modem", etc.
In re-appraising past theories and current systems, I have attempted to absorb
the knowledge they give at the most general level possible, so as to be better able
to draw out what is useful for my purposes, and to try and ensure that what I do
has the widest applicability possible, within reason.
1.3 Proving theorems: configuring computers
1.3.1 Capturing higher level reasoning
I now turn, as promised, to the question of how a technique developed for use in
mathematics can be useful in another domain.
First of all, it is a feature of human attitudes to problem-solving that we tend, at
least in the first instance, to use strategies which worked for us before. So when
faced with a new problem, it is natural to ask "Does this remind me of anything?
How is it similar? How is it different? What did I do last time? Will it work?
If not, what is different?" and so on. This is ably presented in Polya's "How to
solve it" list, from the book of the same name (Polya, 1945).
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When learning about configuration, as practiced and explained by experts, it was
encouraging to find that innumerably different problems can be fitted into one
or other of a small number of "templates" (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, and
Figures 3-5&3-6), and a large search space is divided and partly conquered by
this strategy.
By using proof planning to guide inference, I aimed to separate domain knowledge
and control information. By separating the task into appropriate levels, I can then
reason about aspects of the task at the right level of detail. Decisions can be left
until all the knowledge necessary to make an informed choice has been gathered.
I can also explicitly represent strategies for directing the search.
1.3.2 Benefits of proof planning
Proof planning techniques can benefit the development and maintenance of know¬
ledge based systems based on firm logical foundations in many ways.
Firstly, using planning techniques can be advantageous in itself, provided the
planning overhead does not outweigh the gains. Planning may pay off for two
reasons:
1. Planning may be more efficient than execution, in that the steps involved in
planning an operation may be fewer, or less complicated, than those involved
in carrying it out.
2. The planning process is guided by the preconditions of methods (see page
1), and if these preconditions are sufficiently strong, search should be much
more directed. Instead of hundreds of choices at every point there should be
only a few.
Secondly, if there is a clean separation of the object-level theory from meta-level
knowledge, it is then possible to consider a number of related problems, all using
the same underlying object-level theory. For example, connecting up a device is
the same whether both device and connectors are being synthesized (as when the
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top-level problem is to find a configuration to meet a specification) or whether
they appear in a customer's order (as in the case where the problem is to check
such an order drawn up by a sales representative).
Thirdly, there are potential benefits for interactive or co-operative problem-solving
systems. If a plan fails, we want to understand why. Using methods as building
blocks, the failure is returned at the appropriate level. In fact the analogy is that
of a block which is actually a preassembled compound put together off-site to fulfill
a particular need.
And finally, as mentioned earlier, the object theory can be maintained to take
account of new or obsolete components and other changes, separately from the
meta-level knowledge. We can, at various times, make changes to the object-level
theory, add new heuristics known or thought to be useful, acquire recently learned
strategies, or experiment with strategies.
1.3.3 Configuration via synthesis
Having an intuition that configuration can be performed using techniques "similar"
to the proof planning utilized in theorem proving and program synthesis is not, in
itself, enough. It is a hypothesis only, and in order to test it out I had to develop
some more rigid framework. In this case, it proved possible to use theorem proving
techniques directly by stating the problem as a theorem, once I had the logical
mechanisms in place which allowed this. In this case, the theorem to be proved
has the form "there exists ... and states, as a conjecture, that there is some
configuration which meets the specification. Thus in proving the conjecture
3c.spec(c)
where spec(c) is a specification for a configuration c, c itself is synthesized as a
by-product of proving this theorem. This is explained fully in Chapter 4.
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1.4 Methodology
1.4.1 Difficulties of formalizing the domain
One aim of this research was the development of a robust, maintainable automatic
configurer. The success of this enterprise may be judged on
• Whether the solutions given by the automatic configurer correspond with
solutions judged to be acceptable by human experts.
• Whether solutions can be found in a reasonable time.
• Whether better solutions are found in preference to less good ones: i.e. the
better solutions are returned first.
• Whether the automatic configurer dealt with search in a desirable way; e.g.
whether a request for further solutions would produce configurations which
were acceptable, but also discernibly different from previous solutions in
some significant way — i.e. using different components, and not merely
trivial permutations of other solution configurations (see Chapter 7, Section
7.8.3).
• Whether any reasonable solution will, ultimately, be found.
• Whether the automatic configurer was maintainable, in a number of senses.
The question of maintenance, in all its senses, will be dealt with in the main part of
this thesis, but for now let us concentrate on one aspect of this question: whether
the system proposed is adaptable to changes and additions to the theory.
Computer configuration in many ways is an ill-defined task. Folklore might have
it as an art rather than a science. In rejecting this view, I need to be able to
describe and define certain concepts accurately. Later I shall define, for example,
what a legal configuration is; what the utility of a system is; how components may
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be described in terms of usage; what it means for a solution to be locally optimal
— because I decided that these were useful concepts, indeed necessary ones, in
drawing up a theory of configuration which could then be used as the basis for an
automated system. The actual usefulness of these concepts and of all the axioms,
rules, and heuristic knowledge assembled was tested by designing and building an
automatic configurer based on them, and assessing its output — viz whether it
gave results consistent with what I expected, and that corresponded to the output
that experts would give.
1.4.2 Trial and Error
However cleanly presented in this thesis, the process of developing the ideas intim¬
ated above was not a straightforward one. Trial and error played a large part. And
so a fairly strict methodology was followed, since scientific method is as important
in AI as in any empirical science.
Popper (1989, pages 312-315) analyses the process of trial and error as one in which
we are actively involved in trying to solve a definite problem, rather than simply
(passively) observing phenomena. Theories are merely tentative hypotheses, to be
tested critically; if they are at fault then this is to be taken in a positive spirit, so
that they may be revised:
"... we make progress if, and only if, we are prepared to learn from our
mistakes.'''' (Popper, 1961, page 87)
We can never "prove" that a theory is true (in the sense that it is an accurate
model of the world, or subject of study), although we may sometimes refute it.
Our aim should be to subject our theories to the most stringent tests possible:
"Only if we cannot falsify them in spite of our best efforts can we say
that they have stood up to severe tests.... For if we are uncritical we
shall always find what we want: we shall look for, and find, confirm¬
ations, and we shall look away from, and not see, whatever might be
dangerous to our pet theories.... to ensure that that only the fittest
theories survive, their struggle for life must be made severe for them."
(Popper, 1961, pages 133-134)
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1.4.3 Testability
Elsewhere in the thesis I deal with the amassing of knowledge, its division into
categories (facts, heuristics, etc.), and its encoding; but what to collect, and how
to use it, were at first the objects of speculation. The relevance and accuracy
of this information were tested in a systematic way. For example, configurations
can be divided into substructures and each of these tested independently; the
object-level theory was tested for verisimilitude before the development of the
meta-level planning architecture, and so on. Results given by the program which
was eventually implemented were tested against those found by human experts
where possible.
My prototype system performed well judged by its performance in the tests I had
devised. However, the end result — which is not a fully definitive system, even
if regarded as a prototype — lacked the power to deal with many cases. It is
not intended to be seen as a "proven" system and it does not embody even all of
the strategies for configuration known to me. The stringent tests needed for this
belong to field testing and were beyond the scope of my thesis work.
However, what is important here is that I have pursued the following:
1. Setting up a problem to be solved — i.e. how to automate the configuration
of hardware from specifications.
"A scientist, whether theorist or experimenter, puts forward state¬
ments, or systems of statements, and tests them step by step... by
observation and experiment." (Popper, 1990, page 27)
2. Actively pursuing this task in the light of a tentative theory of configuration.
"Experiment is planned action in which every step is guided by
theory. We do not stumble over our experiences, nor do we let
them flow over us like a stream. Rather, we have to be active: we
have to 'make' our experiences." (Popper, 1990, page 280)
3. Testing this system as far as possible, and making it available for others to
test.
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.. it must be possible for an empirical scientific system to be
refuted by experience ...What characterizes the empirical method
is its manner of exposing to falsification, in every conceivable way,
the system to be tested." (Popper, 1990, pages 41-42)
I believe that I have set up a solid framework according to this methodology; the
automatic configurer which I have implemented performs successfully on many
examples and a number of different computer systems. Of course, further testing
and further development can be done, by myself or by others. The latter is per¬
haps more important: other people may be better motivated to attempt to refute
our theories than we ourselves are, and therefore provide the more stringent test¬
ing desirable in order that only the fittest theories might survive, and indeed to
motivate the development of the fittest theory. The following assist this process:
• The separation of object-level and meta-level knowledge gives clarity to the
theory.
• Both are encoded declaratively. The implementation of the program is in
Prolog, which assists with this aim.
• The results may be reproduced: any person may use the code given in the
appendices and verify the purported solutions to sample tests given in the
text; she may also devise new tests and attempt to falsify the theory or its
implementation.
• The theory is amenable to disjointed incrementalism (as outlined in the next
section).
This is in marked contrast with systems where the implementation details are
hidden and which are not, therefore, subject to verification by others.
1.4.4 Disjointed Incrementalism
One tool in developing the theory and automation of configuration deserves a brief
description here.
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The technique of proof planning lends itself to the disjointed incrementalist ap¬
proach borrowed from planning theory (Alden & Morgan, 1974). This is often
known, somewhat ironically, as "the strategy of muddling through": a first stab
at a theory, program, etc. is tested. The results of such tests (if not wholly suc¬
cessful) will show up weaknesses. With suitable analysis, the nature and pattern
of failure will usually suggest modifications to the theory, which it is hoped will
improve it. For a theorem prover, failure might mean the inability to prove a
particular theorem. If the failure is analysed it may suggest what was deficient
about the theorem prover in its initial form and what could be changed to enable
it to prove the theorem in question. Changes are made: obviously we must retest
all the cases which were successful before, to check that they still are; and we test
the failures also. Progress means that more cases are successful than previously;
if the changes introduce more problems than they solve they may be abandoned;
otherwise the process repeats. In theory, this process never ends, since it is always
conceivable that a new test, or a new phenomenon, may introduce failure, but
in practice testing may be eventually suspended. Disjointed incrementalism is a
pragmatic approach, in that, if a target is set, and a given theory or system meets
this target, it will not be further amended unless the target is reset. The following
is a good analogy:
"Science does not rest on solid bedrock. The bold structure of its
theories rises, as it were, above a swamp. It is like a building erected
on piles. The piles are driven down from above into the swamp, but
not down to any natural or 'given' base; and if we stop driving the
piles deeper, it is not because we have reached firm ground. We simply
stop when we are satisfied that the piles are firm enough to carry the
structure, at least for the time being." (Popper, 1990, page 111)
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1.5 Guide to the rest of the thesis
"Related work" will not be found in any one place: this research is characterized
by the fact that a technique developed for use in one domain had been adapted
for use in quite another. Hence we shall meet work related to the domain of
configuration, but using different approaches; and we shall find descriptions of the
technique I use but applied in different domains.
Chapter 2 gives an account of other automated configurers, for the most part
using more conventional expert systems technology, together with a brief account
of the history of hardware configuration. Chapter 3 defines the task and describes
the theory of configuration as derived from the knowledge elicitation stages of the
research, from human experts working in the field and other sources. Chapter 4
is a formal account of the object-level theory of configuration. Chapter 5 provides
an account of the proof planning work initiated by Bundy (1987) and describes
how inference is guided in the computer configuration task by the use of meta-
level techniques. Chapter 6 gives a detailed account of the implementation and
testing stages, and Chapter 7 takes up some of the issues and alternatives raised
in testing the implementation. Chapter 8 concludes with a summary of what has
been achieved, and a look forward to what might be done in the future.
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Chapter 2
A historical perspective on
configuration
Knowledge cannot start from nothing ... nor yet from observation. The




Before I expound my particular approach to configuration and the justification for
it, it is appropriate to describe both
1. the work of other researchers in this field who use contrasting approaches,
and
2. the work done by researchers using an approach similar to my own but in
other domains.
I think of the related work as falling into three categories:
1. General work in the field of design, by researchers who see configuration as
a subproblem of design.
2. Research into building intelligent knowledge based systems which automate
a configuration task. Two tasks which have been tackled are:
(a) Checking an order for hardware to configure a system.
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(b) Generating such an order.
3. Research into theorem proving techniques (such as proof planning) and im¬
mediate applications, e.g. program synthesis.
The tasks tackled by each system in (2) above are somewhat different, complicating
the issue of comparing them with each other and with that which I have designed
and implemented. The reason for this is tied up with the changing nature of
the configuration task, mirroring the changes in technology which has, over the
last two decades,1 obviated some parts of the task and invented new ones. This
has proved to be a fascinating study, showing how technological advances cause
economic changes which have profound repercussions on work activities. Parallels
can be drawn with Adam Smith's accounts of pin manufacture. In his celebrated
account (Smith, 1776) he describes how specialization had completely transformed
the task, such that productivity changed from a few hundred to five thousand
pins per head per day. Thus our expectations of what can be achieved can be so
radically altered by leaps in technological innovation — such as has happened over
the last thirty years in the computer industry — that the whole basis of how tasks
are performed is transformed. Cheap hardware (and relatively expensive labour)
have changed the configuration task from one in which the aim is to fulfill needs
stated implicitly as lists of components, as cheaply as possible, into one where we
want to be able to explore various design issues. In short, it has changed from a
highly constrained problem into an underconstrained one.
In Chapter 5.1 I discuss related work as defined in category (3) above. The discus¬
sion of related work as defined by (1) is begun in Section 2.2 of this chapter and
resumed in Section 2.4. From there, I shall go on in the remaining sections of this
chapter to concentrate on related work (2), that of developing software systems to
perform configuration tasks.
1 roughly the period I am considering — from the inception of Rl, which was later to
become XCON, to the present day
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2.2 Definitions of configuration
Over the last decade, the configuration task has evolved into a very different
problem than that addressed by the early configuration experts as captured by
McDermott (1982). This reflects the extensive changes in computer hardware
over the same time period. Both technological and economic factors are involved.
In the early days, hardware components, memory, and processing power were
comparatively costly and systems such as those of DEC were designed to configure
hardware which conformed to minimal (therefore cheapest) customer requirements.
The strategies used by experts, which were incorporated into the expert system,
constrained the search space in such a way that the answer to "what to do next"
was deterministic at every stage.
However, with the advent of cheaper processing power and hardware compon¬
ents, modern computer systems tend to be "over-engineered", in the sense that
the basic "frame" of a system has considerable scope for expansion built into it.
Thus a configuration built around a particular processor will have ample sockets
and extension points to allow expansion of the system to be carried out without
necessitating a field, upgrade? The problem of configuring a computer system
to meet requirements has become, in the old sense of configuration, a somewhat
under-constrained one.
A major effect of this technological advance has been to render redundant much of
the detailed decision-making which originally formed a large part of configuration
procedure. These decisions include those which determine the exact positioning
of components in sockets (slots or ports). If not completely unnecessary, it can at
least be said that this procedure now occupies a minor role as compared with, for
instance, determining which of many design principles should be followed. (See
Chapter 3.6.3 for a discussion of this.)
2Changes to the hardware which involve exchanging the existing processor for a more
powerful one.
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Let us now review various software systems, starting with the earliest such, R1
(McDermott, 1982). I will chart the development of this system and other spinoffs
from it, before looking at two very different approaches; namely a constraint based
system (Section 2.4), and a logic based system using a semantic net representation
(Section 2.5).
2.3 Production rule systems
2.3.1 Basic framework
An expert system based on production rules is composed of the following elements:
1. Working Memory: a set of data structures representing the current state of
the system.
2. Production memory, a set of rules of the form
< conditions >—>< actions >
or
< working memory patterns >—»< working memory changes >
3. A rule interpreter which selects which rules to apply by evaluating their
conditions.
The rules in a production rule system have the form
< conditions >—>< actions >
where the left hand side consists of one or more conditions, and the right hand
side consists of one or more actions. At each stage, all rules have their conditions
evaluated and those whose conditions evaluate to true can, potentially, fire — i.e.
have their actions performed. In general, several rules will have their conditions
met. In order to decide which one is actually fired, a conflict resolution strategy
is used. There are many versions of these: we shall not concern ourselves with the
details, or the pros and cons of different strategies, here: the interested reader will
find a fuller general account of production rule systems in Jackson (1986).
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2.3.2 xcon/xsel
An account of the original R1 system for checking orders is found in McDermott
(1982), while later updates of XCON (as R1 became later known) and XSEL (a com¬
panion order generator) are in Bachant & Soloway (1989) and Barker & O'Connor
(1989). Soloway et al. (1987) give an account of how XCON was reimplemented in
RIME (see Section 2.3.3). Rosenbloom et al. (1985) gives an account of an exper¬
iment using some of the knowledge encapsulated by R1 in the SOAR architecture
(see Section 2.3.4).
Expert systems which were designed with older notions of configuration in mind
leave task definition implicit within the procedural descriptions of the machina¬
tions of the expert system. An example is given in Figure 2-1. This is from the
original R1 system, but the various enhancements to XCON suffer from the same
problem to an extent.
XCON is a customer order checker — it takes an order for a configuration (i.e.
a list of components) and attempts to configure them, adding any parts which
are necessary but which have been omitted from the order, and making other
corrections. XSEL works at a higher level, taking account of customer requirements
to assemble an order for hardware components, and is interactive, in that the user
is prompted for components; the system cannot generate them in any way. At the
end of the interactive stage of the process XSEL passes an order to XCON. DEC are
hoping to develop a system which starts the process one stage back: i.e. at the
level of specifying overall goals for the customer, but at the time of writing it is
believed that nothing has come out of this yet.
The configuration process as a whole is seen as a sequence of decisions to do with
connecting components together and design of configurations does not play any
role in the automated system, such decisions being left to the user, who must
decide which components will be necessary.
XCON, DEC's rule-based production system, and its companion, XSEL, have been
successfully used in order checking and configuration respectively. XCON config¬




THE MOST CURRENT ACTIVE CONTEXT IS DISTRIBUTING MASSBUS DEVICES
AND THERE IS A SINGLE PORT DISK DRIVE
THAT HAS NOT BEEN ASSIGNED TO A MASSBUS
AND THERE ARE NO UNASSIGNED DUAL PORT DISK DRIVES
AND THE NUMBER OF DEVICES THAT EACH MASSBUS SHOULD SUPPORT IS KNOWN
AND THERE IS A MASSBUS
THAT HAS BEEN ASSIGNED AT LEAST ONE DISK DRIVE
AND THAT SHOULD SUPPORT ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVES
AND THE TYPE OF CABLE NEEDED TO CONNECT THE DISK DRIVE
TO THE PREVIOUS DEVICE ON THE MASSBUS IS KNOWN
THEN:
ASSIGN THE DISK DRIVE TO THE MASSBUS
Figure 2—1: An English translation of a sample R1 rule
as input and returns both the modihcations to the customer order necessary to
obtain a configurable system (if any) and diagrams showing the spatial relation¬
ships between the component parts. An account is given in McDermott (1982),
Bachant & Soloway (1989), and Barker Sz O'Connor (1989). In XCON's production
rule system, the right hand (action) sides of rules specify how to extend partial
configurations, whilst the left hand sides of rules hold constraint information on
whether certain partial configurations may be extended. It uses a system of con¬
texts to constrain the applicability of the various rules, and some rules effect a
change of context under conditions given by the left hand side. The rules can be
divided into three types:
1. Rules to create or extend partial configurations.
2. Rules to determine the order in which decisions should be made.
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3. Rules which gather information for other rules, e.g. access the components
knowledge base or perform computations.
The central problem-solving technique is Match, with Generate-and-test as
a kind of weak backup technique. Match recognises what to do next at any
point in the program's execution, and the system as a whole never "backtracks"
in the sense that decisions are undone; it is sometimes the case, however, that
components need to be "unconfigured" if an impasse is reached— which is actually
the same (in effect) as backtracking. Thus it is acting as a decision procedure,
and the process is deterministic. Once an acceptable solution is found, the search
is finished. This technique works because (it is claimed) the domain knowledge is
such that it is possible to determine locally whether a given action is appropriate.
All the information needed to make a decision is contained in the local context,
and decisions yet to be made have effects which propagate only forwards, and
not backwards so as to affect decisions already made. Thus very little search
is involved, the main task being to dynamically order the set of decisions and
generate a single acceptable solution. The knowledge base consists of a large set
of constraints and component information. The expert knowledge embodied in
the rule set of the system consists of two types of information:
1. The temporal relationships between the subtasks involved: i.e. when a
subtask should be initiated.
2. Detailed information about when it is appropriate to extend partial config¬
urations in particular ways.
XCON has a reputation for being difficult to maintain. Circumstantial evidence is
that in the published accounts (Barker & O'Connor, 1989) the problem of training
personnel to work on XCON is prominent; the solution proposed is to send all new
staff on an AI course on entry.
The main problem is that one change can often have a large knock-on effect in
terms of how many rules need modification. There is no separation of domain
knowledge ("facts") and control knowledge ("strategy"). Most of the conditions
in the condition-action rules define the context in which the rule is to be considered.
Hence control information is implicit rather than explicit, and mixed in with the
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factual knowledge. One piece of knowledge may be contained in many rules, so
that if this piece of knowledge needs to be modified, then so must all these rules —
and they have first to be identified. This is difficult for anyone but an experienced
maintenance programmer — experienced, that is, in XCON itself. "As the size
of the knowledge base increases, it becomes even more difficult to determine all
of the interrelationships between the rules" (Freeman, 1985). By 1987 XCON had
6,200 rules, a tall order for maintenance. However, it is seen as a successful system,
Harmon (1987) citing that 99% of its 50,000 orders in 1986 were properly specified.
Accounts, generally positive in tone, of the course of development of XCON and
XSEL, are given in Mumford & MacDonald (1989) and, for a shorter account, Polit
(1985) These accounts, the first in particular, give the systems analyst viewpoint
of how new technology can be successfully introduced. The secrets of success
according to Polit are, firstly, not making inflated claims in advance of what can
be achieved and, secondly, attracting a critical mass of AI expertise in the company.
2.3.3 XCON in RIME
Attempts have been made to improve the control aspect of XCON, as described
in Soloway et al. (1987), by using a higher level language, namely RIME, where
the relationship of RIME to OPS5 (in which XCON is written) is analogous to that
between FORTRAN and assembly code. The main claim made for XCON-m-RIME
is that control knowledge is made explicit: both in terms of the problem-solving
method (claimed to be domain-independent); and the entering of different problem
spaces or contexts (said to be domain-specific).
However, even with such improvements, it still remains the case that use of domain
knowledge could not be extended, say to automating the process from user spe¬
cifications to configurations, or to teaching configuration, even though the same
domain knowledge would be used for all three tasks. The main problem is that the
central strategy, which is fundamental to the XCON system, is specific to this par¬
ticular method of configuration checking, for these particular systems. It depends
for its success on the fact that any local solution to a problem is always correct
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in the global context. Thus if, for instance, we find a solution to the subgoal of
configuring the backplane, say, then there will be no conflict with any other sub-
goal later on. Also, the subgoals are each tightly constrained, so that although
there may be several solutions (note: not hundreds, except with regard to trivial
permutations) each one of them is equally good. This approach cannot be used in
more open-ended problems where there are many solutions, but only a few locally
optimal solutions. 3 In my configuration system, it proved necessary to consider
various classes of solution; for example:
• the best-performance solutions for a fixed cost;
• the cheapest solution meeting a given specification.
These questions necessitate the principled inclusion of heuristics which can direct
search efficiently towards these local optima. Without this, then because it is
not the case that a solution to a local subgoal will guarantee a complete, global
solution, much search will be involved.
Thus although overall control can be made much more explicit using RIME, it still
cannot properly separate the use and control of heuristics, of increasing importance
in modern systems.
Moreover, constant updating of XCON and XSEL is a feature of rapidly changing
product lines, and, as described in Barker & O'Connor (1989), specialized training
of personnel is essential to carry out this task. This reflects the fact that there is
insufficient separation of control knowledge from factual and heuristic knowledge.
The task of maintaining the system is not straightforward, needing specialized
knowledge of the computer system as a whole, and an understanding of AI tech¬
niques. Personnel responsible for product updating cannot perform their task in
isolation; likewise neither can configuration engineers responsible for maintaining
performance heuristics and control strategies.
3I define this term formally in Chapter 3.6.4. The definitions may also be found in
Appendix A.
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I do not believe that an intricate knowledge of expert systems should be needed
for routine maintenance, and have directed my efforts to designing a system which
can carry out the same tasks as XSEL but with more possibilities for expansion
(notably by allowing higher-level goals to be input, once the knowledge to support
the necessary inference becomes available), and which will not have the same
maintenance overhead as is inherent in production rule systems.
2.3.4 Rl-SOAR
First let me stress that, to the best of my knowledge, Rl-SOAR has not been used
in a commercial setting, and was never intended to be. Rather, the domain of R1
was used, as an example of a large knowledge based application, to test whether
SOAR could be used for such an application. Nevertheless, it is useful to examine
the claims made by Rosenbloom et al. (1985) that such an architecture could prove
to be a practical proposition for such a domain, especially as, at a superficial level,
it bears some resemblance to the architecture of a proof-planning system.
Rosenbloom et al. differentiate between domain-dependent knowledge intensive
and domain-independent general problem-solving approaches. The pure R1 system
is an example of the former, while SOAR's basic architecture provides a more
general problem-solving framework. The idea is to add to this basic framework
enough expertise, in the form of rules which control search, to enable SOAR to carry
out the same task as Rl, but more efficiently. Various amounts of expertise can
be added to SOAR, from none (so that it is acting in pure general problem-solving
mode) to a lot (so that it is knowledge intensive), with the general problem-solving
framework always present at least as a backup.
Rl-SOAR can carry out about one third of the task of Rl, using 1100 of its 3300
rules. Experiments were carried out on four tasks, using various degrees of expert¬
ise, from using only SOAR's general problem-solving methods to a version using
much of Rl's domain knowledge. All but the simplest examples required some
expertise to be properly workable.
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Rl-SOAR partitions the task into problem spaces, in a hierarchical manner —
for example, the top space has the goal of configuring the entire system, while
subspaces deal with subcomponents of this task, such as configuring a backplane.
Apart from this, there seem to be the same problems as with R1 associated with
adding rules to a production rule system. There is nothing to suggest that this
framework does not allow intermingling of facts and control knowledge in the
conditions of rules. Since this system has not been used commercially, it remains
to be seen whether maintenance programmers would be encouraged by this system
to exercise discipline in the implementation of these different types of knowledge.
Also, this hierarchy of problem spaces is inflexible when it comes to generalizing the
problem— for example, during system upgrading knowledge about the peripherals
may be utilized before details of the major system structure is known. My methods
(Chapter 5) avoid this built-in inflexibility.
It is not clear that this system can be readily maintained, nor even that it will scale
up to perform the whole of the task which R1 carries out. There seems nothing to
prevent rules being added in an ad hoc way, and an understanding of all the rules
and their usage and implications would seem to be necessary for maintenance of
all kinds. Moreover, SOAR's ability to acquire new knowledge by a process known
as chunking (see Laird et al. (1987) for a full account) is a double-edged sword,
leading to problems of overgeneralization. An example of this given by the authors
is where the system surmises, from the fact that a module cannot be configured
on a particular backplane, that it cannot be configured on any backplane. This
seems a serious drawback.
2.4 Constraint-driven systems: COSSACK
I turn, therefore, to a more recent view of the configuration task. Here the ex¬
pert systems developed are more prototypical than XCON, but the task definitions
are more explicit. The authors of COSSACK (Frayman & Mittal, 1987) define the
configuration task thus:
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"Given a fixed, pre-determined set of components, an architecture that
defines certain ways of connecting these components, and requirements
imposed by a user for specific cases, either select a set of components
that satisfies all relevant requirements or detect inconsistencies in the
requirements."
Configuration is here thought of as a special case of design. In fact, it falls within
the category given in Chandrasekaran et al. (1987) as "object synthesis by plan
selection and refinement", whose task specification is to
"Design an object satisfying specifications (object in an abstract sense:
they can be plans, programs, etc.)"
The restriction over design activity in general is that the components are pre¬
defined and can only be connected together in certain ways. A fuller definition of
the generic configuration task is described in Mittal & Frayman (1989):
"Given:
1. a fixed, predetermined set of components, where a component is
described by a set of properties, ports for connecting it to other
components, constraints at each port that describe the compon¬
ents that can be connected at that port, and other structural
constraints
2. some description of the desired configuration
3. possibly some criteria for making optimal selections
1. Build one or more configurations satisfying all the requirements,
where a configuration is a set of components and a description of
the connections between the components in the set
or
2. Detect inconsistencies in the requirements."
The term "port" is used here as an abstraction for a place where components may
be connected. Note that a configuration is not simply a set of components, but
must also include (somehow) information about how these components are to be
joined together.
The authors claim that this definition is generic in that other tasks fit into it, for
example the design of single-board computer systems and even the choice of a car.
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I shall not consider here whether the wide generic view is appropriate, or indeed
useful, but will return to this question in Chapter 8. Section 8.4.
Frayman & Mittal have developed a knowledge based system known as COSSACK
for configuring XEROX PCs. The configuration task is restricted in that artifacts
are configured according to known functional architectures: those permissible for a
Xerox PC are explicitly represented and COSSACK instantiates one of these using a
set of standard components, building up the configuration around key components
— the devices of the configuration — which act as "planning islands" of almost
independent subsystems. There is still some interdependence, however, in that
devices share components, and each device may perform more than one function.
The basic strategy is to start with the functions required {e.g. printing, to a cer¬
tain specification) and map these on to key components {e.g. a specific printer).
This component "posts" requirements which either call for further functions or
else places constraints on existing ones. The second stage is to seek a consistent
connection of the components. These stages can be interleaved to prevent expens¬
ive backtracking. Experiments have been tried: using heuristics, and the use of
partial solutions — i.e. sets of components which fulfill a function rather than
picking one.
COSSACK is a system strongly reminiscent of MOLGEN (Stefik, 1981) which essen¬
tially treats configuration as a constraint-driven problem. As such, it is eminently
suitable for systems which are tailored very specifically to the specification, but not
to systems which are in some sense "over-engineered": these modern architectures
aim to provide scope for expansion and hence tend to be highly under-constrained.
The examples given in the paper cited above are of relatively small computer sys¬
tems only. Since no examples of larger hardware configurations are given, it would
appear that the search space associated with a system in the style of COSSACK
would be too great, and the number of solutions generated too large, for tackling
problems of such an order of magnitude.
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2.5 Logic based approaches: BEACON
BEACON (Searls & Norton, 1990), based on a semantic network, and implemented
in Prolog, configures Unisys computer systems. This implementation was aimed at
utilizing a more declarative approach to the configuration task, in contrast with the
systems we have seen so far. The authors concern themselves with maintainability;
by then it was becoming apparent that this was the weakness of XCON, then still
apparently seen as the torchbearer for automated configurers. I explained the
advantages of a declarative approach in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2, and this is seen
as the key here too.
Searls & Norton recognize the need for what they call functional configuration
— configuring to specifications couched in terms of higher level goals than merely
what devices are needed, for example the requirement that there should be enough
disk space to support the administration needs of a typical 200-bed hospital. They
also call for the task of the sales representative and the task of the engineer to
be integrated, rather than separate as is (still) common practice. The latter was
the main contribution of BEACON, which is an interactive configurer where the
constraints are dealt with automatically and the user presented only with feasible
(legal) options. It is not clear, however, how the functional approach at the high
level suggested should be implemented.
BEACON uses the semantic network KNET and an interactive ordering system. The
user is presented with choices, all of which are guaranteed correct by the underlying
configuration rules used in drawing up these choices. The inference strategy used
is in the spirit of Prolog-style search. As the process continues, a configuration
is built in a manner analogous to the instantiation of variables in a Prolog-style
proof.
The approach is a useful one, in that it is logic-based, and the constraints are
integrated into the logic so that, firstly, the user is never presented with illegal
choices, and secondly that there is no expensive Prolog-style backtracking— which
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would be the case if the constraints were checked after the components had been
chosen.
However, the examples given for the performance of this system are of configuring
microcomputers and mini-computers which come in a limited number of sizes. It
does not seem likely that this system will scale up without some kind of meta-level
guidance.
2.6 Hybrid systems
Pierick (1986) believes that neither a production rule system nor a semantic net
system can adequately represent such a complex domain as configuration, and
proposes a a hybrid system, combining the two. However, he is reluctant to dis¬
card production rule systems altogether, as most commercial expert systems rely
on them.4 However, he points out the disadvantages of lack of modularity and
the increasing complexity of the interrelationships between rules, as explained in
Section 2.3.2. He proposes a frame-based system (Brachman, 1983), with a frame
to represent each distinct component. A complete system is also represented by a
frame, with a slot containing the names of the frames representing its components.
More generally, any component's relationships with other components is repres¬
ented by a slot in its frame. Information about any given component is found,
and modified, uniquely in the frame representing that component. Use is made of
the inheritance facility of frames to allow knowledge to be located at "the most
logical" place. For example, the fact that an IBM PC has a display is not held in
the frame for the specific model, but in the frame for PCs in general, since all PCs
have displays.
However, Pierick finds that, while frames are good for representing the "structure"
of configuration, they are not good for representing configuration "procedure"
4Perhaps this, as much as anything, demonstrates the power of an existing paradigm
on development (see Chapter 8, Section 8.5).
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and hence are only of limited use, perhaps only to experts who are intimately
familiar with the task (and, therefore, have no need for an automated system). In
particular, a user needs to know when, exactly, to apply various constraints. As
we shall see in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, many of the constraints in configuration are
not "hard" but "soft" and the skilled engineer will know when, and when not, to
apply them. Pierick calls this "judgemental reasoning". For example, the user can
trigger "if-needed" production rules in certain slots to decide whether a particular
component is to be used. This production rule daemon solves a highly focussed
problem, using, where appropriate, certainty factors to guide the user towards
appropriate hardware dependent on their needs.
As with other systems described in this Chapter, the examples given are of small
systems. The use of certainty factors in particular seems arbitrary: Pierick talks
of "empirical" knowledge but it is not clear how the values of the certainty factors
would be.determined, even empirically. The rapid turnover of components in the
domain of computer hardware would seem to exacerbate the problem beyond even
the difficulty faced by, say, the medical domain — knowledge does not grow, but
simply change.
We shall see in (Chapter 4, Sections 4.4.2-4.4.5) that the configuration domain
poses problems of multiple inheritance — there may be more than one way of
classifying a component. Pierick's paper does not appear to recognize this problem.
It could be said that such a system combines the worst of both worlds, rather than
the benefits of each.
Another exponent of multi-representational systems is the paper of Wu et al.
(1986). Their Intelligent System Configuration Shell (iSCS) uses several differ¬
ent tools and knowledge representations glued together by the use of an object-
orientated programming environment. It has separate modules: one providing a
"knowledge engineering" assistant; another for control and inference; others for
maintaining the database and providing a user interface. This system recognizes
the maintenance problem and this shell is used for this purpose, as well as for
the actual configuration task. It uses a taxonomy for classifying components and
allowing inheritance of certain attributes and values in a manner similar to that
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described by Pierick. It also uses daemons for constraints which may be introduced
by the user, and to allow the system to select an appropriate action if constraints
are violated. For example, if there are not enough lines available for all the devices,
another will be added. Constraint propagation makes sure that this addition does
not violate any further constraints, and so on. Amongst the procedural knowledge
possessed by the system is a "plan" for a task, which decides which rules are to
be executed, in which order. This is hierarchical, in that plans may themselves be
modified, by "meta-plans".
2.7 Summary
XCON and XSEL have served their purpose well and represent good examples of
traditional production rule expert systems. However, the problem of maintenance
is a vexed one. Production-rule systems seem to be well entrenched at the com¬
mercial end of development; nevertheless others have attempted to use systems
which either incorporated production rules alongside alternative representations,
or broke with the production rule paradigm altogether. Systems such as BEACON
recognized the need for systems of a more declarative nature. The use of a Pro¬
log implementation, at least at the prototype stage, is useful for these purposes.
Although BEACON is a step in the right direction in placing configuration on a
formal logical basis to guarantee the soundness of the resulting configurations, the
question of meta-level knowledge to control the search problem is not addressed.
However, this question is crucial for large multi-user systems. SOAR seems rather
unwieldy and does not appear to solve either the soundness or the maintenance
problem. COSSACK seems unlikely to be able to cope with some of the search
spaces which are common for large hardware systems. Obviously the question of
how far design issues can be defined and represented is an open one, but assuming
that this could be done at some level (I have gone some way towards it using
supermethods, as explained in Chapter 5), these systems do not seem amenable to
embracing such issues.
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More recent approaches to building knowledge based systems and to confiugration
in particular have stressed the knowledge elicitation alongside the maintenance
problem, and the need for careful methodology and organization. One approach
which has proved increasingly popular is that of KADS (Wielinga et al., 1992).
KADS models consist of four hierarchically ordered layers:
1. Domain layer: knowledge about the application domain, represented inde¬
pendently of how it will be used.
2. Inference layer: how to use the knowledge from the domain layer, held inde-
pendenly of when it will be used.
3. Task layer: to specify control over the use of the inference steps represented
at the inference layer.
4. Strategy layer: how to choose between two tasks which achieve the same
goal. This is the least developed aspect of KADS currently.
To a degree, my approach echoes this methodology in that it too stresses the im¬
portance of the declarative representation and separation of knowledge. I represent
facts about configuration (domain layer), rules for configuring system (inference),
preconditions for applying these rules (task layer), and proof plans for putting
these together (strategies).
The architecture I propose in this thesis will cope with the large search space as¬
sociated with such system configuration. The use of a formal object-level repres¬
entation ensures the legality of the computer systems synthesized. It uses separate
control mechanisms to maximize the chances of finding a path through the search
space to solutions which are preferable in some way. Strategies for design can be
absorbed on an incremental basis.
The ideal is a system which could combine logical soundness with a modern ap¬
proach to the task, and still, potentially, prove as useful as XCON. Given the
varying interpretations, I need to describe precisely what is involved in modern-





Theories are nets cast to catch what we call 'the world': to rationalize,




Many knowledge based systems suffer from the difficulty of separating object-level
and meta-level knowledge. Knowledge bases are compiled with the aid of human
experts who are often unable to unravel the two, or even understand the distinc¬
tion. As new objects are added or new rules discovered it becomes increasingly
difficult to maintain the system. Moreover, new applications, which ought to be
based essentially on the same factual knowledge as the old one, cannot use the
existing knowledge base, since the information therein is irretrievably bound up
with high level control knowledge used by the original application.
1 have considered the tasks associated with computer systems configuration. Al¬
though 1 have focussed on configuration synthesis, [i.e. configuring computer
systems to meet given specifications) 1 have been aware that there are related
tasks which use the same object-level knowledge — namely:
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• customer order checking: given an order, ensuring that a viable computer
system can be built from it, and
• system upgrading: given an existing system, and new specifications, building
a new system based on the old one.
I have endeavoured to separate out and formalize this object-level knowledge so
that it may be used by planning systems to either of these ends, or for other tasks
in this domain. As far as I know, little or no work has been done on the automation
of the upgrading of hardware systems, despite the existence of knowledge based
systems for order checking and, to a more limited extent, configuration synthesis.
Having achieved this separation, I have gone on to look at the meta-level, task-
specific knowledge needed for configuration synthesis.
As intimated above, the task I shall be concentrating on for the most part is that
of configuring computer hardware1 to meet a given specification. It is necessary
first to define precisely what is involved in carrying out this task for modern
hardware systems since, as explained in Chapter 2, configuration strategies have
changed in line with the leaps in technology of the hardware itself. I need also
to place the specifications in the context of the negotiations involved in drawing
them up (see Section 3.2.5). This chapter will illustrate typical specifications and
possible candidate configurations which I would wish to be able to generate, and
will describe the informal reasoning processes of experts which give rise to such
configurations.
1Hewlett Packard hardware systems are used to exemplify the substance of this and
subsequent chapters. I am extremely grateful to Hewlett Packard for allowing me access
to this information. Please note that most examples are hypothetical, although realistic
in that they are generally based on actual cases, and that opinions expressed are my
own, and not those of Hewlett Packard.
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3.2 The process of hardware specification
3.2.1 Informal assessment of needs
Customers for computer hardware generally think in terms of the use to which
the system is to be put, and they will go through the process of discussing cus¬
tomer needs with the sales representative for the computer firm. Issues include the
applications to be run, the number of users involved, and possibly other consider¬
ations such as cost, and the future needs of the company as regards expanding or
upgrading any hardware configured.
Sometimes there will be a formal invitation to tender. Here, the customer presents
the requirements in written form and computer firms are invited to submit tenders,
detailing the hardware to be configured, itemized costs, and indicating parts of
the configuration which either fall below or exceed the specification, with reasons.
A typical (but fictitious) specification drawn up at the invitation to tender stage
is shown in Figure 3-1. Using this as an example, note the following issues.
• 70 screens for data entry
• 5 screens for program development
• 20 screens for electronic mail and spreadsheet application
• 1 line printer with a speed of at least 900 1pm
• 2 laser printers, each with a speed of at least 45 ppm
• 1 laser printer with double-sided printing option
• approximately 1.7 GBytes of mass storage
Figure 3—1: Invitation to tender specifications
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3.2.2 Choice of processor
The customer may or may not specify the processor to be used. Of course, in
the case of general invitations to tender the customer cannot specify a processor
since the invitation to tender specifications are general and aimed at competing
hardware firms. However, it is usual for the representative of the tendering firm to
decide on the processor first. To do this requires certain domain knowledge and the
ability to assimilate salient facts from the specification as a whole. For instance,
the total number of ports required in the above specification is 95-99 (95 for the
screens; possibly up to 4 ports for the printers if any or all of them are configured
as serial devices) and rules out all but the largest computer systems. We would




Disk storage requirements may be specified at various levels.
1. The total disk storage capacity required is given, leaving the exact configur¬
ation of drives unspecified.
2. Disk drives could be explicitly specified, e.g. ten model example-ddrive
drives. This level of specification is not typical since it is more detailed
than is usually possible.
3. The total capacity is given, as in 1, together with some other attributes:
(a) The type of disk drive, for example that fibre-optic2 disk drives are
required.
2See Glossary of Hardware Terms
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(b) The access speed required: this may be a qualitative measure rather
than an explicit figure.
(c) The minimum (or maximum) number of disk drives to be configured,
e.g. we require at least two disk drives.
4. It is possible that, in specifying the disk storage in any of the ways above, we
might want to specify user disk storage separately from system disk drives.3
Terminals
The terminals of a configuration could be explicitly specified: i.e. that we require
ni of terminal model term_l and ri2 of terminal model termS. However, it is more
usual to specify terminals in terms of applications, or simply to state the total
number of terminals required for the computer system.
Printers
The same remarks apply for printers as for terminals; in addition, it is possible, as
in the example of Figure 3-1, to specify each printer required by its attributes. For
printers, these attributes can be: speed (lines per minute; characters per second);
a measure of the robustness of the printer in terms with the volume it can cope
with, known as throughput (pages per month); availability of certain features like
the ability to offer double-sided printing, high quality printing, etc.
Tape drives
Tape drives in a computer system have two main uses: backup, and transfer (of
data, software, etc.). If backup is the only consideration it is unusual for the tape
drives to appear in the specification. Instead, the tendering firm is expected to
3See Glossary of Hardware Terms for an explanation of the terms system and user
disks.
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assess the backup needs of the configured system and suggest suitable tape drives.
The main consideration then is the disk storage capacity of the system to be backed
up. Some of the disk storage will be used for data which is never backed up: for
instance, swap space. The total disk storage capacity therefore gives a convenient
upper bound for the amount of backup capacity required; the suitability of various
tape drives for various storage capacities is a known attribute of the drives.
3.2.4 Memory
It is unusual for the amount of memory required to be specified. In particular, the
amount needed depends partially on the operating system used, which in turn is
dependent on the processor used, amongst other factors. So a customer inviting
tenders is unlikely to be able to specify memory and, as for tape drives, will expect
the tendering firm to work out how much memory is needed.
For HP systems, each processor has a formula
memory^capacity = F -f M x N
where F is a fixed amount depending on the operating system used by the pro¬
cessor, N is the number of concurrent active users (or the maximum of this, if it
is variable), and M is a number in a range [a, /?], whose position in this range is
a function of the applications — some applications requiring more memory than
others. Actually, "function" is probably an over-precise term for what is, essen¬
tially, rule of thumb. Since memory boards come in discrete sizes (1Mb, 4Mb,
etc.), as long as we end up in the right band further accuracy is unimportant.
3.2.5 Tendering considerations
In the tendering situation, each computer firm is in competition with others.
However, this is not the straightforward situation where the lowest bid automat¬
ically wins. The specification is, to an extent, open-ended and it is up to the
tendering firm to state what, exactly, is being provided for the money. The aim
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in tendering of this nature is to provide the best value for money, compared with
the competition.
There are several points of interest here:
1. There are a very large number of possible configurations which will meet the
specification given.
2. They are not all of equal merit.
3. There are a number of dimensions on which to judge solutions: for instance
cost, performance criteria, expandability.
4. Because of this there is not, in general, a global optimum solution (see Section
3.6.4).
5. We would hope the system would discard any solutions which were "locally
sub-optimal" (see Section 3.6.4); e.g. we could find another solution which
gave better performance, cost and all other criteria being equal.
We want to be free to reason about how to arrive at locally optimal solutions safe
in the knowledge that the underlying object theory of configuration is sound and
complete.
All these issues will be addressed in the succeeding sections.
3.3 Description of 'legal' systems
3.3.1 Generic computer systems configuration
A formal definition of a legal configuration can be found in Chapter 4, Section 4.7.
What follows is a relatively informal discussion of the issues involved in drawing
up such a definition.
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Although I have no pretensions of directly addressing the generic task intimated
in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, where configuration problems were seen as a subset of
design problems, at the very least I wish to be able to describe the task in such a
way that it addresses a large class of modern hardware systems. Even when con¬
fining oneself to a single manufacturer these systems can appear disparate — from
small, single user systems to large mainframes. Between manufacturers, vocabu¬
lary can differ to the extent that it becomes difficult to believe that we have the
same domain. Our task is to develop a language which draws out the commonalit¬
ies between these different systems — a standard language for computer hardware
configuration.
We must accept that the procedures for configuration may differ between systems,
and particularly between different manufacturers. However, at a high level, I
believe that the task is the same, and I wish to take this commonality as far as
possible, so that individual procedures may be described in terms of their effects
and the functionality of the computer hardware system ("what it does").
3.3.2 Commonality between computer hardware
configurations
All computer configurations will have values for their attributes: memory capa¬
city; storage capacity; printers configured; number of user ports; cost; and so on.
However, to draw up a general description of what constitutes a legal configuration
needs careful thought. Consider the incomplete tree of components as shown in
Figure 3-2. Appendix B.l (Glossary of Hardware Terms), gives a list of some
of the components we shall come across. We identify the component types "pro¬
cessor" and "memory", which are generic in the sense that all computer hardware
systems possess some kind of processor and some kinds of memory boards. All
computer systems will contain "devices" also. However, immediately we consider
the subdivision of this last category we are in difficulty. Some systems will de-
mark disk and tape storage: others will not, having devices which combine the




printer screen disk tape cable cardcage interface
Figure 3—2: Component tree
but "screens" are not. All users must have some means of communicating with the
system, but whereas some will use terminals others may use personal computers
(PCs) — and PCs possess processing power, maybe disk drives, and so forth. We
can make a start at drawing a tree of component hierarchies, but the waters get
fairly muddied when it comes to producing generic component trees.
Because of this, I propose a less detailed, simpler generic component tree which is
shown in Figure 3-3.
component
processor device memory connector
Figure 3—3: Generic component tree
In order to produce this tree, I identified the following rules which all computer
configurations must obey:
1. All devices present must be connected.
2. Each device has a unique connection.
3. All interface channels must be connected.










Figure 3-4: Part of the component tree for the HP 950 processor
5. There must be a console for communicating with the system.
6. There must be some memory.
7. There must be a means of storing the operating system (and other software).
Some points of clarification should be made here. In (1), we need to define the
concept of being connected. For (2), it should be noted that a device cannot be
simultaneously connected via two different means. Thus for a given device, it will
have one channel of communication (a cable, modem, or some other component
of this nature), and this will be connected via a suitable interface exactly once.
Naturally, it is possible to connect a device by alternative means; for example,
we could unplug a printer and connect it differently; this represents a different
configuration, however. In (3) there is, again, one, and only one, connection: each
interface resides in exactly one slot. In (5), "console" is an abstraction for whatever
device is appropriate or permissible: it is processor dependent, in general.
In summary, these requirements are all couched in very general terms, and deal
mostly in the functionality of the configuration rather than in terms of components.
I make the observation here that the choice of processor has the effect of restricting
or even fixing many choices — which types and models of devices are permissible
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(i.e. that the processor supports); what means are available for connecting them,
and so on. The difficulties with drawing up component trees largely disappear,
and part of one for the HP 950 processor is shown in Figure 3-4.
In fact, more than this, choosing a processor effectively sets up a kind of "template
configuration": the HP 950 template is shown in Figure 3-5, and a contrasting
template for the HP Series 70 is shown in Figure 3-6. The expert configurer,
confronted with a specification such as the example given in Figure 3-1, appar¬
ently makes a leap from the user requirements to a processor (or a candidate
processor). For example, for the requirements given in Figure 3-1, the number
of users, combined with a high disk storage capacity, point, for the experienced
sales representative, to a 950 processor. On the other hand, the processor may be
specified from some other criterion; for example, if we know that the configura¬
tion will be upgraded in the future we might decide to specify a processor more
powerful than that suggested by the other user requirements explicit at the time.
Thus we see that the processor may be either explicitly specified, or else inferred
from other relevant information.
In summary, there is a small class of template systems. The choice of processor
determines the template, the devices which may be supported, and the connecting
components which are available; and imposes various constraints, such as the
number of extra card cages which may be added, and the number of interface
cards which may be configured in each card cage.
3.4 Object-level rules
3.4.1 Device models and attributes
In order to determine, say, the total disk storage capacity of a configuration, we
record certain attributes of the devices involved: for example, the capacity of a disk
drive in megabytes. These properties belong properly with the model of device,
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SYSTEM MEMORY BUS
Figure 3—5: HP 950 template





Figure 3-6: HP Series 70 template
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to be inherited by individual devices in the configuration. Properties which are





2. Speeds of printers in
(a) lines per minute
(b) characters per second
(c) pages per minute
3. Throughput of printers in
pages of output per month




5. Capabilities of terminals
(a) text/graphics
(b) suitability for various applications
3.4.2 From generalities to specifics
In Section 3.3.2, I drew up a set of rules which all configurations must follow, in
order to be counted as legal. For a given configuration, a general rule, such as that
a device must be connected, is translated into more particular rules: that it must
have a cable of a compatible type, and that the other end of this cable must be
connected to a port or a channel, again of a suitable type. There are constraints
on which cables may be used with which devices, and on the connection method
generally. For example, in some configurations a terminal will always be connected
via a cable to a MUX; the MUX interface resides in a card cage slot. In others, it is
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more complex: a terminal must be connected via its cable or a modem to a port;
ports are configured in groups of six or eight on DTCs; and DTCs are configured
on a LANIC, whose interface occupies a card cage slot.
In Section 3.3.2, I intimated that each processor was to be associated with a
template, shown diagrammatically for two examples (Figures 3-5 and 3-6). This
sets various constraints in the form of limits on the numbers of components of one
type which may be associated with components of another type. I shall call these
limit constraints. Here are a few examples:
1. A 950 processor must have at least two card cages.
2. A 950 processor may not have more than four card cages.
3. A card cage in a 950 system has slots for up to five interface cards.
4. An HP-IB channel may not have more than four disk drives connected.
5. An HP-IB channel may have up to six devices (disk drives, tape drives, and
printers) connected in total.
There are also constraints to express that certain devices are incompatible: for
example, in 950 configurations it is stated that the system disk drive (used to
store the operating system) may not share a channel with the system backup
tape; in Series 70 systems certain devices are designated as high speed devices and
may not be configured alongside low speed devices. I shall refer to these henceforth
as compatibility constraints.
However, note at this point that these rules are not sufficient in themselves to
ensure that the configuration will satisfy all the needs of the customer/user. They
ensure merely that the configuration can be assembled and that certain minimal
requirements are met, such as there being a console to enable communication with
the system, storage for the operating system, and a tape to enable software to
be loaded and back up data. They do not ensure that the users will be able to
run their software efficiently, or indeed at all. The related question, of achieving




Some heuristics are, in effect, a tightening or strengthening of existing rules. They
all use heuristic knowledge about what will guarantee an efficiently running con¬
figuration, as opposed to a simply legal one. For example, I said in Section 3.4.2:
1. A card cage in a 950 system has slots for up to five interface cards.
2. An HP-IB channel may not have more than four disk drives connected.
3. An HP-IB channel may have up to six devices (disk drives, tape drives, and
printers) connected in total.
These can be thought of as "hard constraints" — the limits stated may not be
exceeded in any circumstances (it is probably physically impossible to exceed them;
for example, if there are only five places to insert cards in a card cage). However,
we have these corresponding 'soft' constraints:
1. The average number of interface cards per card cage in a configuration should
not exceed three.
2. An HP-IB channel may not have more than three disk drives connected.
3. An HP-IB channel may have up to five devices (disk drives, tape drives, and
printers) connected in total.
We can think of hard constraints as being the rules which all configurations must
obey, and of soft constraints as being rules which most configurations should obey,
if possible.
Note that Number 1 above looks (and is) strange and will be explained in Section
3.7 — it is an example of "compiled knowledge": compiled in the brain of the
expert configurer, that is.
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3.5.2 Acquired knowledge
Sometimes soft compatibility constraints are discovered during the lifetime of a
component. For instance, there is a certain model of printer which, when connected
to the same channel as a disk drive, causes the computer system to run slowly if
both are operational at once. The soft constraint states that this model of printer
should not be connected to any channel which has disk drives connected to it.
This type of heuristic information tends to be accumulated over the lifetime of
a system product. For example, in the example above, the knowledge that this
particular printer caused problems might only be known after feedback from en¬
gineers and customers. A new model of printer might come on the market whose
performance in certain situations had not been predicted. We can lose these heur¬
istic constraints too — for example, as a result of feedback from customers and
engineers, a component may be altered to obviate the problem. It is almost as im¬
portant that such constraints can be removed when they are no longer appropriate
as it is that they are incorporated in the first place.
3.6 Search issues
The problem of configuring a modern computer hardware system to meet user re¬
quirements is, in general, sufficiently under-constrained to be problematical. Spe¬
cifications are often expressed in terms of the functionality of the configuration,
and there may be many alternative sets of devices, all of which give the desired
functionality. Moreover, there may be many ways of connecting a given set of
devices into the configuration, Some of these alternatives will be trivial permuta¬
tions of others; other alternatives may affect the performance of the system, or its
cost.
I can try to constrain the search in these ways:
1. Trying to apply all the soft constraints, if possible.
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2. Suppressing trivial alternative solutions.
3. Attempting to return well-designed computer configurations.
4. Attempting not to return locally sub-optimal solutions.
I address each of these in turn in the sections which follow.
3.6.1 Avoiding trivial permutations
If a solution is found, we do not wish to consider, as alternatives, solutions which
are in some sense permutations of the first. An example will illustrate this point.
Suppose we have a simple configuration, consisting of two card cages, two channels
for configuring disk drives, tape drives, and printers, and two such devices: a disk
drive and a tape drive. Since the disk drive is to be used to hold the operating
system and the tape drive will provide back up facilities, we have a rule which states
that we cannot configure both these devices on the same channel. A solution is
found which configures the disk drive on channel 1 and the tape drive on channel
2. We are not then interested in the permutation which configures the devices the
other way round.
3.6.2 Applying soft constraints
The principle of applying soft constraints is good in cases where it is possible to
find solutions which obey all the soft constraints. If we can find such a solution,
where all the user requirements have been met and, in addition, we have been
able to apply heuristics which ensure that the configuration will run efficiently
under every conceivable circumstance (this heuristic is the principle "apply soft
constraints everywhere"), then we have no wish to return solutions which do not
meet this standard. In these circumstances, we would wish to prune the search
tree so that only the superior solutions are found.
However, it is sometimes the case that if we carried out such a pruning, we would
prune all branches leading to solutions from the tree. In this case, we have to
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be able to dynamically relax one or more of the soft constraints, on one or more
occasions. This is dealt with in Section 3.7.
Returning to the example in Subsection 3.6.1, suppose that in addition to the
hardware mentioned there we have a printer of the type mentioned in Section
3.5.2: this was the one which could sometimes cause problems if connected to
the same channel as a disk drive. We prefer, if possible, that this printer should
not share a channel with the disk drive, but since this is a soft constraint we are
prepared to relax it if necessary. In this case, it is not necessary: we can configure
the disk drive on channel 1 and the tape drive with the printer on channel 2. We
would wish to suppress the trivial permutation solution of configuring the disk
drive on channel 2 and the other two devices on channel 1.
Note also that we would also wish to suppress the solution of configuring the disk
drive and the printer on (say) channel 1 and the tape drive on the other channel,
since it is an inferior solution and we have already found a better one. The issue
here, however, is achieving a local optimum, and this is dealt with in Section 3.6.4
below.
3.6.3 Achieving good designs
Issues of what constitutes good design are subjective up to a point. I will assume
only the following principle in incorporating design decisions:
• There are various "rules of thumb" — heuristics — which can be applied.
We shall built these in as defaults.
• If the format of specifications is left sufficiently flexible, it will be open to
the user of the system to override the defaults.
An example will illustrate these points.
1. Suppose we specify a total disk storage capacity of 3.3Mb. We could achieve
this by having seven 7937H model disk drives, or by having nine 7933H disk
drives. The former would be better by the rule of thumb which says "Fewer,
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higher capacity disk drives are often better than more, lower capacity disk
drives". Both would be acceptable, but we would hope that the first solution
would be returned in preference to the second.4
2. In some circumstances we might want more disk drives (of smaller capacity).
This could be because we wanted to increase the number of communication
channels if our applications involved a lot of disk access. We can state this
in the specification, for example by giving a minimum number of disk drives
for the configuration; if this was (say) eight in the example, then the first
solution will not be admissible but the second will.
3. There are many other solutions possible. However many of them would be
considered poor design: for example, mixing different models of disk drives
by having (say) four 7937H disk drives and three 7933H drives. But note
that the user can still specify such (completely legal) combinations explicitly
— this is the second specification option of Section 3.2.3.
3.6.4 Ensuring locally optimal solutions
Let us start by defining the concept of utility, which we shall encounter here in
determining what, if anything, would constitute an optimum solution:
Definition 3.1 The utility of a system is a multi-dimensional measure of its
worth to the user. These dimensions may vary, but at present I shall enumer¬
ate them as
(1) cheapness (inverse of cost)
(2) efficiency
(3) expandability
(4) anti-obsolescence (inverse of obsolescence)
(5) technological innovation
4The second would still be found, if more solutions are asked for.
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These dimensions are named so that a move in the direction of the positive axis
constitutes "improvement". However, I shall usually refer to cost rather than
cheapness, and to obsolescence rather than anti-obsolescence in discussing config¬
urations, since these are more natural.
Note that:
• Obsolescence is a property of old components which are likely to be discon¬
tinued (and therefore, ultimately, unsupported).
• Technological innovation is a property of new components in the process of
becoming supported, which (it is hoped) represent the new "state-of-the-art"
to come.
It is hard to address the question of what constitutes an optimum solution in a
domain with several dimensions. On the one hand, we can measure the cost of a
system: this is an objective, quantitative property. On the other hand, it is not
true to say that we can optimize on cost considerations since cheaper solutions
may be inferior in some respect to more expensive ones. We can talk about the
efficiency of a system, but this is not so easily measurable. Also, two identical
instances of configurations may differ in their utility, one running very efficiently
and the other poorly — simply because they are running different applications, or
are being used differently. In Section 3.6.2 we saw that there is a soft constraint to
restrict the number of disk drives to fewer than the number given by the hard rule
for the configuration. Suppose we have three identical configurations, each viol¬
ating the rule. These configurations are part of systems (where a system includes
the configuration, the software it is used to run, its environment, which includes
the pattern of usage — interactive, batch, overnight, etc.) such that C\ runs inef¬
ficiently whereas C2 and C3 do not. How can this be? Suppose configurations C\
and C2 both run a set of applications S\, and configuration C3 runs a different set
of applications <S2• C\ runs inefficiently, due to the fact that the applications it
runs involve high disk access. It can be the case that C3 runs efficiently because
S2 is not involved in much disk access. C2 may be acceptable because its high disk
access applications are run overnight, and it does not matter if they run slowly.
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Thus it is not possible to address the question of optimality at a global level, as is
acknowledged in Frayman & Mittal (1987), who also address this issue. However,
we wish to ensure that our solutions are at least locally optimal. I define this
concept thus:
Definition 3.2 A locally optimal solution is one whose utility cannot be increased
(improved) along one dimension without a simultaneous decrease (deterioration)
along at least one other dimension.
We can compare solutions of equal cost, expandability, obsolescence, and techno¬
logical innovation — probably solutions using an identical set of components but
connected differently— along the dimension of efficiency, and ensure that we reach
the one of the better solutions possible for that set of components. To this end,
in the example of Section 3.6.1 we rejected the solution of placing the printer and
the disk drive together because this was a less efficient solution, despite having
the same cost as our favoured solution — note that it must necessarily have equal
cost since it uses exactly the same components.
3.7 Soft constraint relaxation
The need to relax soft constraints arises when applying all of the soft constraints
would leave the solution space completely empty. Unfortunately, constraints in¬
teract in such a way as to make this quite a difficult problem. Expert configurers
tend to use rules of thumb based on experience coupled with their understanding
of why the heuristic rules are there in the first place.
Let us give an example. Suppose we have four card cages and cannot configure any
more, since this is the maximum allowable by the (hard) rules for this particular
configuration. Suppose we have a total of twelve interface cards configured in
these card cages. Of these, nine are HPIB channels. Suppose now that we have
twenty-eight disk drives to configure.
We have, in this context:
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• Hard constraints
1. No more than five interface cards to a card cage
2. No more than four disk drives to a channel
• Soft constraints
1. No more than an average of three interface cards per card cage
2. No more than three disk drives to a channel
These combine, given that we have four card cages, to:
• Hard constraints
1. No more than seventeen HPIB interface cards in total
2. No more than four disk drives to an HPIB
• Soft constraints
1. No more than nine HPIB interface cards in total
2. No more than three disk drives to an HPIB
While obeying both the soft constraints we can configure at most 3 x 9 = 27
disk drives. To configure the 28th we must relax either soft constraint (1) or soft
constraint (2). It is not clear which would be preferable (or least unacceptable).
Relaxing constraint (1) will overload the card cages. Relaxing constraint (2) will
overload one of the channels. Both of these have an effect on the efficiency of data
transfer, in general. However, the actual effect of overloading in each of these ways
depends on the particular extent and pattern of data transfer, and this in turn
depends on three factors:
• The amount of disk access.
• The timing of disk access.
• The distribution of the data across disk drives.
So, for example, we would be prepared to relax constraint (2) if disk access were
comparatively infrequent for the disk drives involved.
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Soft constraint (1) is interesting. It was given to me in the course of knowledge
elicitation but turned out to be "compiled knowledge". It is an example of a
grossly over-simplified (in fact distorted) version of a rule given by people who
do understand configuration to those who they believe are not capable of such
understanding: the idea being that if the sales representatives blindly follow this
rule it will at least keep them out of trouble. Its real raison d'etre is that the
engineer who installs the configuration should be free to permute channels between
card cages for maximum efficiency. It has not been possible, so far, to capture this
knowledge, and indeed there are not many cases where it is needed. It is true
that it is desirable, where possible, to allow the engineer who actually installs the
configuration this flexibility, so that she can place interface cards in the optimum
positions for efficient data transfer. However, there are certain patterns of system
use which render it irrelevant, and therefore a constraint which can be readily
relaxed. The motivation behind this heuristic is explained as: if there are not
too many interface cards jockeying for position, then it is more likely that we
can ensure that there are not too many of a particular type on one card cage. If
the average rises above a certain level, then it is less likely that this can be done.
However, by this formula the precondition for applying the heuristic has been lost.
This seems to be a common problem in knowledge elicitation for AI, and for expert
systems in particular.
3.8 Design issues
Much guidance in searching for a configuration can be provided if the user of the
system has facilities for scene setting; e.g. stating whether an efficient config¬
uration is important, whether there is a cost constraint, etc. There is a small
subclass of design problems in which the 'optimum solution' (along one of several
possible different dimensions: cost, efficiency ...) which meets the specifications
is required. The underlying strategy to be used in this design scenario is quite
different from, say, that to be used if the problem is to find any satisfactory solu¬
tion^) subject to keeping under a cost ceiling. As well as cost and efficiency, other
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design issues are expandability, or potential growth path, of a configuration, i.e.
its capacity to be augmented at a future date; and technological issues, such as
whether certain hardware is obsolescent and will be superseded in the near future;
and anticipating new trends in hardware.
3.8.1 Constraint management and optimization
I believe that synthesizing computer configurations is a question of design, where
some human intervention is necessary. At the very least, with the minimal human
input, the user should be provided with a set of solutions to choose from.
Not everyone sees the problem this way. Some assumptions that are commonly
made are
1. That the problem can be viewed best as one of constraint management.
2. That the problem can be seen as one of optimization.
Other systems, such as that described in Frayman & Mittal (1987) use the con¬
straints to "drive" the inference process in a MOLGEN-like system. However, when
I examined the rule-base for the configurations I was considering, I found that they
were not constrained to anything like the extent of the configurations described in
Frayman h Mittal (1987), or, for that matter, in those of McDermott (1982), Solo-
way et al. (1997), Bachant & Soloway (1989), and Barker & O'Connor (1989). In
all realistic examples, the solution space was very large, if I took legality of config¬
uration alone into account. Applying soft constraints could prune the search tree,
but could result in no solutions. Heuristic constraint management is a complex
process, especially if the motivation behind the heuristics is ill-understood. In a
typical negotiation between a computer hardware firm and a customer, the firm
aims to provide a solution, or a small number of alternatives, which both meets
the user requirements and offers competitively priced facilities, including the hope
that the configured system will run the users' software in a reliable and efficient
manner.
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Let us examine criteria by which a solution may be judged good or bad, and assess
what optimality means
• for each criterion separately
• for all criteria considered together
3.8.2 Cost
Sometimes a ceiling is placed on what may be spent on a configuration, in which
case this forms part of the specification and represents a hard constraint on the
solution space. Even if there is no such explicit constraint, I would not usually
regard cost to be completely unimportant.
It is often assumed that minimising cost is a desirable goal. This is something of
an over-generalization because
1. Often cost is of little concern, provided the budget ceiling is not exceeded.
2. It may be desirable to meet (exactly, if possible) the budget ceiling, if there
is one. Often capital which is allocated but not spent is not transferable, so
that the department concerned loses out; and also risks its budget being cut
for the next financial period.
3. In the common situation of tendering for a contract, it is of course important
to offer a competitively-priced configuration, but not at the cost (necessarily)
of cutting corners.
At best, therefore, I can sometimes see the need for a strategy being designed to
achieve the "cheapest, all other factors being equal" configuration. I move on to
a discussion of these "other factors".
3.8.3 Efficiency
Sometimes a configuration, while legal according to the rules in the object level
knowledge base, does not run very efficiently in practice, because of the way in
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which the components are connected. For example, it may take a long time to
transfer data to and from disk, or to print out documents, or to run compute-bound
programs, or all of these. This issue was explained in Section 3.7. Additionally, a
configuration may be more or less efficient, according to the choice of devices. For
example, a disk drive with cache memory is faster than one without.
To appreciate the problems in trying to find 'optimum' solutions, there are a
number of related points to be made.
• A configuration is potentially inefficient if the heuristic maximum (of disk
drives per channel, of interface cards per card cage) is exceeded.
• If it is possible to breach the soft limits by varying amounts, then one assumes
that the greater the breach, or number of breaches, the more inefficient the
configuration, but...
«... Provided the soft limits are not breached, a configuration is not made
more efficient by further decreasing the number of components involved.
• Given a choice between breaching one soft limit or another, in the absence
of evidence to the contrary we cannot prefer breaching one to breaching
another; this is a genuine choice point in the search for an efficient configur¬
ation.
• Further, we cannot necessarily say that two breaches of one soft limit is
worse than one breach of another.
• It may be the case that we would want a strategy for ensuring the least total
number of breaches; however we might want it to be possible to return other
solutions as well. The same applies to other strategies: ensuring the least
possible breaches of soft limit A, or ensuring the least possible breaches of
soft limit B, etc.
What seems to be desirable is that there is some means of capturing each al¬
ternative strategy, a search procedure which gives alternative solutions based on
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each. Ideally we might want to allow some kind of interactive facility for choosing
between them. We shall return to this in Chapter 8.
3.8.4 Reasoning with cost constraints
Suppose we have a cost constraint. Our strategy can be summarized as:
• If we can obey all soft limits, then we shall do so.
• If not, then we would want configuration with maximum utility (see Defini¬
tion 3.1) subject to the cost constraints.
1. If there are two solutions which are within cost but each breaks (say) one
heuristic — a different one in each case — someone needs to decide which
of the two is acceptable/better.
2. Two solutions, where one has two breaches of soft limit A and the other has
one breach of soft limit B, may not be comparable.
3. We may have to decide, say, between having faster (and more expensive)
disk drives which are connected inefficiently, and slower disk drives which
can be connected according to soft limits.
3.8.5 Reasoning without cost constraints
Just because we have no cost constraint does not mean that cost is unimportant.
1. It may be that we have to break soft limits designed to ensure efficient
configurations anyway, because of the sheer size of the configuration. Then
the same reasoning as in Section 3.8.4 holds.
2. If this is not the case, then a solution which does not breach soft limits may
be found. However, we may be interested in returning other solutions as
well, or in finding a minimum cost solution, for the purposes of negotiation.
This is particularly true in tendering situations.
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3.8.6 The problem with metrics
I do not believe that it is possible to develop metrics in order to decide a global
optimum configuration for a given specification. Let us examine the reasons for
this conclusion.
It might be argued that we can attach metrics (or measures) of how 'bad' a given
breach is. Then the strategy should be to find an 'optimum solution', which
mimimizes the 'total score'. There are several problems with this.
• It is unlikely that an expert configurer could give figures which would hold
across all situations. How 'bad' it is to overload a channel with disk drives
depends on the pattern of disk access, which depends on users, applications,
and general environmental factors for the system.
• It is equally difficult to compare different 'bad' things. Sometimes we can put
up with overloaded card cages but not with overloaded channels; sometimes
it is the other way round: it depends on our ideas about the likely pattern
of data access/transfer.
This problem is well known from cost-benefit analysis, for example, Ball (1979)
writes:
"The official figure in Britain for the value of a life in the early 1970s
was around £9000. The absurdity of such a number is readily apparent.
A plane carrying 100 passengers is, on this evaluation, transporting a
cargo 'worth' £900,000. The jet aircraft, on the other hand, has, say, a
replacement value of £2m. Imagine that this aircraft, while airborne,
suddenly develops mechanical failure. The pilot is faced with the choice
of irreparable damage to the aircraft in order to save the passengers,
or jettisoning the passengers in mid-flight in order to save the plane.
The pilot consults the cost-benefit manual to find out what society
would prefer. After safely landing the now lightened aircraft, the pilot
explains the absence of passengers by reference to the mechanical diffi¬
culty and the cost-benefit manual. Heroes, it seems, can come in many
different guises, particularly if you believe in cost-benefit analysis."
So I would argue against hard-wiring any optimality strategy into the system:
instead I need several strategies for synthesizing configurations which may possibly
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be less than efficient. Flexibility is the key. I will demonstrate how this flexibility
can be achieved on Chapter 5.
3.9 Conclusion
Simply expressed, the task that I have set out to automate is that of synthesizing
configurations which meet the specifications given. Search is constrained by the
need to generate legal configurations, and by constraints which may be present in
the specification, such as the need to keep within a budget.
There appear to be three facets to the task:
1. Capturing the hard knowledge that we have, i.e. the object-level theory
of configuration. Finding solutions according to these rules ensures legal
solutions.
2. Capturing heuristic knowledge. These are definite facts about what consti¬
tutes a good solution.
3. Experimenting with strategies which aim to return solutions which are as
good as possible. This area is more fuzzy — hence the need to experiment.
Chapter 4 deals with the first of these, Chapter 5 describes how the other two
may be used to guide search, Chapter 6 is an account of how these were imple¬





Mein Hut, der hat drei Ecken,
Drei Ecken hat mein Hut,
Und hat der nicht drei Ecken,
So ist es nicht mein Hut!
Anon.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, I defined the configuration task, albeit in an informal way,
and looked at some software systems for carrying it and related tasks out. In this
chapter I shall give a more formal account of the domain and task.
I begin, in Section 4.2, by motivating the use of logic which is central to my
approach. In Section 4.3, I define what is meant by a legal configuration and show
how theorem-proving is relevant to the task by analogy with program synthesis. I
shall explain how configurations are synthesized via proofs.
In Section 4.4, I define some terms and motivate both the choice of atomic objects
in the theory and the method of building up more complex structures from simpler
ones. The key factors here are maintainability of the system, and the need to deal
with connectivity constraints.
Every object in the theory belongs to a type. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 discuss the
types used in Section 4.7 to restrict configuration objects. Section 4.8 gives all
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the axioms and rules of the theory and Section 4.9 indicates how they are used in
proofs. Section 4.10 discusses the search problems involved with finding proofs and
suggests meta-level techniques to deal with them. Appendix B.2 gives a complete
list of all types and tactics implemented in the system.
4.2 Advantages of logical formalism
I have developed an axiomization of the theory of configuration which allows us
to make use of standard theorem proving techniques. In particular, we view the
synthesis of computer hardware as being analogous to program synthesis, which I
describe in Section 4.3.
The first issue to be addressed is that of representing the configuration domain in
a logical formalism. This is desirable in order to make it more precise, to enable
reasoning about the domain in a rigorous manner, and to ensure soundness.
As we might have expected, this has proven to be a difficult task. The knowledge
used by experts in performing their tasks is often presented in a haphazard and
informal manner. Moreover, it is not easy to impose order on the plethora of
objects at our disposal, or to arrive at more than an ad hoc description of how
different objects may be combined.
However, the benefits of representing the domain as a sound logical theory far
outweigh the difficulties. If we can assign a type to every object which is used
in configuration problems, then the task of ensuring that various constraints are
satisfied within a configuration is made much more elegant. If we can develop
an axiomization of the rules concerned with the configuration task then the tasks
associated with configuration can be seen as by-products of theorem proving in
the domain, with the soundness associated with such techniques.
Within this theory, we may synthesize configurations c obeying certain require¬
ments spec(c) via proof of the theorem
3c.spec(c)
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as described in Section 4.3.
This chapter describes the extrication of the object-level knowledge, in the form
of hard facts and rules about computer hardware and its configuration, from the
wealth of knowledge brought to bear by experts when carrying out configuration
tasks; and covers the formalization of the object-level knowledge. Whereas the
explicit representation of strategies for configuration may be developed by ques¬
tioning experts, by reading configuration manuals, and by other knowledge elicit-
ation techniques, the logical representation of the object level presents additional
problems associated with the formalization of an originally non-formal domain.
This is the crucial stage of developing an automated process. On it depends the
soundness of the resulting knowledge based system.
4.3 Representation
A configuration consists of many components, which are connected together in
such a way as to constitute a legal, working configuration. There are several
basic types of component: for example, example-printer might be the name of a
particular model of a printer; some-terminal a model of terminal, and some-cable
a model of RS232 serial cable.
My technique is analogous to the program synthesis technique of, for example,
Bates &; Constable (1985) where we are given a specification spec(input, output)
of the relationship between the input and output, and synthesize an algorithm alg
as follows:
Find a constructive proof of the theorem:
h Vinput3output.spec(input, output)
Synthesize from this the algorithm alg such that
h \/input.spec(input, alg(input))
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By a constructive proof, we mean that it is not sufficient to prove existence, but the
proof must produce a witness — i.e. an actual instantiation — for the existential
variable output. As an effect of this process, we can also extract from the proof a
procedure for constructing this witness.
For example, to synthesize an algorithm to sort a list of objects of type r into
ascending order we prove the theorem which states that, for all lists /,-, where /, is
a list of objects of type r, there exists a sorted list l0 such that lQ is a permutation
of f. The specification for such an algorithm is
V/i:r3/0:r.perm(/i, lQ) A ord{l0)
where ord(l0) means that lQ is ordered. The extracted algorithm alg sorts /,■ into
/0, for any such and provides the means of constructing output from input.
We aim to synthesize a hardware configuration in like manner, as a by-product of
a proof. Suppose we are given a specification, spec(c), for a computer hardware
configuration. This specification will lay down certain conditions that the desired
configuration must fulfill; for instance, that it has disk storage capacity of at least
1.2Gb; that it has certain printers; that it can support a given number of terminals
running certain applications; and so on.
A computer configuration c which meets the requirements of a specification spec(c)
may be synthesized as a by-product of proving the theorem1
3c:configuration .spec(c) (4.1)
Section 4.7 explains in detail what it means for a configuration to be well-formed,
but a brief description is given here.
To be well-formed, a configuration object must possess certain properties, which
may be summarized as
1. Certain components are essential (processor, memory, ...)
aWe use the convention that types are represented in bold face.
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2. All devices (disk drives, tape drives, printers, ...) must be connected into
the configuration in some (legal) way.
Note that an alternative way of thinking of 4.1 is to introduce a meta-variable C
and to prove
spec(C) (4.2)
In proving Theorem (4.2) above, where spec(C) is, in general, a conjunct of goals
expressing the required properties of the configuration, C is instantiated to a well-
formed computer configuration term.
This is a gradual process. Initially, we set out to prove
spec(C)
(Equation 4.2) where C is a meta-variable. In the early stages of the proof, C will
acquire some structure, e.g.
C = proc:L
where proc is instantiated but L is not: read this as "C consists of a processor
list proc and some other terms". Later in the proof L acquires some structure,
maybe a list in which one or more elements are instantiated, and so on.
4.4 Objects of the theory
4.4.1 Motivation for types
First note that my particular choice of atomic types enables me to formalize the
expression of an important class of constraints in this domain, namely those con¬
cerned with ensuring legal connections. We wish to reduce this kind of constraint-
checking to well-formedness checking, embedded in the logical representation of
the configuration domain.
Computer hardware configurations are gradually built up by taking individual
(simple) components and building them into more complex (compound) structures.
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Mirroring this, I shall start with a description of how simple components may be
represented, and how these objects may be combined to give members of compound
types. A computer hardware configuration is then represented as an object of type
/zst(processor) x /zsf(memory) x ... x /isf(terminal) x /zst(disk) x ...
where we can read x as "and" — in other words, a configuration is composed of
a processor (list) and some memory and consoles and terminals and disks and ...
The configuration object will arise out of the proof of a theorem of the form given
in Theorem 4.1, part of which is the proof of well-formedness of witnesses to the
existential goals. This means that any object c which appears as an instantiation
of a configuration object is guaranteed to be a legally constituted computer
hardware configuration.
Remember that we defined the term utility in Chapter 3 (Definition 3.1). Let us
now define the term usage as follows:
Definition 4.1 The usage of a component (of computer hardware), or group of
components, is its function, in terms of the service it provides to the user of the
computer configuration. A component may have more than one usage.
An example of a component having more than one usage is a tape drive, whose
usages are backup of data and software transfer. In Chapter 3, I discussed the
problems involved in classifying objects in a hierarchical way. Further examples
of this are:
• We can classify according to usage, defined above; for example 7937h(3) and
7937fl(1) are disks; 2932a(5) is a printer.
• We can classify according to connectivity within the configuration, for ex¬
ample 7937fl(3) must be a fibre-optically connected device; 7937h(2) must
be a system device, by which I mean that it must be connected via an object
of type system_cable; 2932a(6) may be either a system or a serial device
(connected via an object of type seriaLcable).
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• A PC may be free-standing or considered as a terminal in a large networked
system.
• Disk storage may be provided in a number of ways in different configurations,
for example:
— by means of disk drives connected to channels via a cable
— some models of mini-computer have built-in storage (the configuration
of which they are part may have separate disk drives as well)
— there are devices which combine the functions of disk and tape storage
— there may be devices providing corresponding usage but not classified
as disk drives.
I have chosen a fairly flat classification for the reasons given in Sections
4.4.2-4.4.5. By flat we mean that there is little use made of any hierarchical
structure in the static representation. Thus we do not, as is the case in frame-
based expert systems, use inheritance of properties. We shall later see the use of
union types, but this will be simply to allow lists of differently typed objects to be
formed in certain circumstances (see Section 4.6.2).
4.4.2 Maintenance
Maintenance is a problem for XCON and similar systems (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2).
It would be good to have a system which could be maintained by people who did
not necessarily have knowledge of the system as a whole. In other words, someone
whose job it was to maintain the price and product list as new components came
into production and obsolete ones were deleted would not have to know anything
other than how to maintain the particular files which hold the information relevant
to this task. Similarly, an engineer should be able to maintain the part of the
system requiring her particular expertise independently of the rest of the system.
If we adopted a hierarchical structure we would constantly have the problem of
fitting in new devices to this rigid framework. It is a common problem in Artificial
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Intelligence that initial classifications within frame-based systems and the like
break down when new objects are introduced which defy the original classifications,
or if the information is put to a different use. For instance, if we attach the property
"flight" to the class of birds because it is useful in many cases we need somehow
to cope with exceptions — the ostrich or the overweight turkey. This leads to
rethinking either the classification or the properties attached to slots or both;
or else to messy exception-handling procedures. The problem in the computer
hardware domain is that we cannot predict the course that technology will take.
New products might cut across existing divisions: maintenance of the system would
mean not simply updating the product data but also maintaining the structure.
This would add an unnecessary overhead on to an already onerous task. My aim is
to make maintenance as straightforward as possible. The knowledge base part of
the system can be updated by people who currently maintain product information
— people who do not necessarily have the expertise needed to maintain a structure
tree for the knowledge base; so that unless all future products conform to the
existing structure the addition of just one "revolutionary" component will cause
problems.
4.4.3 Separation of usage and connectivity
Each component has two important attributes:
1. its value (the user view)
2. its means of connection (the engineer view)
Let me now define the term value, in terms of usage as previously defined (Section
4.4.1, Definition 4.1):
Definition 4.2 The value of a component, or group of components, is the set
of usages, paired where appropriate with a measure of how well each function is
performed. This measure may be quantitative or qualitative.
The value of a component, group of components, or complete configuration, to
a user is, put simply, a description of what it does for the user, and how well.
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The value of a printer is the printing services it provides — for example, the fact
that it offers double-sided printing, and the speed at which it prints. This speed
is probably measured quantitatively, for example "600 lines per minute". The
value of a group of disk drives is the total capacity of the storage they provide,
and maybe the rate at which data can be transferred to and from them. The
latter may well be measured qualitatively— e.g. "fast". The value of a complete
configuration is the description of all the facilities it provides — printing, disk
storage, the applications which can be run, the numbers of terminals of various
kinds, and so on. The desired value of a configuration is given in the specification
— although the actual value may exceed this specification.
4.4.4 Connectivity
The engineering view of a component is not usually in terms of what it does
but how it is connected. So the interesting things about disk drives and printers
are the options for connecting them. Often there is only one option: then the
question is simply whether they can be connected (whether there are sufficient
resources, in terms of vacant sockets etc. or not). If there are apparent alternatives,
then the choice made may have repercussions later, for example by consuming
resources needed by other components which cannot be connected in any other way.
Occasionally the choice of connection method affects the value of a component.
For example, connecting a printer by means of a system cable means that it cannot
be used remotely, but must stand fairly near the processor, probably in the same
room. It is likely that in these cases, where it is important, the choice of connection
method will feature in the specification.
With this caveat, usage and connectivity factors are, in general, independent:
1. Not all devices with usage printing will be serially connected.
2. Serially connected devices between them provide a number of usages, e.g.
printing, communication.
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The problem is that at different stages of the synthesis, we are interested in dif¬
ferent attributes; it is also true that different people are interested in different
things and we must preserve both views. For example, the focus changes during
the course of synthesizing the configuration. At the start, the main focus is on the
user view, and the value of the configuration in terms of what services it provides
(printing, applications, disk storage). We consider devices in terms of their value,
and how they are combined to provide the value specified by the user requirement.
Of course, this may well have implications for how some of the devices are con¬
nected. Later, I shall focus on the the details of how all the various devices may
be connected, which is the engineer's view.
Because two views exist, we should need to maintain not one, but two hierarchies.
This is feasible, but leads to the problems outlined in Section 4.4.2, doubled.
4.4.5 Connection constraints as types
Whatever architecture is used for the configuration system, it is common practice
to store attributes of components relating to their value in a knowledge base. In
following this practice I wish, for the reasons hinted at in the previous section,
and given more fully in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1, to keep the attributes relating
to how the components are connected separate from other attributes. The former
is normally of no direct interest to the user, even though in some cases how a
device is connected can affect its value. So although my system will later need to
incorporate some heuristic meta-level knowledge relating method of connection to
efficiency of operation, expandability, or cost, this must not appear at the object-
level, where I merely wish to ensure that the requirements for legality are met.
The knowledge about how components are connected is constraint information.
We can make a general statement to the effect that all devices must be connected
by some path to the rest of the system. This is axiomatic to any general theory.
Specific examples of paths are cables, modem, etc. Some systems have card cages
with slots for channels, to which the other end of cables are attached. Note that the
general theory does not say that we can use any cable or any slot. The knowledge
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about which objects are acceptable is a constraint on the configuration synthesis.
It is embedded in the type theory.
These constraints only come into play when we are trying to combine two or more
components. I have chosen to embed them in the type definitions. Constructing a
compound object, such as a device and its associated cable (i.e. a member of the
type device x cable) or a device x cable pair with a slot in a card cage, is seen as
constructing a new (compound) object. Whether or not this can be done, legally,
reduces to whether the object so-formed is in a type — i.e. is well-typed. For
example, the function
connectedjvia : device x configuration i—> channel
which gives an output ch of type channel, requires two inputs: the second of these
is a configuration object c (maybe partially instantiated); and the first must be
an object dev in device, and
3cb:cab\e.connect-cable(dev) = cb in c
i.e. there is a cable, cb, connecting dev in the configuration c.
We shall write
connectedjvia(dev) = ch in c
Introducing too much super/sub-type structure into this theory is distracting and
unnecessary. Since there would be so many exceptions we cannot reap the usual
benefits of this kind of representation — viz. inheritance of properties — without
wrecking the clean logical framework I am attempting to build. This seems to jus¬
tify aiming for the flattest possible representation, and rather building hierarchical




4.5.1 Components as members of types
We represent individual components such as processors, memory modules, ter¬
minals, disk drives, tape drives, printers, channels, fibre-optic links, and cables as
members of atomic types (sometimes referred to as sorts). For example, hpib[5)
is a channel component, i.e. an object of type channel. We can readily add new
types of components to this representation, as shown in Section 4.6.1.
The simple types we will come across in configuring large mainframe systems are
described in the sections which follow.
4.5.2 Devices
Devices include disk drives, tape drives, terminals, printers, etc., with respect¬
ive types disk, tape, terminal, printer. The type disk is a union type over
"ordinary" disk drives and those connected via fibre-optic links. Union types are
explained in Section 4.6.2 below.
4.5.3 Channels
HP 3000 computer systems use various kinds of channel for connecting devices.
These are MUXes, LANICs, HPIBs, and HPFLs (fibre optic links), of types mux,
lanic, channel, and fchannel.
4.5.4 Other connecting components
To connect terminals, apart from the system console which will be connected via a
MUX, we have DTCs, portgroups (for cables or modems), cables (RS232 and RS422),
and modems.
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The function of all the above components can be found in the Glossary Of Hard¬
ware Terms and the type names in Appendix D.l.l.
4.5.5 Miscellaneous
Other important types are processor, memory (modules), and cardcages. Each
processor will have particular models of memory board associated — sometimes
there is only one but sometimes differently sized memory boards are available.
Some processors have the option of configuring extra card cages to allow more
devices to be configured whilst others are fixed in this respect.
4.6 Compound types
More complex types can be composed via type constructors. Type constructors
are needed to select members of a type (functions), to combine objects of the same
type together in lists with corporate properties (parametric lists), and to describe
component connections (cartesian products). These are described in this section.
4.6.1 Function types
Attributes of devices are not associated with individual instances of components,
but with models of devices. So, for example, the 7937XL is a model of disk drive
which has cache memory and a storage capacity of 571 megabytes. There may be
several instances of such disk drives in a configuration, and we need to refer to
these somehow. The neatest way is to index the model name, as follows.
Suppose we have a model of some component, modeLname. Suppose the type
of such components is r. Then we name a function modeljname which maps
members of the natural numbers J\f to members of r:
model jname : N h-* r
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For example, 7937XL is a model of disk drive.
7937XL : AT ^ disk
is a function, and
7937XL(1), 7937XL(2), 7937XL(3), ...
are instances of this kind of disk drive in a configuration, each of them having
identical properties (cache memory, storage capacity 571Mb, etc).
When we want to add new models of component to the knowledge base, we can
do so by adding a new function to the file of component models together with the
type of its codomain2 (its domain is always Af), and inserting its attributes of
objects in its image into the attributes file. For example 7937XL has codomain
disk; objects of the form 7937XL(n), with n G Af, have capacity 571Mb, etc.
Adding a new type of object is also straightforward. Suppose a new type of storage
device is invented. We define the type, storetype, say. Suppose we have two
different models of storetype about to start production, called fast, and whizzo.
We incorporate the functions
fast : AT h-> storetype,
whizzo : Af storetype,
Then objects of the form fastfn) or whizzo(n) will be instances of type storetype.
In addition, we need to define the well-formed types involving members of the
new component type, to determine how these may be connected into configur¬
ations (see 4.6.3). For example, if all members of storetype can only be con¬
nected via an object of type widget, then we define the cartesian product type
storetype x r to be well-typed only if r = widget.
2otherwise known as its range
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4.6.2 List types
If r is a type, then list(r) is a type whose members are lists of members of r.
• We define the list of no members as nil
• The constructor function is cons:
cons : t x list(r) i—> list{r)
which takes an object a of type r and a list I of objects of type r and returns
a list of objects of type r consisting of the object a followed by the elements
of /, in the order they occurred in I. We write this awl.
Frequently we wish to refer to a list of devices of the same type. For example, we
may wish to calculate the total storage capacity of the disk drives in a configura¬
tion. If we can group devices together, such as the disk drives of a configuration,
then composite attributes such as capacity may be defined recursively over lists.
For example, the partial configuration representing the disk storage devices might
be
[examplejddrive(l), examplejddrive(2), another-ddrive(2)],
of type /zsf(disk). We can return the capacity of such a list in the way shown in
Section 4.6.4.
We may also wish to define lists whose elements may be different types of storage
device. Union types may be defined; for example, a union type over the different
storage types. Then lists may be defined, each of whose elements is a member of
the union type. For example we might have a list of devices connected to a given
channel returned as
[examplejddriveA(l), example-ddriveA(i), example-tapeJ$(2)],
of type list(device), where, say
device = disk U tape U printer U terminal
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4.6.3 Cartesian product types
Connecting components together is represented by forming cartesian products of
the two elements to be combined.
Cartesian products are defined as follows.
If A and B are types, then Ax B is a type whose members are pairs (a, 6), with
a in A and b in B.
For example,
(printerA(b), system-cableA (16))
represents a printer with a system cable attached.
Not all components may be so combined: this restriction represents a significant
class of constraints in the system. Thus we have dependent product types,
x : A x B,
where x is in A and B depends on x.
For example,
example-ddrive and another-ddrive are both functions into type disk,
but examplejddrive(3) requires a system-cable, whereas another_ddrive(2) needs
a fibre-optic-link.
So if x = examplejddrive(3) we can form
(examplejddrive(3), system-cableA(IA))
as a well-typed object, but not if x = another -ddrive(2), since
(another_ddrive(3), system-cableA(li))
would not be well-typed because system-cable-1(14) is not a fibre-optic link.
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4.6.4 Arithmetic and list functions
In the process of synthesis, we will need to use various simple functions such as
the length of a list, the sum of two natural numbers, etc.
Length of a list
For a list of objects of type r we have length: list(r) i—> Af,
This is needed for checking constraints on (say) the number of devices of a partic¬
ular type which may be connected to a given channel. For example, we may insist
that
if devices(ch) is the list of all devices connected to channel ch
and devices(hpih(n)) = demce_Iis£:list(device)
(where n £ Af)
then length(deviceJist) < 6, say.
Arithmetic
We need functions such as
plus: Af x Af i—> Af
This is needed, for example, in the recursive definition of capacity: the capacity
of a list of devices is the capacity of the head plus the total capacity of the tail of
the list:
Icapacity (nil) = 0
lcapacity(a :: I) = capacity (a) + lcapacity(l)
where capacity [a) is the capacity of the component a.
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4.6.5 Building more complex types
We can combine these constructors to build still more complex types. This cul¬
minates in the configuration type, whose members are computer hardware con¬
figurations.
For example, we can form the cartesian product of device and its connecting cable,
as in
(examplt-ddrive(5), systerrucableA{l))
We can form a list of such pairs to represent all the devices connected via their
cables to a given channel, as in
(channel-1(1), [(ddrive-3(5), system ..cable-1(7)), (tapeJ2(l), system -cable _1 (8))]
Finally, a configuration object is a cartesian product of lists
//.^(processor) x list(memory) x Izst(device)
x/zsf(connectors) x /^(connections)
4.6.6 Destructor functions
We often need to pull apart terms which have been constructed as outlined above.
For example, the function connected-via takes a term of type
configuration x printer,
and returns the channel to which the device is connected in a given configuration
via its cable:
connected-via : configuration x printer i—> channel




returns the list of disk drives of c.
4.7 Configurations
Definition 4.3 A component, comp, has a valid connection if the function
connectedjoia{comp,c) is defined and returns a value, i.e.
3r3:r rr.connectedJoia(comp, c) — x
I have defined the set of essential parts, referred to in the definitions, as
{processor, memory, system_storage, backup, console}.
I give here the definition of legal, as applied to configurations:
Definition 4.4 A configuration c is legal if
(i) There are instantiations for the values of all functions taking the form
essentiaLcomponent (c), where essentiaLcomponent stands in turn for each of the
members of a designated set of essential parts.
(ii) Every component object of c has a valid connection.
Recall that the syntactic structure of a configuration is a tuple
configuration = /ist(processor) x list(memory) x ...
The number of elements in this list, as well as their types, varies from configur¬
ation to configuration — it is dependent on the processor. Since all computer
configurations have a processor and some memory the template fragment
proc:list(processor) :: (m:list(memory) :: L),
where L is a meta-variable standing for the rest of the configuration, will be the
same for configuration, no matter what the processor is.
If we know, for instance, that the processor list contains a single HP3000 series
950 model processor (only), then we can expand this template to
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/zsi(processor) x /isf(memory) x /zsf(terminal)
xlist(terminal)3 xlist(disk) x list(tape)
xlist(printer) x list(mux) x list(lanic)
x/zsi(channel) x hi,st(fchannel) x/ist(cardcage_term)
A configuration, to be well-formed, must also obey certain properties, propi,i £ J\f;
Vc:configuration. f\ propi(c) (4.3)
l<t'<n
where these properties include, for some configuration object c:
• processor(c) ^ nil
Amemory(c) ^ nil
Aconsole(c) ^ nil
. . . etc.
which expresses the fact that certain components are essential
• Vx:disk £ disks(c). By -.system-cable £ system-cables(c). connect-cable[x) =
y in c
where x £ disks(c) means "x is a member of the list disks(c)", and similarly
for y, which is in the list systems-cables(c).
• Wx E devices(c). Bz € channels(c).
connected-via(x) = z in c KBcb.connect jcable{x) = cb in c
expressing the fact that all devices must be connected into the configuration
via some means (cable, modem, etc.).
• Vx £ channels(c). Bcc:cardcage £ cardcages(c).connected-via(x) — cc in c
expressing the the fact that each interface card must be configured in a card
cage
• Conjuncts to do with constraints of either of two classes:
1. Limits on the number of devices which can be connected to a channel
or on the number of interface cards which can be configured in a card
cage.
3There are two lists of terminals; the first are consoles (usually only one) for system
use and the second is the list of user-terminals.
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2. A small number of "incompatibility constraints", to do with the fact
that certain devices, or certain devices fulfilling certain functions, may
not share a channel.
A term of type configuration is a tuple consisting of a processor list4, a list of
system disks, a list ofmemorymodules, lists of all the major components appearing
in the configuration, and a list of card cage terms. Note that there will generally
be constraints on the lengths of lists, determined by the processor type, which also
determines which devices and other components are configurable (they must all
be "supported" by the processor).
Note also that this representation of configurations appears to contain redundancy,
in that the name of a tape drive, for instance, will appear twice: once within the
list of tape drives and once in the card cage term. This reflects the need to reason
separately about the value of a configuration in terms of its major components
whilst proving high level specification goals; and the connectivity of the configur¬
ation, when proving well-formedness goals. Therefore this representation, with its
judicious replication of names of certain objects, is ideally suited for the dual view
of configurations and the configuration task depicted in Section 4.4.3. For a given
object, each repetition of its name represents a different facet of its existence, and
so is not redundant.
Syntactically, therefore, the definition of well-formedness for a configuration object
includes its (syntactic) consistency; for example, that each device is present both
in the list of card cage terms and in the appropriate device list (occurring exactly
once in each).
To describe a configuration, we need firstly to be able to indicate its major devices.
We use destructor functions for this, e.g. the terminals of a configuration c,
terminals(c):
fermma/srconfiguration i—» /fst(terminal)
4The reader might wonder why a list of processors is used, when in all examples
considered here, the list consists of just one processor. However, in general we want to
allow a list of at least one processor, to accommodate networked systems.
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We may need to identify other components, for instances the channels via which
devices are connected into the configuration:
channels:configuration i—> list(channel)
We need to identify the connections present: which card cage a certain interface
card is configured in:
connected-via : configuration x channel i—> cardcage;
To identify the cable for a device:
connect-cable : configuration x printer system-cable;
to determine which channel a device is connected to (via its cable):
connected-via : configurationx(printer x system-cable) i—► channel.
4.8 Axioms and rules
In the axiomization of the configuration theory, we must be careful to include
only immutable rules, and to exclude heuristics which are used by human experts
either to control their own search problems, or because they guide the search
towards configurations which are desirable in some way. We cannot put these
desirable properties in the object level as rules because they are heuristic only,
and not universally obeyed: in the event of (say) cost constraints which prevented
us achieving an efficient configuration, we would have to settle for a less efficient
one. In my approach it is the task of the planning system to guide the search in
this way at the meta-level.
I give some example axioms:
1. If the processor is known (or becomes instantiated in the course of the proof),
then this provides a kind of skeleton or template for the configuration: for
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instance, a certain minimum configuration must exist, consisting of (say) the
processor, two card cages, a certain number of channels configured in one or




A (cardcages(c) = [cci,...])
A (channels(c) = [chi,...])
A (connected-via(ch\, cci)),...
where the terms omitted (denoted by ...) are specific to the processor proc,
associating each processor with its "template", or minimal configuration of
card cages, channels, etc., together with any known configuration details,
such as which card cage each interface card goes in. These "minimal config¬
uration" details are given by configuration manuals.
We will have one rule
template([\proc\, ...])<-»■ (processors([\proc], ...]) = \proc\) (4.4)
for each processor proc. For example, the order number in the price list for
a HP 3000 950 processor includes the processor itself, four 16Mb memory
boards, two card cage adapters, one LANIC, two MUXes, and two HPIB chan¬
nels.
2. There are also rules defining what it means for a device to be connected via
a cable to a channel, e.g. for a disk drive dd and its cable cb, connected to
channel ch in a configuration c:
For chhdisk, cb: system-cable, c/i:channel, c:configuration dts:list(diskx
cable), chtl:list(channel x deviceJist)
we have:
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connected-via(dd) — ch in c <->
dd G disks(c)
A 3(..., chtl,...) € cardcage-term(c). (ch, dts,...) 6 chtl
A (dd, c6) € dts
(...help to pick out the terms which are matched by this rule from the
complicated structures involved)
where chtl represents the list of all channels in c together with, for each
channel, the list of device x cable pairs connected to that channel; and dts
is a list of such pairs.
Similarly, for an interface card to be configured in a card cage:
connected-via(ch, c) = cc <—
cc G cardcages(c) A ch G channels(c)
A (cc,..., chtl,...) G cardcage-term(c)
A (ch,...) G chtl
4.9 Synthesis proofs
1 give here an outline of how synthesis proofs proceed in this paradigm.
Let us take a very simple specification (and therefore synthesize a somewhat
unrealistic configuration). Suppose we want to have an example^proc processor
(where examplejproc is the name of a kind of processor) and disk storage capacity
of at least 500Mb. We draw up the specification:
spec(C) = (processor(C) = examplcjproc(N)) A (capacity(disks(C)) > 500)
(4.5)
Taking the specification theorem 4.1 together with the definition of what it means
for a configuration to be well-typed (4.3), and with the specification given as in
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4.5, we need to prove, for c:configuration:
(3coprocessor(c) = examplejproc(N))A(capacity(disks(c)) > 500)A( /\ propi(c))
l<«<n
(4.6)
The main highlights of the proof of conjecture 4.6 are as follows.
1. The processor is synthesized. Here the model of processor required is given
explicitly in the specification. An instance of this model of processor is
therefore selected.
Axiom (4.4) matches the first conjunct of (4.5) with proc = examplezproc[N),
for some N £ Af. Say N = 1.
template([examplejproc(l),...])—» processors{\examplejproc{ 1), ...])= proc
2. Choosing the processor fixes the template, as explained in Section 4.8.
The goal template(C)... is proven by synthesizing the appropriate com¬






3. The disk drives (actually only one) will be synthesized.
C is now a partially instantiated term, with its processor slot instantiated,
and with partially instantiated lists in the card cage slots, channel slots, etc.:
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C — < [examplejproc(l), _, [mem_4(l), mem_4(2)||_],
[cc_l(l), cc_l(2), ||_],
[ch-1(1),...],
• 1 • 5
[< cc_l(l),...[< chA, >
where mera.4 is a model of memory board of which mera_4(l) and mera_4(2)
are instances; similarly cc_l is a model of card cage, and chA is a model of
channel.
We turn our attention to the second conjunct of (4.5) and generate an object
of type list(disk) with the required property (viz. that the total capacity of
the members of the list is at least 500. At this stage, the disk subterm of C
is instantiated, say to [examplejdisk{1)||_], so that C becomes
C =< [examplejproc(l), _, [mem_4(l), mem_4(2)||_], [examplejlisk(l)\\J\,
[cc_l(l), cc_l(2), ||_],
[ch_l(l),...],
. . . ,
[< cc_l(l),... [< chA, .],...] >
where examplejdisk(l) is some disk drive with a capacity of at least 500Mb.
4. The appropriate connections are synthesized.
The last stage is to ensure that C — [examplejproc(1),...] is a well-formed





This ensures that all the disk drives synthesized in step 3 are connected via
suitable cables to channels.
At the end of this proof, C is fully-instantiated and of type configuration.
4.10 Search problems
Assuming that this axiomization represents a correct account of configuring HP
950 processors, we can, in theory, synthesize computer configurations using this
object-level knowledge alone: indeed, simple configurations have been so synthes¬
ized. However, as one might expect, the search space is huge.
The results reported in Chapter 7 of applying the object-level theory alone on
specifications show the problems of combinatorial explosion that arise from having
a high branching rate and under-constrained solution space.
However, any solutions which do result (in cases where the search involved in
finding them is not so great that none can be found at all) can be guaranteed to
satisfy the specifications, and to represent legal configurations. So the system is
sound.
The next stage, as we shall see in Chapter 5, is to utilize the control and heuristic
knowledge which I have now carefully separated from the object level. I affirm that
this methodology allows me to reinstate such meta-level knowledge in a principled
manner.
To show the extent of the search problem, let us consider just a single specifica¬
tion goal. Typically, a goal might be "at least 2Gb of disk storage". There are
arbitrarily many disk combinations which satisfy this goal. Also, while there may
be a multitude of solutions, nothing at this level ensures that "good" configura¬
tions result; instead, we are likely to end up swamped by solutions which, whilst
legal in the strict terms of obeying the rules, are inefficient in practice, or overly
expensive, or generally undesirable. This is not the fault of my system but of the
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specifications. A measure of the search problems involved is given in Chapter 6,
Section 6.8.4.
In practice, specifications may not be fixed but "negotiable" — the goal posts
keep moving. For example, suppose the expert configurer were to come up with
a configuration which satisfies the specification, including a cost constraint, with
a solution which is well under the cost specified. The customer may then ask for
a more expensive solution, to use up the company budget allocation. There may
be many ways of achieving this; for example by using more expensive (better?)
components; or overspecifying certain goals.
Assuming that we have a rigorous axiomization which contains only the hard and
fast rules for configuration, the way is clear to develop
1. Higher level tactics built up from the low level rules already implemented,
which, for instance, will build partial configurations in response to conjuncts
in the specification: e.g. the disk drives fully configured in the configuration.
2. A method for each tactic which specify when it is appropriate to apply the
tactic, giving preconditions for the tactic and also the effect of executing the
tactic. This methodology is explained in Bundy (1988).
3. The embodiment of heuristics in the methods: for instance, there could
be a method for configuring devices so as to ensure an efficient computer
configuration. A specification goal efficient(c) can be incorporated as a
parameter to a supermethod (defined in Chapter 5, Section 5.5.3).
4. A planner capable of generating sequences of methods as plans which, if the
corresponding tactics were executed, would synthesize configurations meet¬
ing the given specification. The search involved in planning is vastly less




The difficulties involved in maintaining large knowledge bases for configuration
and order checking tasks are well known. An important factor in overcoming these
is the clean separation of object-level facts from meta-level control and heuristic
knowledge. I outlined how object-level knowledge may be extracted and formally
represented in such a way as to allow the utilization of techniques analogous to
program synthesis, to perform tasks such as synthesizing computer configurations
which meet specifications. Such an approach makes the task of maintaining know¬
ledge bases more tractable and reliable; the consequent separation of object-level
knowledge from heuristics and control knowledge increases the usefulness of the
knowledge base.
Many knowledge based systems suffer from the difficulty of separating object-level
and meta-level knowledge. Knowledge bases are compiled with the aid of human
experts who are often unable to unravel the two, or even realize the distinction.
As new objects are added or new rules discovered it becomes increasingly difficult
to maintain the system. Moreover, new applications, which ought to be based
essentially on the same factual knowledge as the old one, cannot always plug into
the existing knowledge base, since the information therein is irretrievably bound
up with high level control knowledge used by the original application.
I have considered the tasks associated with computer hardware configuration. Al¬
though I have focussed on configuration synthesis, i.e. configuring computer con¬
figurations to meet given specifications, 1 have been aware that there are related
tasks which use the same object-level knowledge: namely order checking (given
an order, ensuring that a viable computer configuration can be built from it) and
system upgrading (given an existing configuration, and new specifications, build¬
ing a new configuration based on the old one). I have endeavoured to separate
out and formalize this object-level knowledge so that it may be used by planning
systems for any of these ends. As far as I know, little or no work has been done on
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the last of these tasks, despite the existence of systems which successfully perform
the first two, as outlined in Chapter 2.
Let us move on to Chapter 5, where I discuss the use of meta-level proof planning




Proof Plans for Configuration
Dear God, ... I do not have my prayer book. And I have such a poor
memory that I cannot recite the prayers by heart ... But You know all
the prayers, Lord — so I'll just recite the letters of the alphabet, and
You put them together in the right way.
from a Chasidic story
5.1 Techniques for inference control
5.1.1 Meta-level inference
Many problems in the field of Knowledge Based Systems, and Automated Reas¬
oning stem from the generation of a combinatorial explosion in the search space.
Problems arise if a tree representing or choices has many branches at each node.
It seems clear that the sheer size of the search space may overwhelm the infer¬
ence process. With a depth first strategy, if the "wrong" branches are picked at
any point it may take an unacceptably long time to back up out of these dead
ends before a solution is, eventually, found. In particular, if the search tree has
infinite branches we may never find a solution. A breadth first search will also be
explosive, in space and in time, if the solutions are deep down in the tree. Even
an iterative deepening approach may be slow.
Configuration is a good example of this — the search tree usually has a high
branching rate, with several choices in turn for processor, storage devices, termin-
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als, and other devices; and very many choices later for how to connect up these
devices. A poor decision in choosing the processor, say, may yield no solution (for
that choice of processor) after an inordinate amount of time searching for one.
A simple inference engine may be built via declarative encoding of the factual
information about a domain and nothing more. However, in many such cases
we may be prone to the problem of combinatorial explosion mentioned above.
When human experts tackle inference problems, they generally employ reasoning
about the task and the domain to reduce search. Thus in many knowledge based
systems it is often thought desirable also to encode meta-knowledge explicitly.
One approach which has been tried for Prolog systems is to write a meta-level
interpreter, rather than relying on Prolog's built in search strategy which may
be inadequate in some circumstances. This interpreter incorporates meta-level
knowledge constituting a suitable strategy for traversing the associated search
space. For instance, a set of such interpreters was developed by the Isambard
research group at Hewlett Packard Research Laboratories, Bristol. These were
developed for use in protein topology (Owen, 1988).
Lowe (1988) examines the performance of these interpreters in a contrasting do¬
main (electronic circuits). In both cases, domain specific control knowledge was
encoded and used to control search locally.
5.1.2 Work on proof plans
Sometimes, however, more global control seems necessary, and the whole task or
process needs to be planned before execution in order to avoid expensive search.
The technique of proof planning has been used in mathematical domains, for
equation solving (Silver, 1985) and inductive proofs (Bundy, 1988). Bundy et al.
(1989) and Bundy et al. (1991b) give accounts of how these have been implemen¬
ted.
Proof plans are a means of expressing the commonality between members of
the same "family" of proofs, whilst allowing sufficient flexibility and adaptabil¬
ity to prove a large number of different theorems. They provide an expression
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of strategies for automatic reasoning by describing tactics in terms of the precon¬
ditions under which they are applicable, and their effects if successfully applied.
These specifications of tactics are called methods, and provide a basis for combin¬
ing tactics (the effects of one implying the preconditions of subsequent methods)
to form a complete plan which, if executed, will carry out a reasoning task, such
as proving a theorem.
Tactics combine several low-level steps in a proof. For example, the tactic wave/2





Figure 5—1: The wave/2 tactic
see that it combines several small steps used in a proof. Tactics in configuration
are analogous. We can have, for instance, a tactic to configure a device which
performs several steps, most of which are not of interest above the engineering
level— e.g. finding a suitable cable, etc. To the user, the tactic configure^device/3
is simply that: one which configures a device in a configuration. The details of
how, precisely, this is done are unimportant.
The methods of proof plans can be thought of as the specifications, expressed in
a meta-logic, of tactics. At the planning level, we deal with methods rather than
with tactics.
A proof plan embodies the expression of a strategy for automatic reasoning. Con¬
sider proof by induction. Although individual proofs differ, we can discern a
common pattern. Figure 5-2 is a simple example of an inductive proof. Figure
5-3 is a schema for such a proof. Figure 5-4 shows the component "slots" of a
proof plan method for induction. The input component indicates the form that the
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If we have the definition of +:
0+x=x
s(x)+y=s(x+y)
and the wave rule
s(x) = s(y) -> x = y
Then to prove:
F V x, y, z.x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z. :
use induction on x:
1. Base Case:
h Vy, z, 0 + (y + z) = (0 + y) + z
F \/y, z,y + z = y + z (using base def. of +) (base in Figure 5-3)
F true (symbolic evat)
2. Step Case:
Vx{Vy, z.x + (y + z) = (x + y) + 2 ->
Vy, zs(x) + (y + z) = (s(x) + y) + z)
x + {y + z) — (x + y) + * (induction hypothesis)
F s(cc) + (y + z) = (s(x) -f y) + z (induction conclusion)
F s(x + (y + z)) = s(x + y) + z (step def. of +) (unfold)
F s(x + (y + z)) = s((;r + y) + z) (step def. of +) (unfold)
F x + (y + z) = (a: + y) + z (wave rule) (fertilization)
F (true) (fertilization)
Figure 5-2: Proof of the associativity of plus
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symbolic eval
Figure 5—3: A general proof plan
Name induction'scheme, Var)
input VX formula
output Base-form A \JX'Form —> Step-form)
preconditions nil
effects Base-form = replace-all'X,0, Form)
t\Step-form — replace-all'X,s'X),Form)
tactic induction(Scheme, Var)
Figure 5—4: The Induction method
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input formula must take for the method to be applicable, and the preconditions
express any additional constraints. The output and effects describe the output
formula in a corresponding way. The tactic is the name of the piece of procedure
(which could be, for example, a Prolog program) which is applicable and results
in the effects and output indicated.
Using methods written in a meta-logic facilitates the task of writing proof plans
to guide the search for proofs in automatic theorem proving, ideally possessing the
following properties:
1. Efficiency, because the combinatorial explosion is avoided, or at least greatly
mitigated.
2. Generality, because a proof plan may be applicable to many proofs.
3. Maintainability, because the separation of factual knowledge from control
knowledge means that either may be changed without affecting the other
(c./. the problems with XCON, below).
4. Explanatory power, because control decisions can be explained at the appro¬
priate level, rather than by generating long chains of low-level choice points
in the inference process.
These properties are important for any knowledge based system (Bundy, 1987).
Thus proof plans can provide a useful vehicle for expressing strategies for problem-
solving in other domains.
The process of identifying common structures and patterns of reasoning, encapsu¬
lating these, and testing them on a suitable corpus of theorems, is an incremental
one. Adopting this basic philosophy of building methods essentially by under¬
standing mathematical problem solving techniques, rather than by a succession of
ad hoc heuristics and firepower (hardware), means that failures— to prove a given
theorem, say — do not lead to dead ends in the process of developing a powerful
theorem prover, but rather to a greater understanding and further enhancement
of the theorem proving system: the extension of a method, the modification of
preconditions, and so on.
Mathematicians, consciously or not, use heuristics to solve problems. They see
that a theorem to be proved is similar to another one with whose proof they are
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familiar, or they have an idea of whether applying a certain rule to an equation will
make it easier or harder to solve from then on. Of course, there are many computer
systems which incorporate heuristics, but they often do so in an inflexible way.
The power of human mathematicians lies in their flexibility, and it is this that an
AI theorem prover needs to capture.
I shall first explain the methodology of proof planning techniques. Consider a
typical induction proof. Each proof consists of base cases and step cases; the
elaboration of each of these is typified by the use of certain kinds of rewrite rules.
This basic structure holds for a very large number of different proofs. The type
of induction may be different (e.g. one-step, two-step, course of values) and the
number of applications of the various rewrite rules may be different, from one
proof to another; yet the proofs are all recognizable as belonging to one family.
A proofplan represents this generality and hence guides the proof of a theorem. In
a typical theorem-proving system, there are so many inference rules that, without
such guidance, there is combinatorial explosion in the search space. In addition,
many of the rules may not be of much interest to the user of the system. In
OYSTER, for instance, only some of the rule applications are "significant" proof
steps, the remainder being trivial well-typedness checks. Tactics have been de¬
veloped, and these assist the user in guiding the proof, taking care of many of the
low level steps which are tedious and hard to keep track of.
Another example of a method (the wave/2 method) is shown in Figure 5-5. This
is the method specifying the wave/2 tactic shown in Figure 5-1. The wave rule
Exp =>- NewExp referred to in the preconditions slot is a rule containing a "wave
front" (put simply, this marks the parts of the the induction conclusion which
are different from the induction hypothesis): for example in the example we gave
in Figure 5-2 the available wave rules, with boxes marking the wave annotations
(but see Bundy et al. (1991a) for details) are:
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s(x) + y = s(x + y)




H is the hypothesis list
G is the goal
output [H b NewG]
a list because, in general,
there is more than one output goal
preconditions goal G contains a subexpression Exp
to which a wave rule:
Exp =>■ NewExp
applies
effects Exp in G is rewritten to
NewExp in NewG
tactic wave(Pos, Rule)
Figure 5—5: The wave/2 method
These rules attack the parts of the induction conclusion which differ from the
induction hypothesis (called "waves") by moving the "wave fronts" — in the first
rule the wave front is moved out; in the second it disappears altogether.
The CLAM system (van Harmelen, 1989) fits on top of the OYSTER proof devel¬
opment system (Horn, 1988) for intuitionistic type theory. OYSTER is a Prolog
re-implementation of the Nuprl system (Constable et al, 1986) based on Martin-
Lof (1979).
CLAM automatically puts together a sequence of methods for an input theorem in
the form of a sequent H b G, where H is a list of hypotheses and G is the goal, to
form a plan for proving the theorem. If this plan is applied, the tactic associated
with each method rewrites the sequent, in the same way as a user would apply a
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refinement step when proving the theorem by hand, until the process terminates
with complete subproofs at all the leaves.
The major achievement of the CLAM system has been that its flexible use of heur¬
istics have enabled it to deal with many different theorems totally automatically,
using relatively few, but powerful and general, methods, in a principled, non-ad
hoc way.
5.1.3 Proofs of existence theorems
Of current interest in the development of CLAM is the technique of middle-out
reasoning, since this is a useful technique in the proof of theorems of the form
\/x.3y.p(x,y)
which has applications in program synthesis. An account of this work can be
found in Hesketh (1991) and Bundy et al. (1990a). The contribution of middle-
out reasoning is as follows:
In proving the conjecture
Winput.Boutput.spec(input, output)
the usual method is to eliminate the quantifiers (V,3) to arrive at
spec(input, alg(input))
with alg as the witness for output. But how do we arrive at this witness?
The answer is to postpone deciding the first steps of the proof (i.e. deciding the
induction schema) and concentrate on the middle part of the proof (hence the
name "middle-out" reasoning). We use second-order meta-level variables to stand
for the schema which become instantiated (using higher-order unification) in the
course of carrying out these middle steps.
Work on synthesizing logic programs in WHELK, which synthesizes logic programs
via inductive theorem proving, is described in Wiggins (1992) and Bundy et al.
(1990b).
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In synthesizing a configuration, we again have an existentially quantified variable:
viz the configuration c, which becomes instantiated in the course of the proof. We
should like to be able to generalize to the extent that work can be done on part
of the proof without, necessarily, determining the structure of such a term (which
depends on the processor, as we have seen, in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2).
5.2 Proof plans in configuration
I have already shown (Chapter 4.3) that there is an analogy between one applica¬
tion of theorem proving (namely program synthesis) and configuration synthesis.
The flexibility with which a proof planning system is able to use heuristics to guide
the search for a solution will also be very useful in the configuration task. Let us
take the analogy with the mathematician's thought processes described in Section
5.1.2. The expert configurer remembers examples similar to the current problem,
and follows broadly the same pattern: she thinks in terms of a high level strategy
(e.g. "now think about which disk drives are needed") to be followed at a later
stage by more detailed considerations (e.g. "do I need a cable for this disk?"), and
uses heuristics to guide the search for an acceptable configuration.
In configuration problems, as with theorem proving, we find "families" of prob¬
lems, with a common structure overlaying the variability of the individual steps in
different problems within the same family. In this work, the additional constraint,
that of coming up with "good" solutions, according to some criteria, was very
important. For instance, we might prefer configurations which were efficient, or
which cost less than £X. It was found necessary to develop proof plans to deal
with these different scenarios. These kinds of consideration were not prominent
in early proof plan work on theorem proving, although they are a powerful mo¬
tivation in transformation (Madden, 1991). Here, a simple proof from which a
algorithm may be extracted is transformed to a more complex proof: for instance,
by using a different form of induction. The complex proof may well give a more
efficient algorithm. Finding the simplest proof and then transforming it to one
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giving a better program is one of two possible approaches, the other being actively
to seek a proof leading to a "good" algorithm from the start. It is possible that
the work done in tackling this problem in the configuration domain reported here
may inform further research in other domains, including mathematics.
5.2.1 Tactics
Tactics for configuration are analogous to tactics in mathematics, in that they are
programs which combine a significant proof step with other low level steps which
are of less interest, and probably harder for the user to keep track of (see Section
5.1.2).
This is best illustrated in an example. Let us look at the tactic configure-device/3




type( [Device,Cable,IC] ,_) .
Figure 5—6: The tactic configure_device/3
The three arguments of configure^device/3 are, in order:
1. a device to be configured, Device,
2. an interface channel, 7C,
3. the configuration in which the device and its interface occur, C: i.e. the
configuration that we are synthesizing.
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This tactic can be used in any of the following modes:
• In the case where Device and IC are ground terms; to check whether a
device Device is configured in the configuration C via an interface IC.
• When Device is ground and IC, initially unknown, is ground in some sub-
term of C; to find out which interface is employed in connecting Device in
C.
• When Device is ground and 7C, initially unknown, may or may not be
ground in some subterm of C; to search for a suitable interface IC in order
to connect up Device.
Whichever the mode, these are the conditions for a device to be, or to become,
connected in a configuration C in every case:
1. It must have a cable.
2. It must be connected via its cable to an (the) interface.
3. This connection must be well-formed.
Condition 1 is checked (in the case where the cable is ground) or ensured (in the
case where the cable is uninstantiated) by the connecCcable/3 goal in Figure 5-6.
The argument Cable refers to the cable, or other means of connection1, of the
device.
Condition 2 (the connected-via/3 goal) checks that there is a connection, and
condition 3 (the type/2 goal) checks that this connection is well-formed, in the
sense defined in Chapter 4.6.3.
These conditions are, to the average user, trivial and uninteresting: to the average
configuration engineer they are of the utmost importance, but may be hard to
keep track of and easy to get wrong.
xIn this sense, cable is an abstraction. It could be, for instance, a modem connection,
involving more complex electronics.
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Other tactics include those for configuring processors, memory, interfaces, and
other components; finding devices to meet specifications; etc. In each case, there
are several steps involved, of which many may be trivial in the sense explained
above.
5.2.2 Methods
A method is a specification for a tactic. Figure 5-7 gives a method for the tactic




preconditions Device is a device of C
and IC : r
and Device needs slot of type r
and the number of slots available of type r is s(n)
effects the number of slots of type t available is n
tactic configurejdevice{Device, IC, C)
Figure 5—7: The method configure-device/3
the form configure(Device,IC,C) and that the output of the method is nil, which
means that this is a terminating method, since if the device is configured there is
nothing left to do. The most important precondition is the last: the number of
vacant slots is s(n), i.e. the successor of some natural number n. Since s(n) > 0
this means that there is at least one vacant slot of the correct type. The effect of
the method is to reduce the number of slots by one (from s(n) to n).
Chapter 6 compares the inference process carried out by the method with that
carried out with the corresponding tactic. We see there that the latter has many
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more steps, thus there is a saving in time and effort at the planning level when
using methods rather than tactics.
5.2.3 Configuration plans
If we take the simple example we have already seen in Chapter 4.9, viz.
spec(C) = (processor(C) = examplejproc(N)) A (capacity(disks(C)) > 500)
(5.1)
the plan formed will be as follows.
1. Configure a processor and set up a "skeleton" configuration.
2. Find disk drive x which has capacity at least 500Mb.
3. Configure x somewhere (details, such as the cable needed, or the socket used,
are not given at this, the planning, stage).
4. Select a system disk y.
5. Check that y can be configured somewhere.
6. Select a tape z for backup.
7. Check that z can be configured somewhere.
8. Check that we now have a legal configuration.
This plan consists of the names of all the methods, with some arguments instanti¬
ated (for instance, the names x, y, and z) and others not (for instance, the names
of the interfaces which connect them). If we were to execute the plan, we get the
complete configuration, with all the details filled in — including the names of the
interfaces, and the cables used.
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5.3 Semantics
The separation of planning and execution represents the two separate views of the
problem:
1. The planning stage corresponds closely with the customer, or user, view;
2. The execution stage corresponds closely with the engineer view.
Although the planning stage does not give enough detail to configure the hardware,
it contains sufficient information to allow the user to decide whether the plan, if
executed, is likely to yield an acceptable configuration. For instance, the user
can see which devices are being provided, even if the details of how they are
connected are absent. In essence, the ability to plan weeds out most, if not all,
of those solutions which would be unacceptable to the user, without expending a
large amount of time executing the plans, i.e. actually configuring such systems.
Suppose the first solution at the planning stage gave us at least one device we did
not want. Then we would seek further solutions. Or we might want to see what
the options were. Whatever our motivations, we would not want to wait while all
the devices were connected up by the configurer before we saw what devices had
been chosen. We are not at all interested in the configuration details: rather, we
want to look at the "bare bones" of each solution before deciding whether this is
the one we want or else passing on. With, say, a choice of ten disk drives and
three tape drives this gives thirty different combinations which is quite enough.
Since it is much faster to plan than to execute (see Appendix F), this planning
stage is a kind of "rapid prototyping" leading to a likely looking plan, which can
then be executed.
To recap, we can roughly see the two stages as
1. From high level user specifications, deciding which devices will provide these,
i.e. how we get the required usage, and, in addition, some handle on how we
provide the required utility (e.g. knowing whether devices must be connected
according to efficiency heuristics, or not).
2. From knowledge of which devices appear in the configuration, and a few
constraints on how they may be connected (viz. the utility considerations
mentioned in 1.), deciding how they will be connected.
5.4 Separation of knowledge and control
Recall (Chapter 3, Section 3.9) that the knowledge used to carry out the task of
synthesizing computer configurations is of three kinds:
1. Object level axioms, i.e. hard and fast rules, such as "all devices must be
connected"; "there must be no more than four disk drives connected to this
kind of channel";
2. Heuristic knowledge, e.g "for an efficiently running configuration, do not
connect more than three disk drives to this kind of channel";
3. Control knowledge, e.g. knowledge about the order in which subtasks should
be carried out, such as "synthesize devices before card cages";
and that it is important that these three categories of knowledge be kept separate
and explicit so that they may be easily maintainable. (See, for example, Chapter
7, Section 7.3.3.)
It is clear that object level knowledge must be updated as new products come
into being and others become obsolete. Chapter 4 described how this changing
knowledge is represented and Chapter 6 will show how it can be updated.
Heuristic knowledge is, or should be, changing with time and circumstance; for
instance, the fact that particular configurations lead to inefficiency may only be
learned from experience of actual running configurations.
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Explicitly and separately held control knowledge enables us to update the config¬
uration as whole structures or new kinds of products are added or altered, and
may mean that the system can be generalized and used for other, similar tasks.
I turn now to the question of how the last two of these should be represented and
used in synthesis.
5.4.1 Heuristic knowledge
We saw, in Section 5.4 points (1) and (2) that there may be both "hard" and "soft"
limits on, for example, how many disk drives can be attached to a particular kind
of channel. Four is the actual "hard" limit — any more and the configuration
would not be legal — but experience has shown that configurations configured up
to the legal limits run slowly. On the other hand, configurations with three disk
drives connected per channel do run efficiently. We might have, therefore, a "soft"
limit of three disk drives per channel.
As a general strategy, we can see that, all things being equal, a configuration
obeying the soft limits is preferable and it is that kind of configuration we should
go for first. However, if this is not possible, due, for example to cost constraints,
or to sheer size of configuration, one or more soft limits will have to be ignored.
The management of soft constraint relaxation is not trivial, as I pointed out in
Chapter 3. There are many design issues to be considered.
Our solution to this problem, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 is to have alternat¬
ive methods: one applying only soft constraints, the other allowing relaxation of
these, but obviously still applying hard constraints. This gives us methods which
configure components according to efficiency heuristics as well as methods which
simply ensure legal configuration. This necessitates a strong control strategy to
ensure that the methods are tried in the right context and in the right order. The
use of supermethods, which are methods which specify the use of other methods,
deals with this issue.
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5.4.2 Control knowledge
Even in cases where we can design a configuration obeying all the soft constraints,
the solution space may still be large. We need to decide which additional factors to
look at in deciding a final solution, or small set of alternatives. We need to incor¬
porate the knowledge needed to support the designer of computer configurations
in her decision making.
Much guidance in searching for a configuration can be provided if the user of the
configuration system has facilities for scene setting; e.g. stating whether an effi¬
cient configuration is important, whether there is a cost constraint, etc. There is a
small subclass of design problems in which the "optimum solution" (along one of
several possible different dimensions: cost, efficiency,...) which meets the specific¬
ations is required. The underlying strategy to be used in this design scenario is
quite different from, say, that to be used if the problem is to find any satisfactory
solution(s) subject to keeping within a cost ceiling.
In what follows, I have considered only cost and efficiency as design issues in
order to simplify the discussion. There are other factors, not mentioned here; for
example:
• The expandability, or potential growth path, of a configuration, i.e. its ca¬
pacity to be augmented at a future date.




I give an example which demonstrates the need for strategies to relax soft con¬
straints when this proves necessary, whilst avoiding sub-optimal solutions.
Let us look at two soft constraints:
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1. Whereas four disk drives per HPIB channel are legal, more than three can,
in certain circumstances, give an inefficient configuration.
2. For a two card cage configuration, more than six interface cards can, in
certain circumstances, give an inefficient configuration.
These soft limits are more stringent than the "hard" limits. They are used by
heuristic strategies aimed to give "better" configurations, usually in the interests of
efficiently running configurations. If possible, we configure systems so that the soft
limits are adhered to. However, this is not always possible, and we have to relax
one or more of these soft limits. In the next section I examine the management of
this constraint relaxation, with regard to certain pitfalls which must be avoided.
5.5.2 An example
In this example, I shall focus on the part of the configuration task which connects
disks to the configuration.
Each disk (assuming that it has a suitable cable) may be connected to any existing
HPIB channel, provided there is room, i.e. the limits for that channel will not be
exceeded. We would prefer that the soft limits are not exceeded, but must not
exceed the hard limits in any case. Alternatively, we can try to generate a new
HPIB channel and connect the disk to that. To do this, there must be space on
an existing card cage (or we can again generate a new card cage; for the sake
of brevity we shall assume that this option is not open to us — true examples
exist in which the number of card cages is already at a maximum, or where cost
constraints preclude the addition of another card cage).
Suppose the situation so far is as shown in Figure 5-8.
Here, there are two card cages, with various interface cards inserted in slots: one
card cage has two MUXes, one LANIC, and one HPIB (these terms are explained in
Appendix B.l); the other has two HPIBs configured. Each HPIB channel has three
disk drives connected, and two of them have a tape drive connected.
We observe that the following hard constraints are satisfied:
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CARD CAGE CARD CAGE
Figure 5-8: Situation before the next disk is added
• No more than ten ICs in total.
• No more than four HPIBs per card cage.
• No more than six devices per HPIB.
• No more than four disk drives per HPIB.
Moreover, the following soft constraints are also satisfied:
1. No more than six ICs in total.
2. No more than three HPIBs per card cage.
3. No more than five devices per HPIB.
4. No more than three disk drives per HPIB.
Suppose now that we wish to add a further disk drive to this partially configured
system. Soft limit 1 will be violated if we add another HPIB channel. Soft limit
4 will be violated if we add another disk drive to any of the three existing HPIB
channels. It is therefore necessary to break one of these soft limits in order to
configure the next disk.
We consider two solutions.
1. Overload the third HPIB channel.
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2. Overload the card cages by adding another HPIB channel.
Which of these do we prefer? The answer is contingent on circumstances. In
general, both are semi-acceptable as solutions. It would take an expert on per¬
formance to decide which to prefer and I shall not go into the detail here as it is
dealt with in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.4.
Let us carry on, and assume that there is one further disk drive to connect. As¬
suming that the situation is as in solution 1, we have the same choices as before.
If we overload another channel, then we have violated one constraint, twice, in¬
volving two separate channels. (In this example there is not the option to violate
it twice on the same channel because of hard constraints.)
If we choose to violate constraint 1 this time, however, then we arrive at the
solution shown in Figure 5-9.
CARD CAGE CARD CAGE
Figure 5—9: Locally sub-optimal solution
However, this solution is locally sub-optimal, in the sense that if we moved one of
the disk drives from the overloaded channel to the newly configured one, we would
have a solution with the same components (and same cost) which was better: only
one constraint being violated, rather than that same constraint plus another one.
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Note that if we chose the other path, namely Solution 2, no further constraints
need be relaxed when configuring the last disk drive, since it can be placed on the
new HPIB channel without violating any further soft constraints.
These points emerge:
• One solution, which is locally optimal, violates constraint 4 twice.
• Another, again locally optimal, solution violates constraint 1 once.
• Whereas both the above are feasible as solutions, we must avoid the situation
of Figure 5-9.
We need to bear these points in mind when drawing up methods; in particu¬
lar when considering "supermethods", or proof plans, which embody planning
strategies.
5.5.3 Proof plans to express strategies
In tackling the problem of directing the search towards solutions which are, at the
very least, locally optimal, I need strategies, which are expressed in terms of proof
plans, which can be thought of as comprising "supermethods". A supermethod
has a structure as outlined in Figure 5-10. The main feature is that the effects call
other methods. Now, without this supermethod, the planner is capable of finding
a plan which consists of the sequence
method\,method,2,..., methodn
in place of the supermethod basic-config/1. Hence basic-config/l can be thought
of as equivalent to the proof plan so formed. I have embodied a few strategies
as supermethods. For example, there is a supermethod for configuring all system
devices in accordance with heuristic guidelines. There are other supermethods
which will, if necessary, relax one or more soft limits whilst still keeping within
the legal limits. I found that reasoning under cost constraints requires different
strategies according to whether there is a given upper ceiling or whether it is











Figure 5—10: Structure of a supermethod
customized plan appropriate to the particular specification given. For example, if







then this can be encapsulated as the supermethod which reflects the strategy of
1. Deciding what an appropriate processor would be from information given in
the specification.
2. Each processor fixes a kind of "template" configuration, e.g. a 950 processor
will support certain types and models of devices, will have at least two (and
at most four) card cages, etc.
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3. Attend to user needs explicitly given in the specification, configuring devices
as explained in Section 5.2.1, adding in essential components, e.g. memory,
back-up devices, not given explicitly.
Within the overall guidance given by this plan, there is flexibility: e.g. configure-
tapes/1 will use the methods appropriate for the specification given; either config¬
uring tape drives explicitly given by the user or inferring a suitable tape configur¬
ation for the disk configuration synthesized if the user has not explicitly specified
them.
The existence of supermethods reduces the chances of a random application of
methods which could lead to locally sub-optimal solutions; in this sense the super-
methods embody strategies for configuration. However, if the supermethods are
not applicable, it is possible to slot together methods which will synthesize some
configuration.
Chapter 6, Section 6.8.2 gives several examples of strategies which were found
useful and which have been captured as proof plans.
5.6 Summary
I have implemented the object level theory of configuration in a way which ensures
legal configurations whilst facilitating an architecture for encapsulating knowledge
for designing computer configurations. I have identified some of the key design
issues in building a system to support the synthesis of well-designed computer
configurations. Although I aimed to automate the task in the first instance, I
nevertheless developed this methodology with an eye to enabling future systems
to be capable of allowing co-operation between designer and machine. The aim
of my current system is complete automation, whereby the user may ask for as
many different solutions as she likes, the ideal being that acceptable solutions will
be presented early on, amongst the first few solutions given by the system. The
acceptable plan can then be executed. However, in a co-operative system, some
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of the choice points could be removed in situ by allowing the user to refine the
specification interactively.
It is very difficult to maintain large knowledge bases for configuration tasks, unless
there is a clean separation of object-level facts from meta-level control and heur¬
istic knowledge. In Chapters 4 and 5 1 have outlined how both levels of knowledge
may be extracted and formally represented for the task of synthesizing computer
configurations to meet specifications. Utilizing a technique analogous to program
synthesis, whereby the desired configuration is synthesized as a byproduct of the
proof of the specification theorem 3c:configuration.spec(c), where c is a term of
type configuration, I can incorporate meta-level techniques for theorem proving.
Thus I reduce the problem of combinatorial explosion which exists for object-level
search, whilst tackling some of the design issues of the domain. Such an approach
makes the task of maintaining knowledge based systems more tractable and re¬
liable. Heuristics and knowledge about configuration strategies are incorporated
into this framework in a principled way to generate a useful subset of solutions
out of a potentially very large set of possible solutions.
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Chapter 6
Implementing a configuration system
Experience is the name every one gives to their mistakes.
Oscar Wilde
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter I describe the implementation of the CLEM system, which configures
a subset of HP3000 systems. My implementation was carried out in several stages.
The result to date is a prototype system, in Prolog, which can handle a variety of
specifications, and which can employ strategies for control and for taking design
issues into account. I tested the maintainability of the system by adding a new
processor and other components. This tested whether the object-level knowledge
could be updated independently of the rest of the system. Maintainability of
control information was tested throughout: control information tends to be learned
gradually, and I was able to incorporate such understanding on an incremental
basis, without needing to make major changes to the rest of the system.
In this chapter, I shall refer frequently to Appendix C. This is a slightly modified
(to remove redundant explanatory material) version of Lowe (1993), the manual
for programmers and users of CLEM.
The following lists the stages of development of CLEM:
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1. Study of two contrasting HP systems.
2. Encoding the object-level theory.
3. Testing the object-level theory on very simple specifications and very small
systems.
4. Writing tactics.
5. Specifying tactics by methods.
6. Encoding heuristics: incorporating soft limits.
7. Testing the planner for simple specifications with no global goals.
8. Evaluating the comparative efficiency of the planning and execution stages.
9. Evaluation of the quality of design of the solutions obtained by planning over
blind object-level search.
10. Evaluation of the efficiency of search at the planning level.
11. Encapsulating proof plans for basic strategies as supermethods.
12. Evaluation of the quality of design of the solutions obtained using super-
methods.
13. Evaluation of the efficiency of search using supermethods.
14. Adding strategies to deal with global goals such as cost and efficiency.
In this chapter, 1 give simply an account of what appears in the current version of
CLEM, leaving evaluation and discussion of various alternatives to Chapter 7.
6.2 Study of two contrasting HP systems
6.2.1 Choice of test data
I studied the configuration of two different systems, the HP Series 70 and the
HP3000 Series 950. The former is an older system, and is characterized by having
more constraints in the placing of interface cards in card cages; for example, the
order of cards is important. The 950 is a much newer system and there are fewer
such constraints. The search space involved with both can be quite large, as
they are both designed as big multi-user systems. I decided that either would
provide a good test for my hypothesis that that meta-level reasoning techniques
were effective in dealing with the problem of combinatorial explosion, since search
at the object-level was likely to prove difficult. I had ready access to the domain
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information needed for the 950, whereas this was harder to obtain for the Series 70
as there was less interest in it from researchers at HP. In particular, the knowledge
necessary to incorporate strategies for incorporating meta-level knowledge was
much more readily available for the newer systems. This is necessary to "fine-
tune" the system to make it efficient.
However, in order to ensure that I had access to the information I needed, i.e.
knowledge about configuration strategy as well as details of components, it was
important that I chose a system where I could guarantee such access. For logistic
reasons, therefore, I decided to use the HP 3000 systems for my study, where
there was a fair amount of expertise on tap. This also had the advantage that
I would be concentrating on the more up-to-date concerns of design, rather than
the older ones of engineering detail — the exact placement of interface cards,
and so forth. Nevertheless, it was useful to have studied the Series 70, from the
point of view of developing as general a system as I could; it made me aware of the
variations between different hardware configurations based on different processors.
This turned out to be important for maintenance.
6.2.2 HP 3000 hardware systems
The 900 range comprises hardware systems based on various processors, of which
the 950 is currently the second most powerful. It supports up to 400 user ports,
although the number of active users (i.e. logged on and using the system) is
normally much less than this — about 200. As a rule of thumb, the number
of active users can be taken to be around half the number of ports, bearing in
mind that users can be logged on yet inactive. Another rule of thumb is that a
950 processor is suitable provided there are at least 100 user ports required. My
interpretation of all this is that the 950 is not really suitable if there are less than
100 users. However, since this is only a heuristic and the object-level theory allows
it, in the early stages of development many test examples were run in which only
a small number of users were specified.
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Note that the object-level theory does not directly supply us with an absolute
upper limit on the number of users for the 950. This is for two reasons:
1. Ports, in general, may support either terminals (users) or printers and other
output devices. How many of the former we are allowed depends on how
many of the latter we need.
2. The total number of ports will not, in general, be static over the lifetime
of the system, and in some systems (not the 950) the interfaces for ports
compete for resources —- by which usually we mean card cage slots — with
other parts of the configuration; for example, with memory boards.
It can be seen that the choice of processor is critical and it is important that
our implemented system is efficient in making use of information early on which
directs us towards a sensible choice.
6.3 Encoding the object-level theory
6.3.1 Component set
I first put together files containing factual, object-level information. I had decided
upon a subset of the HP3000 range, namely the 950 processor and all components
which can form part of a 950 configuration. To this I planned to add the 925
processor and any additional components associated with the 925 which I had not
already incorporated. I ascertained that the 925 manuals and component lists were
available, but looked no further at them until after I had developed the system
for the smaller subset. This would test one aspect of the maintainability of the
system.
6.3.2 Types of components
I had, then, a list of components. The first important thing to record about each
was its type. Appendix C.3.1 describes the implementation of types (as proposed
in Chapter 4, Sections 4.5 and 4.6). in CLEM, and gives some examples of types
and their usage.
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The first section of the file types .pi records the type of each simple object in the
theory; every such object is a member of exactly one type. Examination of the
code in Appendix D.l.l will reveal that some types are fairly sparsely inhabited.
This is a result of the extremely flat typing I decided to adopt, but may also reflect
the newness of the computer systems in question.
To summarize, we have:
• the processor and memory types;
• device types disk, tape, printer, terminal;
• various interface types —
— mux (in some systems, for instance in the 800 series, these are used to
connect up terminals; in the 950 they are only used for the console and
a printer for use by the computer operator);
— lanic (used in the 950 for terminals and serial printers);
— fchannel (for certain devices which may be connected via a fibre-optic
link); and
— channel (for system devices not so connected — note that only one
member of this type, the HPIB, is recorded here, but older systems,
such as the Series 70 mentioned in Chapter 3, use GICs);
• connectors:
— seriaLconn (for insertion in a lanic component, and in which port-
group connections are in turn inserted); at present I only know of one
member of this type, the DTC;
— rs_232_portgroup and rs_422_portgroup. These are for connecting
cables and modems (but for an explanation of how modems fit into this
picture, see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2);
— cardcage: each of the members of this type is peculiar to one given
processor;
— cables: rs_232_cable, and rs_422_cable. There are vast numbers of
members of these types. Note that a modem is a member of the former
type (see again Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2).
In order to generate particular instances of types of components from functions,
e.g.
7937H : Af -> disk
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I used the routine shown in Appendix C.8.1 to generate a natural number which
would give a new instance of that model of component.
Next we need to identify union types. It has been explained (Chapter 4, Section
4.6.2) that these are used in defining certain list types. We have identified the
union types
• sdisk = disk U fdisk: in the manual, these are identified as disk drives
connected via system cables and fibre-optic disks respectively.
• device = sdisk U tape U printer U terminal: all devices; except that
I did not incorporate any output devices other than printers (I could have
included plotters, etc.).
• ic = mux U lanic U channel U fchannel: these are the interface cards.
• portgroup = rs-232-portgroup U rs-422-portgroup: portgroups with
modem ports as a member of the rs-232-portgroup type.
• serial-cable = rs-232-cable U rs-422-cable: cables (including modems).
The next kind of information, which is also to do with type, is how components
may be connected. The information needed depends on the type, or the union
type, of the object in question. For example, anything of type disk can only be
connected via a cable of type system-cable. A terminal can only be connected
via a cable of type serial-cable. A printer may be connected via a cable of type
system-cable or of type serial-cable. This is expressed by cross-product types.
It is possible that there are exceptions. For example, maybe there is a printer
which cannot be connected via a modem. Thus in x :printerxr, the type r
depends on x. An example of this is given in lines 268-275 of Appendix D.l.l.
In turn, the cross-product terms formed in this way may be combined into lists
and lists may be combined with interfaces. An example of this is the type
channelxlist(devicexcable). See Appendix D.l.l for examples.
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6.3.3 Attributes
Some components have attributes which must be recorded. For example, disk
drives have a given capacity; printers have speeds; and so on. About 70 attributes
(capacity, printer types, linespeed, and so on) are currently recorded by CLEM.
For a component such as a channel, or a card cage, there are limits associated with
them — for example, the limits of channel may be six of type devices and four
of type disk; the limit of a card cage may be six of type ic and four interfaces of
type channel. These attributes are stored by CLEM. Examples and explanatory
material can be found in Appendix C.3.2.
The soft limits are recorded elsewhere, in a separate file. These are all soft lim¬
its on the number of components which may be connected together with other
components, aimed at guaranteeing efficient configurations. This is described in
Appendix C.4.
Note that a component may have more than one limit associated with it. Limits are
functions of both the components which is limited and the type of the components
connected to it. So, for example, we see
• limit(/ipi&(_),device) = 6
• limit(/ipi6(_),disk) = 4
6.3.4 Rules
There are various rules for connecting components together, and for accessing
(projecting) components which form part of a configuration, including axioms for
determining what constitutes a valid configuration. These are explained in C.3.5.
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6.4 Testing the object-level theory
The first stage was to test the correctness of the object-level theory. I began by
testing a very small system (the one given in the example of a synthesis proof
in Chapter 4, Section 4.9). Other examples gradually increased the required disk
storage capacity in the specification, and varied the type of disk drive between
disk and fdisk. The full details of the test procedure, results, and analysis are in
Chapter 7, and Appendices E and F. Here I only mention the problems which were
found in using the object-level theory alone, in order to motivate and introduce
the techniques used to overcome these difficulties.
As expected, the difficulty here lay with the combinatorial nature of the search
space: this is one of the reasons why I claim that the explicit representation
of meta-level reasoning is highly desirable in this domain using my approach. I
therefore went on to develop meta-level support tools so that I could synthesize
realistic examples.
6.5 Writing tactics
The implementation of tactics is explained in C.6.1. They follow the rationale
already outlined in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.
6.5.1 Configuring processors
To begin with, I did not implement any rules of thumb for choosing the processor,
ft is worth pointing out here that the usual criterion is the number of terminals to
be connected in the configuration; the 950 processor is indicated when this exceeds
100. However, there are cases when a 950 would be demanded for a lesser number
of terminals: maybe extra processing power is needed for some reason, or maybe it
is thought that the system will be expanded by adding more terminals at a future





was used, to cope with the case where the processor is given in the specification,
as in
processor(C,P) A ...





— one clause for each processor in the knowledge base. Note that, if N € Af is the
number of users of a configuration, then it is not true to say that the processors
partition Af into disjoint sets: there will be more than one choice of processor, in
general, for each N. This is perfectly reasonable, and in fact is a useful feature of
the system, as at the moment most configuration aids rely on the experience or
intuition of the sales representative to decide which processor(s) may be suitable.
6.5.2 Configuring devices
The tactics for configuring devices consist of the following steps:
1. Find a "cable" (this is an abstraction for a connection path, and may be,
literally, a cable, or something else, like a modem, or a fibre-optic link).
2. Find a "slot" (socket) for the device-cable combination.
3. Check that the resulting object is well-formed, i.e. in a type.
There may be several alternative ways of configuring a device. For example, a
printer may be connected via an object of type system-cable to an object of
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type channel, or else via an object of supertype serial-cable (which may be
of type rs-232-cable or rs-422-cable to an object of supertype portgroup (of
type rs-232-portgroup or of type rs-422-portgroup). It is possible for the
specification to be drawn up so as to exclude some of these possibilities, e.g. by
insisting that a system-cable be used for the printer.
6.5.3 Configuring connectors
The tactics for configuring connectors, such as interface cards, portgroups, etc.
are similar. The component is added, if necessary (there is a check that it is not
already part of the configuration), and a "slot" is found for it, in a card cage, or
DTC, or LANIC, depending on what it is, so as to synthesize a well-formed object
in the configuration.
6.5.4 Configuring devices to meet specifications
The tactic match_attributes/2 is designed to locate a device with a particular
attribute. For example, the specification may include the goals
(printers(C) = [Pi,P2]) A (Ipm(Pi) > 600) A (cps(P2) > 480)
i.e. there are two printers in the configuration, of which one has speed of (at
least) 600 lines per minute, and the other has speed of (at least) 480 characters
per second.
Other tactics of this kind are terminals specified by application; printers specified
by application; terminals specified by characteristics such as offering graphics fa¬
cilities; printers offering facilities such as double-sided printing, etc.
This tactic
match_attributes(Goal,Device)
works by matching Goal (for example lpm(Device,Speed)) against one in the
knowledge base, thus instantiating Device. There are examples of its use in Ap¬
pendix C-9.
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6.5.5 Configuring devices to meet overall specifications
The tactics disk_storage/3, total_disk_storage/4, and tape_capacity/3 en¬
sure that the configuration includes devices which give the required utility, e.g.
disk storage of the capacity given in the specification.
At the object-level, we have only generate-and-test as a means of synthesizing
devices to meet a certain requirement: e.g. they synthesize a list of devices and
compute their total capacity. However, the tactics use more efficient means —
for example, choosing a model of disk and generating a list of such disks to the
required capacity. As well as being more efficient and less random, this gives
better designed solutions: it is not considered good design to mix disk drives in a
configuration. Note that the user can still specify mixed disk drives explicitly.
Of course, using tactics in this fashion we lose completeness, but in a wholly
desirable way. We prune the search tree in a way similar to the human designer of
hardware systems. For example, there are an infinite number of ways of satisfying
the specification
disk — capacity(c) > 1000
but a sales representative given such a specification with no indication as to what
models of disk drive to use would never consider solutions including a mixture
of disk drive models. Thus it seems sensible for the corresponding tactic only to
generate lists in which all elements are instances of the same model of disk drive.
6.5.6 Configuring explicitly named devices
This tactic works on goals of the form
{device-name) (c) = {device-list),
e.g. disks{c) = [7937(_),7936(_)],
checking that the devices named in device-list are of the correct type for the
functor device-name. The early configuration systems, which are no more than




The configuration may be "under-specified" in that various essential components
are not mentioned. The tactic is_legal/l checks that all such components are
present. This may fail sometimes, unless the tactics add_system_disks/2 and
add_backup/2 are employed first. Note that these are different from the tactics
system_disks/2 and tapes/2, which are used in conjunction with explicit user
specifications. The difference here is that add_system_disks/2 and add_backup/2
use heuristics to decide on sensible additions; the user, on the other hand, is free
to specify any legal values for these.
6.6 The meta-level
6.6.1 Specifying tactics by methods
Methods were drawn up which specified each tactic, along the lines indicated in
Chapter 5, and these are given in Appendix D.2.2. In this chapter we will give
more detail than is to be found there about the preconditions for the methods and
the rationale behind them.
6.6.2 Method for configuring the processor
The preconditions for configure_processor(Proc,Config) require that we have
a goal of the form processors(Config,proc), with proc ground. Otherwise a
method choose_processor/2 may be applicable.
In fact, the only case in which it was not applicable would be if there were no users
of the system (as measured by the number of terminals, which can be deduced
from the specification) so one of these two methods will always be applicable in
practice.
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Name {h_}conf igure (-serial) -device (Device, Interface, Conf ig)
Input configure(Device,Interface,Config)
Preconds check not configured/configurable by alterative means
slots of right type available
Effects reduce slots by 1
Output nil
Tactic {h_}conf igure_serial_device (Device, Interface, Conf ig)
Figure 6—1: Methods for configuring devices
The conf ig_processor/2 rewrites the goal to template (Proc, Conf ig) at which
point (and only then) the method special (Conf ig) is applicable, which instan¬
tiates Conf ig to a 'skeleton' configuration.
It is important for the sake of efficiency that the conf igure_processor/2 method
precedes the choose_processor/2 method otherwise user-preference may be ig¬
nored at first; we must assume (however wrongly) that users, in explicitly choosing
a processor counter to heuristics, know what they are about.
6.6.3 Configuring devices
There are four methods, one for configuring system devices and the other for serial
devices: according to hard limits, and according to soft limits. The first of these
has been discussed in Chapter 5 and the second is similar.
We can summarize all these methods as shown in Figure 6-1. The goal in each is of
the form conf igure_device(Device, . . . ). The preconditions check that we can
safely configure it in this way; i.e. check that it is not already configured in some
other way, or that there is no cable already attached to the device which precludes
configuring it this way. Next, we have to check that there are slots available. If
not, then this method with fail to be applicable and some other method (say, to
configure an interface) will apply instead. The effects of the method reduce the
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number of slots, by nominally attaching the device to the slot (this increases the
length of the list of devices connected). There are no output goals.
6.6.4 Configuring connective components
The method conf igureJ.c(lnterface,CardCage,Config) is for inserting inter¬
face cards and other connective components in a card cage. Its preconditions check
that such a slot is available, similar to the previous two methods. The method
preconditions and effects are similar in spirit to those for configuring devices. The
two methods, using hard and soft constraints respectively for deciding whether
there are slots available, are described in C.6.2.
6.6.5 Configuring devices for specific needs
There are methods for generating devices to meet the requirements of partic¬
ular goals: for example, disk drives to provide at least the specified storage
capacity. Methods in C.6.2 are disk_storage/3, total_disk_storage/4, and
tape_capacity/3. The preconditions for these methods check that the need has
not already been met, and, by matching the input goal, that there is a goal of the
required type. Note that the goal tape_capacity(Cap,Tps,Conf ig), for example,
can arise in two ways: either as an original specification goal, or as an output goal
from a submethod which calculates the amount of backup storage needed for the
configuration, based on the disk storage capacity of the system.1
6.6.6 Matching attributes
The method match_attributes(Config,Goal,Device), where Goal is of the form
attribute(Config,Device,Value), is used for finding devices which possess given
attributes. The preconditions of this method say that the input goal should be










% find out connection type
I each device has exactly one
% connection so check it
I hasn't been assigned already




Figure 6-2: The configure-cable/3 method
of the form <attribute>( ... ), where <attribute> is one of those found in
config-attr.pl for a single component. The effects instantiate the principle
functor of the component; for example, if we have a specification
printers(Config,[PI,P2]),
cps(Config,Pl,450),
then after match_attributes/2 is applied, PI will have been instantiated to
'2235A'(N), where '2235A' is a model of printer which has a speed of more
than 450cps, and N is a variable used to index the printer, i.e. distinguish it from
all other '2235A' printers in the configuration.
6.6.7 Cables
It might seem surprising that the planning stage should concern itself with cables.
In fact, it is only the type of such cables which is of interest at this stage. Appendix
C.6.5 explains the motivation for this. The method itself is reproduced in Figure
6-2. The goal to be proved is that a cable exists for the given device of the form
<component-number>(_). The preconditions ensure that this will be unique and
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pick up the type of the cable. The effects do nothing material; on execution, the
tactic will do all the extra work of configuring the cable itself.
6.7 The planner
6.7.1 Implementation of the planning mechanism
The implementation of the planner is very similar to CLAM's depth-first planner
(van Harmelen, 1989), but I should describe the use of the input slot in matching
goals in some detail since this is somewhat different. The following paragraph
explains the mechanism for simple methods; it is a little different for supermethods.
In CLAM, the input is a sequent H b G, and is rewritten to a new sequent for
the output slot. The configuration conjecture, on the other hand, is a conjunct
GiAG^A.. .AGn and, although the goals are not independent in that the proof steps
for one conjunct may well affect the proof of the remaining conjuncts, nevertheless
we often want to solve one before moving on to another. We would not want
necessarily to solve them in the order in which they appear, however — this is
arbitrary and at the discretion of the user. Thus the planning mechanism employs
a smart matcher (really a unifier) which compares the input slot with the current
goal, so for instance if the input slot of the method is Input, and the current goal
is G\ A G2 A G3, and if Input unifies with, say, G2, then the method is applicable.
If, and only if, one of the input conjuncts unifies with the input slot of a method,
then the preconditions of that method are tested, using any instantiations caused
by unification of the goal with the input slot, and only if all preconditions are true
is the method said to be applicable.
Then, as is explained in more detail in Appendix C.7, the effects of the method
are run, and the final output of the method is obtained via unification during the
process of testing the preconditions and running the effects. In general, less effort
is used in running the effects of a method than in executing the corresponding
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tactic, and it is this which makes planning worthwhile despite the apparent extra
overhead.
The output goal(s) replace the input goal. If the method is a terminating one, i.e.
its output slot consists of the empty list, then effectively the input goal is removed
from the conjunct; otherwise it is replaced. The replacement goal(s) can be seen
as "simpler", or lower-level: for example, the goal to configure a list of devices is
replaced by goals to configure individual devices; the goal to provide a particular
function is replaced by a goal to configure a particular device (or list of devices).
This is repeated as long as there are goals to be proved, until there is only one
goal, legal (Conf ig), left to prove. One or more applicable methods will be found
to prove this goal also: then the synthesis will be complete.
The planner implemented uses depth-first search; the first applicable method found
will be added to the plan. If the planner reaches an impasse, it backtracks and
the next alternative applicable method found at the most recent choice point. If a
plan is found, then the planner can be asked to find another, which again it does
by backtracking.
No other planners have been considered to date. Breadth first was rejected as
it would cause resource problems. Iterative deepening could be used: this can
be thought of as emulating breadth first search without the space overhead. The
possibilities of these and of a best first search are discussed in Chapter 7, Section
7.8.2.
6.7.2 Ordering of methods
With such a deliberately simple top-level planning mechanism, it is obvious that
the order in which methods occur in the methods file could be of paramount
importance. In practice, I found that this was indeed the case, and thus I had to
be quite careful in deciding this order. I shall now explain the ordering, which to
a large extent was decided empirically, and the rationale behind it. In particular,
I should explain why certain methods appear early in the methods base, thus
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ensuring that they are tackled first, if applicable. This order does not always give
the optimal solution, but will tend to do so in most realistic examples.
The default order of methods is as follows:
1. Configuring the processor.
2. Matching an attribute to a device.
3. Connecting a cable.
4. Configuring a device (with preference to obeying heuristic guidelines).
5. Configuring a connective component, (with preference to obeying heuristic
guidelines).
6. Configuring a list of devices.
7. Meeting functional requirements of the configuration (as a whole), e.g.
storage.
8. Checking the legality of a configuration.
9. Adding devices to ensure the legality of a configuration.
Configuring the processor
Configuring the processor constrains the search space considerably, so if this is
done early synthesis will be much more efficient than would otherwise be the case.
Matching an attribute to a device
The goal
lpm(X) > 1200
specifying that the speed of X is greater than 1200 lines per minute will synthesize
one of the set of printers capable of this speed. This is at one remove from
specifying a printer explicitly but still the search space is not huge.
A general heuristic is that is is better to solve the more restrictive or restricted goals
first. By the time this is done, anything which can be pinned down to an explicitly-
named device will have been; this may affect the means of connection and therefore
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the consumption of later "resources"2 within the configuration, thus imposing
constraints on the rest of the configuration task early on, which is desirable.
Meeting functional requirements of the configuration
On the other hand, specifying a total disk storage of 5500Mb gives rise to a large
search space since such a specification can be satisfied in many ways. This is an
example of a method which deals with a functional requirement of the system as
a whole. There may be many ways of satisfying it on its own. However, by the
time we deal with such goals some devices which could help meet this functional
requirement may be already in place. Therefore this method is placed late.
Connecting a cable
The choice of cable is important from the user's point of view in two cases.
1. In the case of printers, connecting via a system cable turns the printer into a
"system printer"; connecting it via an RS-232 or an RS-422 cable turns it into
a "serial printer". The details of how this affects the utility of the printer
were given in Chapter 3.
2. In the case of terminals and serial printers, the method of connection again
affects the utility: in particular, how far away the devices can be located
and the speed of communication.
If these factors are important, the user will wish to specify them, and taking
account of these choices by the user will pin the devices down early on.
So, for example, if we have a specification
printers(c) — [X]
A lpm(X) > 1200
A connect-cable(X) = hpib(J)
A ...
the process of synthesizing the (at first totally unknown) printer X is as follows:
2by which I mean slots, channels, etc.
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1. X is added to the list of system devices (attached to a nominal cable: at the
planning stage we do not actually synthesize this cable)
2. X is instantiated to (say) '2932A' (_): a printer with the required speed.
3. Later the conf igure_device/3 method will ensure that there is a slot for
the other end of the cable in an HPIB channel.
Configuring a device
The methods for configuring a serially-connected device and for configuring a
system device according to heuristic limits are relatively early in the methods
database. Having a "floating" device represents a commitment to try to configure
that device and it makes sense to tidy up the connections rather than trying other
methods which generate yet more devices to be configured. However, it is not
always the case that this way of going about the configuration task gives the "best"
solution, in terms of either efficiency or cost. However, there are supermethods
which control the use of this method quite effectively, of which more will be said
later (Section 6.8.2).
Rather than configure a device according to heuristic limits, using the method
h^configure-device, we may instead use con figure-device to configure it accord¬
ing to legal limits. This latter method is placed later in the methods base. Use of
configure-device is only really sanctioned if h-configure-device failed to apply
and there was no way round the problem {e.g. selecting a different set of devices).
Configuring a connective component
This must be placed after the method to configure devices according to heuristic
limits and the method for configuring serial devices. Only if these have failed
to apply do we want to consider configuring extra interface channels etc. Thus,
irrespective of any explicit strategy which may be encapsulated in a proof plan,
these methods are naturally considered only when strictly necessary.
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Configuring a list of devices
This deals with goals of the form
• printers(Config,[<list of printers>])
• terminals(Config,[<list of terminals>])
• etc.
where the devices, of whatever type, are either given explicitly, as in:
• printers (Conf ig, ['2235A2680A' (_) ] )
or implicitly, by conjunction with goals specifying attributes which the devices
must have, as in:
• printers(Config,[PI, P2] ),
• cps(Config,Pl,400),
• ppm(Config,P2,40), ...
Now the order of the methods found by the planner means that:
1. First the method match_attributes/2 is used twice, once on the goal
cps(Config,Pl,400), and once on the goal ppm(Config,P2,40), to find
an instantiation for PI and another for P2.
2. The method configure_device_list/2 is applied on the goal
printers(Config, [P1,P2]), and the output goals from this method rep¬
resent obligations to configure the devices PI and P2.
3. The method conf igure_device/3, which is terminating, is applied twice.
Checking the legality of a configuration
The only methods after this in the methods database should be those which are
invoked if a configuration is not legal, i.e. which are tried in the event of the
is_legal/l method failing to apply.
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Adding devices to ensure the legality of a configuration
The last methods are those for synthesizing various vital components, such as
system disks and backup, which may well be specified explicitly by the user, but
may equally well not be.
6.8 Ensuring good design
6.8.1 Managing heuristics
We can see instances of heuristic, or soft, limits in Appendix C.4 and the equi¬
valent hard limits in Appendix C.3.6 Let us compare two methods for configuring
channels:
1. according to soft constraints and
2. according to hard constraints.
They are shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 respectively, omitted some housekeeping
preconditions which are the same for both methods.
The difference between the two methods is in the use of the precondition
h_slots_available/5 or slots_available/5, which use, respectively, predicates
heurJLimit/3 and limit/3.
We can try to "prefer" to use heuristic limits either:
1. By trusting to the ordering of the methods.
2. By incorporating supermethods which encapsulate strategies for constraint
relaxation, using the methods for configuring devices as building blocks in
these supermethods .
Supermethods are discussed in the next section; the two alternatives are compared
and this issue is discussed more fully in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6—4: Configuring an interface using hard constraints
6.8.2 Encapsulating basic strategies as supermethods
In order to improve search control, which was limited using only the simple meth¬
ods presented so far, I implemented a number of supermethods. The main prob¬
lems to be overcome are
• Eliminating unproductive search and backtracking through methods.
• Incorporating strategies for constraint relaxation.
As I said in Chapter 5, there is a discernible pattern for a high proportion of
configuration tasks, and this is encapsulated in the supermethod basic.conf ig/1
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(Figure C-13). In order to "recognize" that we are in such a pattern, we look
at the input conjunct. Notice that, unlike the case of simple methods, we need
to consider {i.e. pattern-match) on more than one of the input-conjunct goals.
If the specification says something about terminals, disks, and printers, and if,
in addition, the processor is specified, then we know we are in a straightforward
example of a "normal" synthesis. The basic_conf ig/1 supermethod deals with
such cases. It has no other preconditions — matching with the input slot is all
that is required — and it works as explained in Appendix C.6.2, running methods,
or submethods3, in its effects slots in order to synthesize the different parts of a
configuration meeting the specification. The supermethod basic_conf ig/1 is
not, of course, applicable to simple partial specifications — such as those used for
testing the object-level. However, the preconditions for basic_conf ig/1 quickly
fail in these cases and a custom-built proof plan is obtained by the planner, exactly
as before: basic_config/1 augments the methods base, rather than replacing
existing methods. It is placed earlier than its component supermethods, to ensure
that it will be tried first.
The first solutions found by using basic_conf ig/1 are identical to those found
without this supermethod. A discussion of how the use of supermethods affects
search more generally can be found in Chapter 7. For now, note that the use of
supermethods obviates, to a large extent, the need to ensure that methods ap¬
pear "in the right order". Following on from the point made towards the end of
Section 6.8.1, a more directed way of attempting to configure components using
heuristic limits by preference is to write a supermethod whose effects involve run¬
ning submethods to configure devices according to a pattern which was discovered
by hand-working many examples: the use of the predicate applicable_subm/3
within the effects slots forces the planner to consider the methods in the desired
order. It should be stressed that this is only a "heuristic" strategy for trying to
make sure heuristic limits are used whenever possible.
3Submethods are methods which can only be accessed through the effects of super-
methods, and not directly by the planner.
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6.8.3 Adding strategies for cost specifications
I looked at only one strategy to do with dealing with cost specifications, namely
that of finding a configuration which kept under a given cost ceiling.
To do this, we used annotation of the configuration term within methods. This
was only done when the goal cost(c) < x appeared in the specification. There is
an extra overhead in dealing with costs and so this is not done where unnecessary.
An extra argument representing cost, is added to the configuration tuple (in the
first position), so that
C = [X, Proc,...]
and when any component is added (by the predicate add_component/2, the cost
of the component is subtracted from X, and this new value compared with zero:
if it is negative, the preconditions fail.
Thus unproductive partial configurations are pruned early on. Unfortunately,
there is still a lot of search involved with some examples. More strategies could
be developed, but the most likely means to success is via using information about
failures in the planning process to "re-route" the planner in particular directions.
This is discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.8.4.
6.8.4 Search reduction
The search reduction performed by the use of tactics and methods was consider¬
able. It should be noted that this is due to the desirable pruning of unwanted
solutions as much as to the use of planning. For example take a simple specific¬
ation for a configuration with at least 500 Mb of disk storage. There are three
different models of disk drive with capacity 571Mb. One of these is connected
via an fibre optic link to an HPFL chanel and the other two use system cables
connected to an HPIB channel. There are seven models of disk drive with capacity
less than 500Mb but such that two together will give the desired capacity. One of
these is connected via fitble-optic links, the others all via system cables.
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Thus it can seen that, even searching at the planning level alone, and using tactics
which will prune all mixed-disk configurations, there are 10 different combinations
of user disk drive alone. If we were to allow a mixture of disk drives, then there
would be 7 x 6 more user disk configurations. If in addition we allow the system
disk to be of a different model there are altogether 5 X (3 + 72) = 260 different
combinations.
There are three different possible tape drives. This gives altogether 780 possibil¬
ities.
Now imagine that the search took place at the object-level. For each device, we
would need to carry out the following steps in order to configure it.
1. Search the partial configuration to see whether the device is already provided
with a cable.
2. If not, generate (synthesize) a new (unique) cable of the right kind.
3. Check to see whether the device is aleady connected to a channel.
4. If not, find a free slot.
5. Carry out all constraint checks: that the number of devices for that channel
is not exceeded, that the limit for devices of this type is not exceeded, and
that there are no incompatibilities with devices already connected.
6. Check that the devicexcablexinterface term is well-typed.
A useful comparison is that there are 461 inferences involved in configuring the
first device at the object-level, as opposed to 76 at the meta-level. As more devices
become connected, it becomes increasingly difficult to find slots for them and this
ratio increases in general.
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6.9 Summary of implementation
I have implemented a system which can deal with specifications as exemplified
in Appendix E. Using supermethods, the search for solutions can progress in a
more directed way, and the system can deal with global design goals such as those
involving stipulations about cost of efficiency.
CLEM was implemented in Quintus Prolog to run on a SUN workstation. There are
approximately 5,500 lines of code. It has all the predicates defined in Appendix
C. It was tested systematically as indicated in Appendix E: all tests were drawn
up by myself in line with the training example available to me and customer
specifications drawn up for other HP systems, as it was not possible to get real 950
customer specifications.
Various alternative formulations and an analysis of performance will be presented




A nice adaptation of conditions will make almost any hypothesis agree




Chapter 3 described the configuration task and Chapters 4 and 5 proposed a theory
for the domain and some proof plans for configuration. In Chapter 2 I described
some of the shortcomings of existing configuration software, and Chapter 6 de¬
scribed the CLEM system for configuring HP3000 series systems. In this Chapter,
I will discuss various issues involved in implementing this system.
The main issues to be addressed are:
• Research methodology
• Representation issues:
— How to categorize certain components.
— How to deal with "supported" and "non-supported" (obsolete) com¬
ponents.
• Determining strategies:
— Deciding on a default set of methods.
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— Mechanisms for incorporating non-default methods.
— Learning new methods.
• The distribution of effort between planning and execution.
• Controlling search:
— Types of planners.
— Order of methods.
• Obtaining multiple solutions.
• Dealing with failure.
• Methodology for future development.
7.2 Research methodology
The prototype automatic configurer, CLEM, which I described in Chapter 6, is
the test of the theory of configuration outlined in Chapters 3-5. Chapter 3 set
out the issues to be addressed in tackling the task of configuring hardware to
meet user specifications: ensuring a legal configuration (i.e. one which works),
meeting the customer needs (conforming to the specification), and incorporating
at least some of the design issues (for example, one which is reasonably priced, and
runs as efficiently as possible). Chapter 4 described an object-level theory of the
configuration domain; and Chapter 5 described how the proof planning technique
enabled me to represent and implement the meta-level reasoning involved. Test
runs of CLEM are given in Appendix E, and runtime statistics in Appendix F. The
results of these tests demonstrate that CLEM does indeed produce configurations in
reasonable time. It is pertinent in this Chapter to outline the research methodology
used in setting up these tests, and to describe fully what is being tested, and the
significance of the results.
A brief description of what is being tested is given with each test specification.
The first tests are very simple — in fact, leading to "degenerate" configurations
(but correct for the specification, which is itself incomplete), and test each part of
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the configuration task separately: configuring storage devices; configuring termin¬
als; configuring printers.
Later tests enhance each of these specifications, allowing more detail to be given
— for example, specifying how a terminal is to connected in terms of which type of
cable is to be used; specifying that a printer is to be configured as a serial, rather
than a system, device.
Next, complete specifications are tried, starting with rather small systems (to make
it easy to check the output) and going on to large ones, to assess the runtimes
involved and determine whether they are acceptable. These configurations may
still be synthesized in such a way that all heuristics are obeyed; the tests check
that this is, in fact, done as default.
Lastly, there is a series of tests which take specifications which cannot possibly be
configured whilst maintaining all heuristic constraints intact, to check how CLEM
relaxes these constraints in practice.
To sum up, the questions to be asked are:
1. Are the solutions the ones expected, given the implementation?
2. Are these the solutions that a configuration expert would find?
3. In any of the solutions expected and obtained, are there shortcomings, and
how could CLEM be modified to overcome these (if at all)?
In addition, several different potentially acceptable implementations were tried,
and tests were run in order to assess the effects of changes to various factors. In
particular, Appendix F shows comparative runs for
1. Changing the balance of work between planning and execution stages.
2. Stronger or weaker preconditions.
3. Using simple methods alone, or incorporating supermethods.
In addition we need to answer the question as to whether planning is necessary
at all. This question was conclusively answered, by the fact that we had to test
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comparative performance with and without planning by choosing very small con¬
figuration specifications: otherwise the runtime proved unacceptable. Also, the
solutions obtained were not of good quality in some cases.
7.3 Representation issues
7.3.1 Some categorization difficulties
In general, it is simple to decide on a type for each kind of component. The flat
typing adopted (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1) assists in this as it is relatively easy to
decide that component X is of type printer: it is only at the stage of synthesizing
a cross-product term (of, say, an object of type printer with an object of type
system-cable that it becomes a "system device".
However, one component out of the test set proved more difficult to categorize:
namely the modem, for reasons which are explained below. There is also the
potential problem of new components posing categorization difficulties, which is
also discussed below.
7.3.2 Modems
There are three types of portgroup for connecting serial devices, corresponding
to the type of "connector" used. Serial devices can be connected either by RS-232
cable, or by RS-422 cable, or alternatively by modem. There is a choice of three
components for attaching these connections: the RS-232 portgroup, to which 8 RS-
232 cables can be attached; the RS-422 portgroup, to which 8 RS-422 cables can
be attached; and the modem portgroups, with 6 modem connections. However,
modems can alternatively be connected using spare RS-232 ports. This gave two
alternatives:
1. • Have three types of portgroup: namely rs232ports, rs422ports, and
modemports.
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Have three types of cable: rs232cable, rs422cable, and modem.
In addition to the three obvious cross types, define rs232ports x mo¬
dem to be well-typed.
2. • Have two types of portgroup: rs232ports and rs422ports, where the
modem portgroup component is a member of the type rs232cable.
• Have two types of cable: rs232cable, to include modems, and rs422cable.
• Define the two obvious cross types.
Either would have been acceptable for the current knowledge base. However, with
an eye to maintenance, I chose the second alternative, as it seemed to reflect
better the interchangeable nature of the components. In the future, one could
imagine different kinds of connections would be invented, and maintenance would
be easier if it were just a matter of adding new members of existing types, rather
than having to add new types.
7.3.3 New components
One constant worry with any system is how technological change will affect its
maintainability. In extreme cases, it may be rendered redundant. The purpose
of separating object-level from procedural and meta-level knowledge was to min¬
imize, and localize, the changes which need to be made. Even over the relatively
short period when I was working on knowledge elicitation, components were being
deleted from the price list and new ones added. I responded to this by taking a
"snapshot" of a set of components, developing the system, and then considering
how new components could be dealt with.
Clearly, a new component which is of an existing type should pose no problem.
However, changes in technology mean that new types of component have to be
added. Completely new types are sometimes easier to deal with than types which
seem to cut across existing type boundaries.
One example is that of data storage. I defined the disk and tape type; however
a newer product combines the functions of both these.
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The following changes would need to be made to CLEM:
1. Add the new type, and the new component(s) to the knowledge base. Add
acceptable cross-product types, so that legal connection of the device(s) are
assured.
2. Allow the device type to appear in specifications, in the same way that CLEM
allows disks(c) = ..., tapes(c) = ... at present.
3. The current methods are adequate to deal with devices specified in this
way (namely using configurejdevicelist, con figure-device) so no action is
needed here.
4. Allow the function of these devices to be specified,
e.g. generalstorage(c) > ....
5. Write a new method for matching such a specification to appropriate devices,
analogous to the method total-diskstorage.
6. Write a "higher-level" method which enables such a device to be synthesized
in answer to less explicit needs. This is explained below.
With these additions to CLEM, requests for such devices can be made explicitly in
specifications; and we can request a total storage capacity to fulfill all our storage,
swap space and backup needs. However, in addition, if step 6 is taken, users can
specify only primary user storage requirements, and have other needs (backup
etc.) supplied automatically using the new device, as an alternative to the more
traditional disk-tape combination.
I have not implemented such a higher level method in CLEM, as it needs ex¬
pert knowledge relating to how storage needs are assessed or calculated, but such
information is potentially available and could be used to update CLEM. Imple¬
mentation is analogous to the present method for calculating backup needs.
The steps enumerated should be compared with what is involved with maintaining
a large and complex traditional rule-based system. Although there is greater
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overhead in setting up CLEM, this ought to be recuperated in the maintenance
and debugging stages. Maintenance in CLEM is greatly assisted by these two
factors:
1. The different levels involved can be advised by the different personnel af¬
fected: reflecting the division of labour between production, sales, engineer¬
ing, and configuration experts. These different categories then correspond
to the different groups of people who then maintain the system.
2. There should be far less likelihood of "knock-on" effects, whereby a change
made in one part of the program affects completely different parts of the
system.
7.4 Current and obsolete components
Dealing with obsolescence is not a trivial task and it has not been implemented in
CLEM. The difficulty lies with components lying in a kind of limbo in which they
will not be actively promoted by the sales representative but may be requested by
the customer; in particular by existing customers who wish to extend a configur¬
ation or use familiar hardware. Thus the sales representative has to hand a list of
hardware which is "supported" by a processor — for such hardware, some kind of
guarantee will be given that it will function properly and that the company will
maintain it. However, in order to ensure the goodwill of the customer old compon¬
ents must also be supported to some degree. An automated configuration system
must also know about such components, in case they appear in specifications, but
should not "volunteer" them if they are not explicitly requested.
On the other hand, there are many components which are not at all suitable
for particular hardware systems, and these must be disallowed from appearing in
specifications — I mean here that such specifications must be rejected (helpfully)
by the system. In the current prototype of CLEM, there is no validation procedure
for the latter problem, but such a routine would be trivial to implement.
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However, the question of valid but less supported devices is a more difficult one,
and two alternative solutions are proposed here.
The first possibility is a more elaborate conditional type-checking: checking each
component in the configuration for whether it is supported by the processor. This
check could be placed in the preconditions of the submethod for adding a compon¬
ent to the system. The precondition could be waived if the processor is unknown;
in which case a mutually restrictive precondition must be placed on the method for
configuring the processor: namely, that the chosen processor supports all currently
configured devices. (This shows why it is desirable to decide on the processor early
on). However, it is difficult to find a clean way of distinguishing between compon¬
ents which are readily supported, and those which are only reluctantly supported.
The second possibility will work only if the processor is decided first. Once the
processor has been configured, the configuration system will then load all com¬
ponents supported by this processor1 from the main knowledge base. Hence one
effect of the method con figure-processor will be to load the relevant knowledge.
Thereafter, components which are not explicitly specified and which are not on
the official list of supported devices will not be inadvertently synthesized. On
the other hand, if a component appears explicitly in the specification, permission
will be sought by the system to access the main knowledge base. As appropriate,
an error or a warning message will be given as a side effect of the submethod
add-component.
In passing, it is worth pointing out that it would be useful if this submethod
did not always fail outright because of the unavailability of a component to a
system, but allowed an alternative component to be sought. Not only would this
be more constructive than failing outright, but would also be useful in tackling
the somewhat harder task of configuration upgrading (Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3),
where, if the processor is replaced, many existing components will necessarily have
to replaced. This would enhance the generality of the proof planning system.
1Note that sales representatives have lists of supported devices available to them.
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7.5 Developing strategies
7.5.1 Determining the processor
Existing software for configuring computer hardware relies on the processor being
known at the outset. CLEM does not need the processor to be explicitly specified,
but, if it is not, the first stage is to decide what an appropriate processor would
be, to configure that processor, and to synthesize a "template" configuration in¬
corporating this processor.
The heuristic used has been the number of users. It has not been possible to
explore other possible heuristics. However, the current knowledge which CLEM
possesses so far seems on a par with existing commercial systems.
The supermethods (see Section C-13) which I used control search to the extent
that the processor is always synthesized first, whether specified or not. In the
absence of such control, and of an explicitly specified processor, there would be
potential problems if CLEM were allowed to roam unfettered over the whole of
the potential knowledge base. For example, disk drives, tape drives, printers,
and terminals could be configured, such that there was no processor which could
possibly support all of them: the backtracking through the search space involved
could be horrendous.
It should not be difficult, given access to the appropriate personnel, to encapsulate
the "rules of thumb" (apart from number of users) which sales representatives use
to decide the most appropriate processor. One potential lead is in looking at
potential "bottlenecks" — some systems tend to run out of CPU time; others tend
to run out of ports; and so on — this advises us to look at the most important
resource, or resources, first, and make an informed choice.
Adding this knowledge involves enhancing the method of CLEM which synthes¬
izes an appropriate processor in the absence of an explicit request. This method
presently assesses processor needs on the basis of the number of users (from the
number of terminals to be configured).
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This issue would be important if CLEM were enhanced to deal with system upgrad¬
ing: sometimes the new processor will be specified explicitly; but in general the
need to upgrade arises because some vital resource runs out in the existing system,
in which case it is necessary to find a processor which can carry the additional
load, be it extra users, extra memory, or whatever.
7.5.2 Synthesizing storage devices
Consideration of an alternative set of systems, namely the HP 800 range, tested
some of the "first attempt" methods of CLEM to destruction. To understand why
this is so, first note that these systems, unlike the HP 900 series, have built in
storage; however, this can be supplemented by extra (external) disk drives. Now,
my original disk^storage method had, as its main precondition, a requirement that
the value of disks(c) would be (wholly) variable: tantamount to "don't configure
something if you have it already". The value of the input slot is the specification
disk^storage(c) > x\ thus if x is greater than the value of the built in storage, this
method would not be run, yet the specification would not be met.
The precondition was altered to check merely that the system did not already
meet the disk storage requirements. The value of disks(c) takes the form of a list
with a variable tail — this remains until the close of the synthesis process — thus
this tail can be instantiated at any stage.
This weakening of the precondition is useful also if the specifications are posed in
such a way as to gradually give more information. For example, if at some stage
it were possible to incorporate knowledge about the disk storage requirements of
certain applications, then we could envisage the synthesis process going through
stages thus:
1. The user asks for disk storage of at least 1.6Gb.
2. Disk drives giving this amount of storage are synthesized.
3. The user asks for 100 terminals, to be used for a particular application.
4. The system calculates that 2Gb are needed to run this application.
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5. An extra disk drive is configured to allow for this.
Again, this is unimplemented, due to the current lack of availability of the ne¬
cessary domain knowledge, but could easily be incorporated if sufficient domain
knowledge was available.
Note that in the case of systems with built-in storage, the term for disk storage is
partially instantiated as soon as the skeleton system is synthesized, following the
synthesis of the processor.
Another use for this flexibility afforded by the use of partial instantiation of lists
is that the casual user of the system may want to specify the model of disk drive
but not know the total disk capacity required. Thus a specification disks(c) =
[7937i/(_)|_] may be given, followed by the specification disk_storage{c) > 1000
(or this goal may result from proving higher level goals, such as the need to support
certain applications, as explained above); this results in a second disk drive, of the
same model (7937H) being added to the tail of the list.
7.5.3 Limits
There are places where lists could have been "closed off". For example, the tem¬
plate for the 950 system consists of a list of two MUXes. It would have been possible
to close off this list, since no more are allowed in this kind of system (unlike certain
other systems, where MUXes are used for terminal connections, and the number
needed depends on the number of ports). However, I felt that having the limit
of two MUXes encoded explicitly elsewhere made for ease of maintenance, in case
this restriction were lifted subsequently. Although the list of MUXes is not closed
off, a third MUX will not be added in the course of synthesis, as this would violate
the constraints which are checked before every such addition. Looking to further
developments of CLAM, which could introduce explanation facilities (see Chapter
8, Section 8.3.2), we could imagine a dialogue as follows, directly linked to the
failure of a specific precondition of a method:
"Can I add another MUX?"
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— "No, because this puts you over the limit for MUXES in this config¬
uration"
If, instead, this limit were "hard-wired" into the template-fixing, it is difficult to
envisage what the basis for an answer to the question "Can I add another MUX?"
would be.
7.5.4 Card cage constraints
In the case of the 950 processor there are a fixed number of slots available, although
there are constraints on how they may be used; for example, even if there is an
empty slot in a card cage, we may not configure an HPFL interface card there if
this would mean the total number of HPFL cards exceeded three. Moreover, the
values of these constraints are independent of the number of card cages in the
configuration.
However, in the case of the 925, which was incorporated in order to test the
maintainability of the system, this is not the case. The addition of a second card
cage (only two are allowed in total) makes one card fewer available to the first
card cage. In effect, the second card cage "uses" one of the slots available to the
first card cage.
This affects the predicate slots-available/3, one of whose arguments is the (par¬
tial) configuration, with the processor instantiated. Otherwise, the system is un¬
affected, and the method configure^cc at the top level is unaffected.
In practice, more search is involved in the case where a 925 system is being con¬
figured and a second card cage required, since usually the slot in the first card cage
will have been filled before it is apparent that a second card cage is needed; the
step which "filled" the first card cage with an extra channel will have to be undone
before the method to configure the second card cage can succeed. Fortunately, 925
systems are generally smaller than 950 systems, and both planning and execution
time tend to be shorter for them.
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The only other changes which had to be made as a result of adding 925 systems is
additional constraints: there is a restriction of two tapes per channel; and in ad¬
dition only one 7980A tape is allowed per channel. However, these restrictions are
in the same spirit as other constraints applying to 950 systems and did not involve
any fundamental rethinking. Fortunately, all predicates relating to constraints had
been formulated with the (partial) configuration, and hence the processor, as one
argument.
For example, the restriction on 7980A tapes mentioned above is expressed as:
not_share_with(['7980A'(_),_],[Tape,_],['925'(_)I_]):-
guess_type(Tape,tape).
where we needed to partially instantiate the configuration term to show the pro¬





7.6.1 Default method set
Simple methods sufficed for specifications in which the processor was explicit, and
where no relaxation of heuristic constraints proved necessary, and in which cost
did not feature. However, supermethods proved essential for all other cases in
order to control search. Solutions could not be obtained in real time otherwise.
However, unless the user is completely indifferent as to how constraints are re¬
laxed, some guidance is needed in loading supermethods. The supermethod ba-
sic^config/1 is loaded regardless, and should be tried first unless there is a cost
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constraint (for which there is a separate supermethod). However, there are al¬
ternative ways of relaxing constraints; which is tried first depends on the order in
which they are loaded into the system on initialization.
It was decided (somewhat arbitrarily) that no track would be kept of the cost
of a system unless a specific goal, relating to cost, appeared in the specification.
The justification for this is that, in the absence of such a goal, the system should
concentrate on synthesizing the most efficient configuration possible. To trigger
the use of the cost ..configure method, a goal cost(c) < ... must appear in the
input specification.
7.6.2 Incorporating non-default methods
Ideally, the task of synthesizing a less efficient configuration, i.e. one in which
not all heuristic constraints can be obeyed, should be an interactive one. I am
convinced that decisions about which of several constraints to relax cannot be
fully automated in the near future. I therefore believe that future versions of CLEM
should load in extra methods dynamically after consulting the user. The user, at
the point when it became clear that no method was applicable for configuring a
device (because it would involve breaking a heuristic limit), should be asked for
her preferred (or least unpreferred) options. Chapter 3, Section 3.8.6 dealt with
the issues involved in this.
The user wishing to experiment can load different methods; this is similar to the
facility in the CLAM theorem proving system (van Harmelen, 1989).
7.6.3 Maintaining and modifying methods
The present implementation of CLEM is one in which the detail of exactly which
channels are to be used for connecting particular devices are left to the execution
stage. For 950 hardware systems this seems perfectly adequate in practice. In
addition, the more stringent checks can be omitted. However, tests 41-42 in
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• 2 tape drives, 1 system disk, and 3 printers have to be configured on HPIB
channels.
• The plan
1. configures 2 channels as part of the template
2. configures the system disk, nominally on channel 1
3. configures 3 printers, nominally on channel 1
4. configures the 2 tape drives; one on channel 1 (which is then full) and
one on channel 2
• However, trying to execute this plan is not successful, due to various con¬
straints:
1. system disk goes on channel 1
2. the 3 printers have to go on channel 2
3. The 2 tape drives cannot go on channels 1 because they are incompatible
with the disk drive; there is only room for one of them on channel 2.
The planner eventually comes up with a plan which can be executed on its sixth
attempt: an extra channel is configured (the preconditions allow this as long as
there are not empty channels already around).
Figure 7—1: Test 41: replanning on execution failure
Appendix E demonstrate how a plan can be made which cannot be executed.
Appendix E.2 gives a test run of this example. Test 41 is also outlined in Figure
7-1. Notice in this example that the synthesis nevertheless goes ahead, an extra
channel being configured at the execution stage — thus as a "fallback position"
CLEM will not fail on execution but will replan. If this is not acceptable, then the
alternative version of config-device can be used.
The need for other modifications may well become apparent with experience of
more examples. For example, the present version of basic-config/1 was designed
to optimize the synthesis of specifications where, as explained above, without the
use of supermethods, one more channel than strictly necessary was configured.
In general, the more examples are run, the better understood the heuristics for
the task will be; but they are likely to remain just that — heuristics — and no
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one strategy will guarantee the optimum solution in every case. The difference
in cost involved, between an optimal solution and a near-optimal one, is small in
percentage terms of the total cost of the configuration.
These issues are discussed more in Section 7.8.1.
7.7 Object-level synthesis
Synthesis of large hardware configurations using only the object-level theory is
well nigh impossible, not simply because of the unacceptably high runtimes, but
also because searching for alternative solutions yields so many trivially different
configurations. This is not surprising, as we rely on Prolog's backtracking strategy,
and there are so many different permutations of how the same devices can be
connected that these trivial permutations are all we get at first. Moreover, it is
always possible to add a new channel (say) to a configuration before configuring
a device — this is a perfectly legal move — so as an alternative to configuring
a device on an existing channel we obtain the solution where a new channel is
synthesized — even if the existing channels are all empty. This gives some strange
looking, albeit legal, configurations.
7.8 Planning and search
7.8.1 The planning-execution split
The first version of the planner explicitly allocated system devices (i.e. those to
be connected via HPIB cables) to named HPIB channels. In order to do this, the
method configure-device checked, in the preconditions, that all the constraints are
satisfied for a particular channel. The method is shown in Figure 7-2.
Precondition 1 checks that the device has not already been configured as any









3. AslotsMvailable(C, IC, Type, ICtype,N)
4. AiV > 0
5. A-inot_share(Device, IC, C)
• Effects:
reduceslots(IC, Device, Type, ICtype, 1)
f\guesssystemjdevices(C, SysDev)





Figure 7—2: con figure-device/3: Mark I
check that this is the correct configuration method (there is another method for
connecting serial devices). Preconditions 3-4 ensure that there are enough slots
available assuming that the constraints on which devices may share channels with
which other devices do not necessitate the addition of extra channels. In other
words, this condition checks that there are at least as many slots of the required
type as there are devices requiring them — but this is not, in itself, enough to
ensure that an allocation of devices to slots can be made.
These preconditions are necessary in both versions. It is precondition 5 which
enables the explicit allocation of a device to a named channel. This checks Device
against every other device so far connected to IC.
The tactic is called in mode configure-device(+Device,+IC,—S). Observe the
same method in a version where the value of IC is lost and the tactic is called in
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mode configure-device(-\-Device, —IC, —S) (Figure 7-3). Only the preconditions





3. Aslots-available(C, IC, Type, ICtype,N)
4. AN > 0
• Tactic:
configure-device[Device, C)
Figure 7—3: con figure-device/Z: Mark II
At first sight, this method also seems to be picking out, and adding the device to,
a named connection IC. However, note that here this choice is only a nominal
one: the precise slot which will be used is not really known (since we have not
checked against other devices). Note that we do not "remember" this nominal slot
in the tactic slot: the argument is uninstantiated.
The hope is that we can always find an allocation of devices to channels, using
only the channels we have configured. Almost always this turns out to be the case.
For example, suppose we have six disk drives, one of which (we call it SDD) is
the system disk drive, and one tape drive. We have two HP-IB channels and the
nominal allocations at the planning stage were these:
• SDD to channel 1
• DDI to channel 1
• DD2 to channel 1
• DD3 to channel 2 (no more disk drives may be placed on channel 1)
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• DD4 to channel 2
• DD5 to channel 2
• TD to channel 1 (channel 1 still has room for tape drives)
On executing this plan (remember the channel names are lost), this allocation
happens to be the one which will be tried first. However, the last step is not
permissible, since TD may not share with SDD. But we can allocate TD to channel
2 instead: so the plan succeeds.
However, suppose we had five disk drives including SDD, a tape drive TD and a
printer P which may not share with any disk drive. The nominal allocations could
be
• SDD to channel 1
• DDI to channel 1
• DD2 to channel 1
• DD3 to channel 2 (channel 1 full to disk drives)
• DD4 to channel 2
• TD to channel 1 (channel 1 still has room for tape drives)
• P to channel 2 (channel 1 full to all devices)
Now we have a problem. We need to separate SD and TD:
• Channel 1: SD
• Channel 2: TD
We need to separate P from SD:
• Channel 1: SD
• Channel 2: TD,P
and we need to separate DDn from P:
• Channel 1: SD,DD1,DD2,DD3 (full)
• Channel 2: TD,P
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• DD4 unallocated: need another channel but there is no tactic in the plan to
configure one.
So, after a fair amount of backtracking, the plan will fail.
To ensure that the plan does not fail we add an extra precondition to isJegal, the
final method in the plan.



















Figure 7—4: Modified version of isJegal/1
between this formulation of isdegal(S) and the one in the other version of the
planner is precondition 7.
The way the predicate checkjnotshare-constraints(c) works is as follows: it finds
all system devices to be configured on channels, and all available channels. It
carries out very simple checks to decide whether there could possibly be a problem.
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If there are as many channels as devices, there will be no problem and no further
checks are necessary. This is the most obvious case. If there are fewer channels
(say there are n channels) than devices, but there are no more than n devices
involved in constraints, then again there will be no problem.
Only if the simple checks do not decide for certain that an allocation can be made
is a full allocation tried for. There are in-between checks we could do, using
results from graph theory, and these are reported in Lowe (1991a). However, the
overhead involved was not felt to be worthwhile in the case of large systems, since
it is extremely unlikely that an allocation will not succeed at the execution stage
if it has passed the planning stage. As we saw earlier (Figure 7-1), even when a
tactic cannot configure a device on existing channels, a fall-back position, of adding
another channel, is open to it, except for very constrained situations. In the case
of the smaller systems, it was not known whether there were similar constraints
operable; it is a matter for empirical field testing. An alternative approach would
be to dynamically alter the preconditions (see Chapter 8, Section 8.3.2).
We would expect the execution stage of the modified planner to be greater, since
the work of allocating a device to a channel so that all constraints are satisfied has
fallen on the tactic during its execution. In the previous version, the constraints
must be checked for the given channel, but they will necessarily succeed so there
is no backtracking to yield different choices for the channels. To recoup this, we
would want a saving at the planning stage — not necessarily enough to recoup the
overhead if only one plan is found for every execution, but at least to recoup the
overhead if the normal mode of operation is to search through a number of plans.
7.8.2 Controlling search
In implementing the planning mechanism. I decided to begin with a simple depth-
first planner and explore other possibilities in the light of my experience of this.
In the event, there were plenty of options to investigate within the same overall
search strategy, and what problems there were did not seem solvable by changing
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the search strategy to, say, breadth first or iterative deepening, but were solvable
by other means.
There did not seem to be much to be gained by using an iterative deepening
planner. Such a planner is chiefly useful if we expect the search tree to contain
infinite (or at least, very deep, unproductive) branches. Such is not the nature of
the configuration domain provided the preconditions of the methods are adequate.
A breadth-first planner would be even more inefficient, because so many of the
branches at each stage are AND rather than OR: a "choice" as to whether to
configure the system disk drive or the tape drive next is hardly a choice at all,
since we must eventually do both. Thus, since it seemed adequate for the purpose,
the depth first was the only planner implemented.
The use of a depth-first planner means that the order of methods in the methods
base is of some importance; although in general my approach is declarative, like
most Prolog programs the order of the clauses can be seen as encoding an implicit
control strategy. The planner as implemented does not find all applicable methods
and choose one: rather it finds the first applicable method and adds it to the
sequence. Only if it fails to find any applicable method at some point, or if it is
asked to find alternative solutions, may it back up and choose the next applicable
method at that point.
I have tried to keep this kind of implicit control to a minimum and ideally would
like to implement a best-first planner which explicitly determines which of several
applicable methods is the best. I did not feel that experimenting with different
planners was of sufficiently high priority compared with more vital questions so
this investigation must be classified as "further work" at this stage. It is a non-
trivial problem to decide how to judge what "best" is in this domain, since there
are several dimensions to measure along.
Some work has been carried out to investigate the use of best-first planning for
CLAM (Manning, 1992). Rather than precondiitons succeeding or failing in an
all-or-nothing way, heuristic scores were attached to them. The best-first planner
calculated the scores for all applicable methods, for all possible instantiations: in
general, preconditions can succeed in various ways. This score was used to use
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the next method to apply. It was found that in some cases shorter proofs (which
were better) resulted than those obtained by the depth-first planner, and in one
case the proof of a theorem was found by the best-first planner which could not
be found at all by the depth-first planner.
This technique could conceivably be most useful when trying to decide between
strategies for constraint relaxation. In general, we cannot choose between them
— only the user of the system can do this, for the specific case in hand, as we
saw in Chapter 3, Section 3.8.6. If the user wishes to express a hard and fast
preference then this can be implemented by deleting (or not loading) one of the
supermethods. But the user could be asked to give relative scores to the breaches,
which could then be used in best-first planning. However, it is not obvious how
these scores could be used in planning except in a fairly ad hoc way. The main
problem is being able to look ahead. For example, unless the user gives a very
high weighting to one as opposed to another, four breaches of one heuristic will
be worse than one breach of another. However, breaching the card cage heuristic
limit gives some "breathing space" when not only the current device, but two or
three more, may be configured without again breaching any heuristic limits. This
is not true of the channel heuristic. However, if the latter is generally preferred,
we need to know how likely further breaches are. This could be done by examining
the structure and size of the input specification. In order to pursue this avenue,
which seems the most promising, some kind of lexiographic ordering may be better
than a numerical score. This merits further investigation, especially as the idea of
a best-first planner for informed search is intrinsically attractive.
However, to summarize: the most effective means of controlling search found was
to explicitly encode strategies as proof plans, encapsulated in a few supermethods.
If these are sought first (as they are by the planner) then the order of methods
which they use as submethods is immaterial.
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7.8.3 Obtaining multiple solutions
Very rarely do users or customers want to generate just one solution. Usually, for
any specification, they are interested in looking at alternative configurations, and
choosing between them. To be of any value, the alternative solutions presented
must be significantly different, and not merely trivial permutations of each other.
At the conclusion of Chapter 5, I said that proof planning allowed a useful subset of
solutions to be generated. So I am claiming that one benefit of the proof planning
approach is that the sequence of solutions obtained should be "better" than those
obtained by blind object-level search.
It was certainly true that the search at the object-level was not very efficient, as
shown already. It was also true that the process of searching for further solutions,
once one had already been found, was not at all satisfactory. The question was
whether searching the planning space would be better, and this indeed has turned
out to be the case. We shall now appraise how far the use of these methods solves
the problem of searching for alternative "good" solutions.
Consider the sample run, using only the object-level theory, of the simple example
shown in Appendix E.3, showing more than one solution being obtained. There
are two drawbacks.
1. The first three solutions take the same three devices in different permuta¬
tions: the two disks on channel 1 and the tape on channel 2; the tape and
user disk on channel 1 and the system disk on channel 2; the tape and user
disk on channel 2 and the system disk on channel 1; and so on. We do not
want 'alternative' solutions of this nature.
2. There is no difference in status between hard and soft constraints, so we
cannot manage controlled constraint relaxation at all.
Now contrast this behaviour with that of the planner. This behaviour is exhibited
at the start of Appendix E.3, and demonstrate search at the meta-level. The first
three solutions are non-trivially different, representing a real choice of options for
the user.
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7.8.4 Dealing with failure
Destructive effects of failure
Previously we discussed cases in which a plan fails on execution, or does not faith¬
fully carry out the plan due to the absence of a vital component at the crucial
time. Another possible kind of failure is where the planner fails to find a plan
when one should be possible. The balance of probability between these two kinds
of failure depends on how strong the preconditions are. The current implement¬
ation errs on the side of weak preconditions: stronger preconditions, of the form
given in Section 7.8.1 would guarantee a specific slot for every component, but
we have already seen that this is inefficient. The worst that can happen in all
practical situations for large systems is that we are unable to configure a small
number of devices (probably only one) according to soft limits. For in all practical
situations, the configuration will be nowhere near its legal limits: it will be within
its heuristic constraints or a little outside. There is plenty of scope for patching
the plan to find a legal solution which, as we have seen (Figure 7-1) can often be
done automatically at the execution stage. Whether the configuration thus found
is acceptable to the user is another matter. But this, in turn, can be amended
— in the example of Figure 7-1 by simply deleting the extraneous channel, for
example. In passing, it should be mentioned that one possible solution to the
problem of channels being configured too late in the plan is to reorder the plan
so that all channels are configured first. This could be done more elegantly by
using a supermethod in which the first submethod is an iterative method to con¬
figure N channels. N is instantiated by the end of the planning stage. Note that
such an artifact can only be used as a submethod; not only must we be able to
instantiate N (by using the the checking mechanisms in the preconditions of the
con figure^device method) but the unfettered use of the method which configured
an uninstantiated number of channels could be disastrous.
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Constructive use of failure
So far, no constructive use has been made of failure at either the planning nor
execution stage. Ireland (1992) describes how critics could be used in CLAM and
such techniques could greatly aid the efficiency of configuration synthesis in certain
notable cases.
One example of this is where a configuration must be synthesized which keeps to
a budget. In this case, the most likely cause of failure at a branch is not that a
component cannot be physically accommodated, but that the addition of such a
component violates the cost constraint.
Here, use could be made of the fact that it was the cost precondition that failed.
A local "patch" could be tried: look for a cheaper component which meets the
need. If this patch fails (in practice, this is probably going to do no more than
postpone the problem), then places need to be found earlier in the plan where
cheaper components can be substituted.
For example, suppose that fibre optic disks were chosen. These are expensive and
could be substituted by HPIB-connected disk drives. The critic could suggest this.
If these disk drives were not randomly chosen by the system but insisted on in the
specification, the planner must fail, but could inform the user that the failure was
due to the violation of cost constraints and suggest alternatives to the specification:
cheaper disk drives (or a higher budget).
7.9 Methodology for future development
CLEM is only a prototype system; in order to be used "in the field" it would need
several enhancements, notably to its interface. It also needs to be brought up to
date.
In pure research terms, these are trivial issues; however, they are necessary if
others are to be able to use the system effectively.
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One important issue has emerged. If proof planning is to be effective in producing
desirable solutions, whether this means well-designed hardware systems (in the
domain of configuration) or elegant proofs (in the theorem proving domain), a
true understanding of the domain is a vital ingredient in developing such a system.
This does not mean one has to be a configuration expert; but there are no short
cuts to be taken. It is not enough to learn a few superficial rules without also
understanding what is good or bad about various alternative solutions, and striving
to understand or develop strategies which return good solutions more often than
bad.
Thus in order to enhance CLEM's configuration strategy it will be necessary to
gain more knowledge. Various indications of this have already been given: for
example, knowledge of how to relate disk storage requirements to applications;
understanding of the reasons behind various heuristics.
As far as the more exciting, and domain independent, research issues are con¬
cerned, the one which seems most likely to increase the power of the system is
harnessing failure to constructive ends. This is perhaps even more important for
this domain than for theorem proving. In particular, failure in configuration can
be more fundamental than simply searching the wrong branch of a proof tree:
it can follow necessarily from impossible specifications. In this case, the system
needs to be capable of a useful dialogue with the user to resolve differences and
modify the specification.
The key to this is the use of preconditions to provide explanations for the user,
and suggest remedial action. I hope to explore this issue in the near future.
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Chapter 8
Further Work & Conclusions
There could be no fairer destiny for any ... theory than it should point




My aim in this thesis has been to explore an alternative paradigm for knowledge
based systems. To this end, I have applied the proof planning approach to config¬
uration problems.
With this as my aim, I studied the domain of configuration with the help of
researchers working at Hewlett Packard Research Laboratories, and other people
involved with configuration on a day to day basis. I devised a theory of how
computer hardware configurations can be synthesized from specifications. In order
to test my ideas, I designed, implemented, and systematically tested an automatic
configurer, CLEM. Chapter 7 discusses the tests, the details of which are given in
Appendices E and F.
In Chapter 1, I gave various criteria on which the success or otherwise of such a
venture could be assessed. Established systems, such as XSEL, already exist for the
configuration task, but I believed them to be deficient in various ways, as explained
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in Chapter 2. In particular, I wanted CLEM to be amenable to adaptation and
change, and for its object-level knowledge, heuristics, and strategies to be explicit
and transparent. Another aim was to demonstrate a methodology, within the
proof planning paradigm, which could be transported into other knowledge based
systems tasks.
I shall now assess how far I have achieved these goals, and what could be done
in the future to consolidate this work. However, in describing the progress of a
prototype system, it also remains to ask whether this alternative approach could
ever be feasible in practice, given that it is fundamentally different from most
traditional expert systems.
This summary of what I have achieved with CLEM will be conducted with partic¬
ular regard to:
• Its performance and potential in comparison with other systems, with espe¬
cial consideration given to its flexibility, particularly in the face of technolo¬
gical change.
• Its maintainability.
• Its potential for adaptation to new problems in the same domain.
• Verisimilitude: its performance in comparison with an expert (human) con¬
figurer.
• Perspicuity: how easy it is to understand what it does, and how, and why.
In recognition of CLEM's limitations, I will also set out the most promising pos¬
sibilities for extensions to the work already done.
In addition, I will assess how transportable this approach and the proof planning
techniques are, in general, to other IKBS domains.
Lastly, there is a discussion of the prospects for adopting the proof planning ap¬
proach in general.
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8.2 Assessment of CLEM
8.2.1 Comparison with other approaches
CLEM should not be assessed only in isolation, but also in comparison with other
configuration systems. It is interesting to step up a level, taking, for example,
XCON/XSEL as a prime, and well-established, example of the genre, and CLEM
as an example of what could be achieved using my approach, and compare the
more traditional expert systems approach with the proof planning one. There
are similarities in the course of development of both systems. For example, I
too needed to start with a subset of components and a subset of the tasks to be
performed. I needed to learn from experts and manuals much about configuration
procedure and strategy. Some of my early solutions proved to be faulty in that I
had overlooked certain factors.
However, XCON developed by accumulating its knowledge in a rapidly growing
and unwieldy rule-base. Like the proponents of frame-based and semantic net
systems, I too recognize the need to store knowledge "in the right place", but in
my case this manifests itself, not in hierarchies of objects with procedural dasmons
attached, but in a clean separation of different kinds of knowledge: object-level
theory, heuristics, and control knowledge. It is this separation which gives the
proof planning approach the potential for growth, not merely in terms of adding
more components to its repertoire and assimilating constant changes to its rules,
but also in the sense that it should withstand more fundamental assaults: changing
technology being the most problematical for traditional systems.
8.2.2 Maintainability
Examples of the kinds of problems faced in maintaining an automatic configurer
were given in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.3. Any student of systems analysis knows
that maintainability is an important criterion for judging the success of a computer
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system. Usually this question is assessed with regard to systems which have been in
use, in the field, for some time. This clearly has not been done with CLEM, which is
merely a prototype. However, CLEM was not born, complete and perfectly formed,
but evolved over a period of many months. Its expandability was, therefore, an
important issue right from the start, and not simply something to worry about for
the future.
It has proved possible to extend the control knowledge of the planner on an incre¬
mental basis. In Chapter 1, I described the benefits of such an approach.
With CLAM, unlike many knowledge based systems, the development overhead is
considerable as it requires a good understanding of the domain and the problem.
However, I claim that this is a benefit in the long run. The developer of the
system is forced to make knowledge explicit and modular. This may well result in
an overall saving in programmer-hours.
My inexperience, of configuration and of developing knowledge based systems
generally, showed up in the early stages. For example, maintaining the knowledge
base by bringing in different processors seemed to defy the existing framework. But
a deeper understanding of the task, the result of being obliged to formulate the
domain in terms of logic, highlighted the essential generalities of the configuration
task. The recasting of the problem and the logical framework which was developed
as a result proved sufficient for all later developments and additions.
8.2.3 Tackling new problems
In Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2, I claimed that the same object-level theory should be
usable for different problems in the same domain; such is the flexibility of the proof
planning approach. I will suggest two such tasks, and indicate what is involved in
implementing proof plans to carry them out.
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Order checking
Once the sales representative has decided on the configuration, he draws up an
order — that is, a list of order numbers. This is not as straightforward a task as
it might appear. An order number might refer to
1. A single component — e.g. a tape drive; a cable.
2. Two (or more) related components — e.g. a disk drive and the cable needed
to connect it.
3. A bundle — e.g. a cabinet which holds eight disk drives, and the eight disk
drives themselves.
4. A minimum configuration — i.e. in the case of the 950 processor one order
number covers the processor, a certain number of memory boards, two card
cage adapters, two MUXes, one LANIC, two HP-IBs, etc.
It is difficult to produce orders which are:
• Correct. Confusion may arise if, say, the disk drives are always bundled with
their cables but the tape drives never. Mistakes made are either forgetting
to order a cable, or ordering an extra one.
• Optimal. If the configuration requires ten disk drives, is it better to order
a bundle of eight and a bundle of two, or five bundles of two, two bundles
of four and a bundle of two, or even three bundles of four (which over-
configures)? This is not straightforward due to the non-linear cost functions
employed in competitive markets.
It seems desirable, either to check orders drawn up by sales representatives, or to
automate this process completely.
The object-level theory necessary for this task is exactly that used by CLEM.
Moreover, the same heuristic constraints apply. The major difficulty faced in
this task is how to synthesize a configuration, using more or less the components
provided, in the absence of a specification. One possible strategy is the following:
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1. Extract the main components, i.e. the processor and devices, from the list
of components given. This involves preprocessing, before the planning stage.
For example, components involving tape drives are gathered together in a
list, T, say, and the specification goal resulting has the form tapes(C) = T.
The components not assembled into this specification are held in a compon¬
ents list.
2. The main methods for synthesizing a configuration from this specification
are unaltered, except that the method language predicate add-Component/2
is rewritten so that it attempts to find components from the components list
(and deletes them from the list, once used). It can, if necessary, synthesize a
component not on the list, printing an appropriate warning message to the
user.
3. Finally the methods for synthesizing important parts of the configuration
such as backing store are run and the results compared with what is actually
configured — the user can be warned about any shortfall. For example, if
the capacity of the tape drives configured is but the capacity required
calculated from various attributes of the configuration is C2, and C\ « C2,
a warning message can appear.
The main alterations to CLEM are the addition of a preprocessor, a new super-
method which incorporates basic-config/l with the advice method needed for stage
(3) above, and a rewriting of the add-Component/2 predicate.
System upgrading
System upgrading seems amenable to transformation techniques. If the customer
wishes to expand beyond the capabilities of her current hardware configuration
she may consider a system upgrade. There are three kinds of upgrading:
1. Retaining the current processor.
2. Board upgrades: enhancing the current processor.
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3. Box upgrades: replacing the current processor.
The first decision to take is which of these is possible. Then, we need to see what
new components are needed.
In effect, we have an old configuration (which met an original specification: this
may have been lost) and a new specification. We want to add new components
(and we may need to delete others) so that the new specification is satisfied.
Obviously, one way of going about this task would be to replace everything: this
is undesirable. Rather, we would wish to retain most of the old configuration,
especially those parts which are expensive (unless perhaps they were obsolete).
Another way would be to find out whether it was possible to retain the old pro¬
cessor. Next, whether a board upgrade might be possible. Finally, we need a kind
of middle-out reasoning, in which we start with some of the components, and try
to determine which processor would be best. Then a new configuration based on
the old one is synthesized.
Incorporated into the general strategy would be a supermethod similar to that
for order checking, but with the devices also relegated to the components list, for
possible rejection or replacement by the predicate add-Component/2.
8.2.4 Verisimilitude
Provided a plan can be executed successfully, the resulting configuration is guaran¬
teed to be legal, provided the object-level theory is correct and complete. Naturally,
if there are constraints missing from the object-level theory, we cannot guarantee
soundness.
However, the object-level theory is coded declaratively, which makes it easier to
check:
• that components are correctly assigned to types;
• that there is a complete list of components;
• that all constraints (hard and soft) are included.
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Since the tactics make use of the object-level theory, which is sound, they too will
necessarily result in legal configurations. Using tactics means that completeness
will be lost. However, no expert would provide all solutions to a specification, even
for very trivial cases — we saw (for example, the example in Appendix E.3 referred
to in Chapter 7) that many permutations exist, where the same components are
configured in different orders, etc. Thus completeness is not necessarily a goal for
knowledge based systems. In fact, in practice it is better to forgo completeness
than allow the user to be overwhelmed by trivially different solutions.
Moreover, many solutions which are technically legal, even if they were not trivial
permutations of other solutions, would be frowned upon by experts. For example,
using a different model of disk drive for storing the operating system from those
used for user disks would be thought odd. Where we need to use tactics to fill in
gaps in the explicit specification, these are based on the same design considerations
as seem to be used by experts.
The position I have taken can be summarized thus:
1. The user (customer) is always right — any specification which is legal must
lead to a synthesizable configuration by the automatic configurer.
2. Any free choice left to the automatic configurer should lead, if possible, to
the synthesis of well-designed configurations
The solutions found in testing conformed to this agenda. Note, however, that
for large systems, even with this kind of incompleteness there will still usually
be a very large number of different solutions. The user not wishing to plough
through all of them would be well advised to scan through a few solutions (at the
planning level only) and retry, making her specification more detailed on the second
pass. This kind of negotiation is common in practice, between sales representative
and customer, and cannot presently be emulated by CLEM, which is completely
automatic and in no way co-operative. However, proof planning as a paradigm
gives better prospects for co-operative systems than existing approaches, because
methods represent a more appropriate level of reasoning on which to communicate;
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for example, explanations can be readily provided from method preconditions, as
explained in the next section.
8.2.5 Perspicuity
Because I use tactics, specified by methods, which mirror the user view of the
problem, this makes the plans readable, and the skeleton configurations provided
at the planning stage provide enough information for the user to make an informed
choice as to whether the plan is worth executing. This is not necessarily true of,
say, constraint based systems which work at a low level, as the reasons for the
choices made may not be apparent on the surface.
Although I have not implemented any explanation facilities, this being beyond the
scope of the project, tracing the plan will show which methods are being tried: it
is also possible to examine these at the level of the preconditions. Thus we can
see where a method fails to be applicable.
It is envisaged that more should be made of the explanatory possibilities of proof
planning techniques in the future. This is discussed in the next section.
8.3 Possible extensions to CLEM
8.3.1 Immediate extensions
The immediate extensions which could be made are:
1. Including more processors, and more heuristics for choosing processors.
2. Including a strategy to provide the cheapest possible configuration. This
would be achieved by suppressing the use of efficiency heuristics. It would
be of limited use, though, as suggested in Chapter 3.
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3. Including more knowledge linking devices with applications. At present,
CLEM possesses only rudimentary knowledge about which terminals are suit¬
able for which applications. This could be extended to printers, for instance.
We would need a hierarchy of applications and devices to cope with multi¬
purpose devices: for example, if a terminal is to be used for data entry alone
a 2392A terminal will be sufficient, but word processing requires a PC; the
2932A will not support word processing but the PC will support data entry
as well, and it can be used for both applications.
4. More fundamentally, information does exist on the disk storage requirements
of various applications, and if this could be incorporated there would be no
need for the user to provide any explicit information about storage at all.
Thus we could include a method for calculating the amount of disk capacity
needed from applications, numbers of users, etc.
8.3.2 Further extensions
The extensions above all involve merely accumulating or incorporating new expert
domain knowledge. More fundamental extensions which are desirable have already
been touched on in Chapter 7, when discusing the shortcomings of CLEM.
The main problem seems to be that the introduction of supermethods is a double-
edged sword. In situations where it is possible (and required) to find a configur¬
ation obeying all heuristic constraints, the use of the basic configuration super-
method is beneficial, in that significantly different solutions can be found quickly.
However, if this is not the case, what we would ideally like is to find a solution
by trying a constraint relation strategy, and maybe a second solution by trying a
different relaxation strategy.
This is not possible within the current format, of course, as each supermethod
(embodying a strategy) can succeed in many different ways.
What we really seem to be asking for is either
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1. some way of dynamically introducing methods, or deleting them, and of
allowing the user some choice over which is used, similar to the Hints Mech¬
anism developed for CLAM (Negrete, 1991); or
2. a way of transforming solutions: taking one solution (which overloads a card
cage, say) and transforming it to a solution which does not (but may instead
overload a channel), analogous to the ideas of proof transformation given in
Madden (1991).
Another important extension is the provision of explanation facilities. This is of vi¬
tal importance if the user is to take any dynamic part in proceedings, as intimated
above. The preconditions of methods make good explanation facilities a realistic
possibility. This issue was discussed in Chapter 7 in connection with unrealizable
specifications. Another use would be in providing a "running commentary" of the
configuration process, which could be useful in system development or in teaching
configuration skills.
8.4 Proof planning for IKBS
The motivation for turning AI in general, and the pursuit of IKBS in particular, into
an engineering science is so that the resulting expert systems are reliable. Logic
provides a firm basis on which to achieve this; in addition, meta-level reasoning,
as captured by the proof planning methodology, gives us the flexibility to use this
logic purposefully.
The next stage in the story of the "proof planning for IKBS" story would be to try
other IKBS problems. I make no claim to have solved, or even have the basis of a
solution for, all configuration, let alone all design, problems (Chapter 2, Section
2.4). My aim was only to build a system capable of configuring one group of
hardware systems, and I felt I was fully stretched in developing a configuration
theory which could deal with objects of such different forms.
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It remains pertinent to ask whether this general approach is transportable to other
domains, however. It was the question I asked at the beginning, whether we
could transport proof planning from mathematics to configuration. Will a transfer
to yet another domain be possible? Also, will the next domain tackled prove
easier by virtue of the general expertise gained from the experience of tackling
the configuration task? To answer this, we need to ask whether we have learned
anything fundamental from this exercise. In particular, we need to ask whether
there was something peculiar to configuration which made it possible.
For the configuration task, the salient features which made proof planning both
possible and productive were:
1. An object-level theory was discernible, if a little difficult to formalize.
2. A large search space: combinatorial explosion at the object-level made the
use of the meta-level desirable, over and above merely paying back the over¬
head.
3. The ability to separate factual from heuristic and control knowledge.
4. Fairly well-developed strategies for performing the task.
5. The likelihood that new products and new procedures would fit into the
overall framework.
For more static domains, of course, the last of these is not an issue. In general,
these features are common to many tasks involving reasoning.
The outcome of this study has been:
• The formalization of an initially very informal domain, where it was at first
difficult to ascertain which category various bits of knowledge belonged to.
• The characterization of the configuration task as synthesis in the proofs as
objects paradigm.
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• The development of a theory of configuration, and of various strategies to
assist with the task of configuring a hardware system to meet a specification.
• The conceptual division of the task into two views: the user view and the
engineering view, of which the former is encapsulated by the preconditions
and effects of methods, which are specified by tactics, and the latter is guar¬
anteed correct by the execution of these tactics.
• The embodiment of strategies as proof plans.
• The implementation of CLEM, an automatic configurer capable of testing
these ideas and developing new ones.
I would predict that many other domains could be tackled in this way. In partic¬
ular:
1. Other kinds of configuration, as defined in Chapter 3, by following the same
methodology, viz. using logic to encode an object-level theory for the domain,
determining procedures and strategies and expressing these as proof plans.
2. Other design problems, for example in building. The advantage in this do¬
main is in the existence of professional bodies with an interest in advancing
common knowledge of how these tasks are performed, as opposed to the field
of hardware configuration, where systems are developed by competing firms.




As Kuhn (1970) states, it is not enough, when promoting a new paradigm, to
demolish the old one. Part of the attraction of a paradigm, once it becomes the
"established" one, is that it leaves plenty of "holes". In science, this "hole-filling"
activity can be seen as virtually all of what Kuhn calls "normal scientific activity".
There is a good parallel in the field of expert systems — whether seen as "scientific
activity" or not — in that maintaining XSEL, for example, is seen as a satisfying
activity by the maintenance programmers who perform this task. In fact, it seems
to be generally expected that rule-based systems will naturally require this kind of
maintenance, and that the resulting problems of control will be dealt with cleverly
in an implicit way if necessary. In the world of the computer hacker, the gradual
tinkering away at flawed theories in Popper's ideal world can become a grotesque
sacrifice of clarity on the altar of performance.
According to Kuhn's view of change, only gradually can a new approach be ex¬
pected to find adherents, until, possibly, it becomes the new paradigm. I would
expect a great deal of work to be necessary, in developing logically-based knowledge
based systems incorporating meta-inference in a principled and explicit manner,
for different problems and different domains.
However, I believe that such work is worth doing. Basic research in IKBS is needed
to place the methodology for developing such systems on a firm logical basis if it
is to be as dependable in the future as other engineering disciplines already are
(Bundy, 1987a).
Most interesting tasks involve a mixture of different kinds of knowledge: factual,
heuristic, and "knowing how" control knowledge. Most knowledge that we possess
can be turned to several uses. The proof planning approach grasps these two facets
of human understanding and can use them to good purpose.
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The utility of a system is a multi-dimensional measure of its worth to the user.
These dimensions may vary, but at present we enumerate them as
(1) cheapness (inverse of cost)
(2) efficiency
(3) expandability
(4) anti-obsolescence (inverse of obsolescence)
(5) technological innovation
Locally optimal solution (Definition 3.2)
A locally optimal solution is one which cannot be increased (improved) along one
dimension without a simultaneous decrease (deterioration) along at least one other
dimension.
Locally sub-optimal solution
A locally sub-optimal solution is one which can be increased (improved) along




A globally optimal solution is one which cannot increased (improved) along any
dimension.
Usage (Definition 4.1)
The usage of a component (of computer hardware), or group of components, is its
function, in terms of the service it provides to the user of the computer configur¬
ation. A component may have more than one usage.
Value (Definition 4.2)
The value of a component, or group of components, is the set of usages, paired
where appropriate with a measure of how well each function is performed. This
measure may be quantitative or qualitative.
Valid connection (Definition 4.3)
Definition A.l A component, comp, has a valid connection if the function
connected-via(comp,c) is defined and returns a value, i.e.
3r3xrr.connected-via(comp, c) = x
Legal configuration (Definition 4.4)
A configuration c is legal if
(i) There are valid instantiations for the values of all functions of the form
essential-component (c), where essential-component stands in turn for each of the
members of a designated set of essential parts.




B.l Glossary of Computer Terms
Access speed: the speed at which data can be obtained from a storage device:
e.g. from a disk drive.
Active users: of those users who are currently logged on to a system, those
actually involved in processing, as opposed to those users who are logged on, but
idle.
Backup (storage/space): storage space used to back up (important) data. Of¬
ten provided on tape drives.
Cable: various kinds of cables exist; we have examples of RS-232 and RS-422
cables.
Card cage: a frame holding the central processor, memory boards, and
interface cards.
Central processor: contains memory, control unti, and arithmetic unit.
Channel: the path along which data is transferred.
Connector: a component which does not itself provide utility to the user (c./.
device) but is necessary in order to configure components which do. I have used
this term to encompass card cage, cable, and various interfaces.
Console: used for communication between the computer operator and the system,
consisting of a VDU and a keyboard.
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Device: a peripheral unit, providing some utility.
Disk drive: A storage device. The capacity of a disk drive is usually expressed
in megabytes (Mb) or gigabytes (Gb).
Fibre-optic link: A means of connecting a device which enables very fast data
transfer.
Fibre-optic disk drive: A disk drive connected by means of a fibre-optic link.
GIC: general interface channel, used for connecting system devices (similar to the
HPIb). Used by Series 70 systems, but not by HP 950 systems.
HPIB: used for connecting system devices via HPIB cables.
HPFL: used for connecting devices via fibre optic links.
Interface: boundary between the central system and a device in a configuration.
Interface cards occupy slots in a card cage; those found in HP 950 systems are
MUXes, LANICs, HPIB, and HPFL cards.
LANICdocal area network interface card. Also used, in the HP 950 systems, for
configuring serial devices: terminals and some printers.
Memory board: a board, usually particular to a given processor, providing a
fixed amount of internal memory capacity (usually measured in megabytes).
Modem: A component allowing data to be transmitted over telephone lines.
Multiplexor (mux): a device allowing the processor to be connected to a number
of communication channels.
PC: see Personal Computer
Personal Computer: A desk top computer, taken here to incorporate a VDU,
a keyboard, memory, and some means of storing data. It can be connected to a
mainframe system or to a network of other computers.
Port: A single data channel whereby a device may be connected.
Printer: An output device. Many different kinds exist, e.g. page printers, line
printers, dot matrix printers, laser printers.
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Screen: VDU; or (coll.) terminal, PC
Serial device: A device which is connected via a RS-232 or RS-422 cable, or a
modem, to a serial port.
Storage: means of holding data: e.g. disks, tapes.
System device: A device which is connected via an HPIB or HPFL cable, or via a
GIC
System disk (storage/space): A disk drive which is to be used to store system
software, i.e. software to enable the system to function for the benefit of the user,
e.g. the operating system c.f. User disk.
Tape drive: A storage device. Access speed is slower than for disk drives.
Nowadays often used for backup and data transfer.
Terminal: A device consisting of a VDU and a keyboard, for providing output
and input respectively to a computer or network.
User disk (storage/space): A disk drive which is to be used to store the data
and programs written by or for to the users of the computer system, e.g. applica¬
tions software, c.f. System disk.
B.2 Glossary of Types and Tactics




























channel_term = cross (channel, (list (disk)Olist (tape)Olist (printer)))
fchannel_term = cross(fchannel,list(fdisk)
B.2.3 Supertypes
cable = serial_cable + system_cable
device = sdisk + tape + serial_device
interface = mux + lanic + channel + fchannel
portgroup = rs232_portgroup + rs422_portgroup + modem_portgroup
sdisk = disk + fdisk
serial_cable = rs232_serial_cable + rs422_serial_cable
serial_device = terminal + printer
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B.2.4 Tactics



























1. Normal text is in normal roman font.
2. New terms are introduced in italic roman font.
3. Prolog code is in typewriter font.
4. Predicates will be denoted by f/n, which stands for the Prolog predicate
f of arity n.
Format
1. Predicate definitions are headed by the name of the predicate surrounded by
horizontal lines.
2. There are separate predicate and normal (keyword) indexes.
3. The defining entry for a predicate is distinguished in the predicate index by
an underlined page number.
In the specification of a predicate, variables are annotated with mode annotations:
+, - or ?. This notation is borrowed from the Quintus Reference Manual.
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+ This argument is an input to the predicate. It must initially be instantiated or
the predicate fails (or behaves unpredictably).
- This argument is an output. It is returned by the predicate. That is, the output
value is unified with any value which was supplied for this argument. The
predicate fails if this unification fails.
? The argument may be either input or output, and may be instantiated or not,
as required by its application. I often use this when I expect an argument to
be partially instantiated, i.e. some of its subterms to be ground and others
not.
Note that if a mode is not given for a predicate, it does not mean that it it can
never be used in that mode. It means simply that I do not expect the predicate
ever to be used in that mode, and, if it were, I could not guarantee it.
C.l Introduction
C.l.l CLEM: an expert configurer
CLEM is the implementation in Prolog of a proof planning system for configuring
computer hardware to meet specifications. Like CLAM (van Harmelen, 1989), it
uses methods, which are specifications of tactics, to build proof plans. When these
plans are executed, the tactic, which is a piece of Prolog code, corresponding to
each method is run. Each tactic carries out part of the task of synthesizing a
hardware configuration. After all the tactics have been executed, we have a full,
legal configuration which meets the specification.
Typically, specifications mention those aspects of the configuration which are of
interest to the user, or customer, of the hardware system: applications, terminals,
printers, etc. They may well not mention other, vital components, such as pro¬
cessor, backing storage, etc. The type specification of configurations ensures that
only well-formed objects can be formed, thus generating all these vital components
and ensuring that all components are correctly connected.
The search space is potentially very large, and CLEM incorporates a few design
heuristics in order to try and generate "good" solutions in real time. This is
discussed in Section C.6.3 (pg.228).
C.l.2 Structure of this manual
In this manual you will find the following information:
• An introduction to the domain of configuration, in Section C.2 (pg-205).
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• The knowledge base of the CLEM system: i.e. the object-level knowledge ap¬
pertaining to components and their attributes and the rules of configuration,
in Section C.3 (pg.207).
• Heuristic knowledge used in configuration, in Section C.4 (pg.217).
• A note on maintaining the object-level knowledge, in Section C.5 (pg.218).
• The mechanism for representing methods and the language that can be used
for formulating them, the methods that are currently implemented in CLEM,
and the tactics that can be used to execute proof plans, in Section C.6
(pg-219).
• The representation of configuration schemes, in Section C.6.3 (pg.228).
• The planner used to build proof plans out of these methods, in Section C.7
(pg.235).
• Utilities (pretty-printer, tracer, statistics collection), in Section C.8 (pg.236).
• Section C.9 (pg.239) describes how to get started with CLEM.
• Section C.10 (pg.241) describes the organization of CLEM's source code.
C.2 The configuration domain
• 70 screens for data entry
• 5 screens for program development
• 20 screens for electronic mail and spreadsheet application
• 1 line printer with a speed of at least 900 1pm
• 2 laser printers, each with a speed of at least 45 ppm
• 1 laser printer with double-sided printing option
• approximately 1.7 GBytes of mass storage
Figure C—1: Invitation to tender specifications
Customers for computer hardware generally think in terms of the use to which
the system is to be put, and they will go through the process of discussing cus¬
tomer needs with the sales representative for the computer firm. Issues include the
applications to be run, the number of users involved, and possibly other consid¬
erations such as cost, and the future needs of the company as regards expanding
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HERE IS THE SYNTHESIZED CONFIGURATION
processor: 950(2)
system disks:
7937HC12) with cable hpib-cable(15)
user disks:
7937H(2) with cable hpib-cable(4)
7937H(3) with cable hpib-cable(5)
7937H(11) with cable hpib-cable(13)
tape drives:
7980A(2) with cable hpib-cable(14)
printers:
2564A(2) with cable hpib-cable(2)
2235A(2) with cable hpib-cable(3)
terminals:
2392A(3) with cable 40242X(2)
2392A(4) with cable 40242X(4)








dtc(3) connecting port groups:
rs232ports(3) rs232ports(4)













Figure C—2: An example configuration output from CLEM (abbreviated)
with devices
7937H(2) 7937H(3) 2564A(2) 2235A(2)
with devices






or upgrading any hardware configured. This will lead, either formally to an in¬
vitation to tender, where the customer presents the requirements in written form
and computer firms are invited to submit tenders; or informally to a request that
the sales representative come up with suggestions. In either case, representatives
of the computer hardware firm will detail the hardware to be configured, with
itemized costs, and indications of any parts of the configuration which either fall
below or exceed the specification, with reasons.
A typical (but fictitious) specification drawn up at the invitation to tender stage is
shown in Figure C-l (pg.205). A possible configuration meeting this specification
can be seen in Figure C-2 (pg.206).
Note that the examples given are of large-scale computer systems. The problems
involved with smaller systems are less acute, involving more constrained search.
The large systems are a better test of the proof planning ideas. The knowledge
base is taken from information on HP Series 3000 systems; however, this represents
a "snapshot" of information which is constantly changing, and no guarantee is
given as to its current applicability. In any case, only a sample is used, enough to
demonstrate the ability of the system to deal with "scaled-up" problems.
However, it should be possible, using this manual, to update and scale up CLEM's
knowledge base so that it can deal with realistic, and up-to-date, data. See espe¬
cially Section C.5 (pg.218) for details of this.
C.3 Object-level knowledge
C.3.1 Types of objects
The fundamental unit is the component, and every component has a type. Com¬
ponents may be connected to each other, and the compound object so formed also
has a (compound) type.
A Prolog file types.pl gives the set of components currently recorded in the
knowledge base. It contains two predicates, type/2, and supertype/2.
• type(?Component(Index),?Type)
This predicate can be used in modes:
1. type(+Component(Index),-Type)
to find the Type of a given Component.
2. type(-Component(Index),+Type)
to find (i.e. generate) an indexed Component of type Type.
3. type(+Component(Index),+Type)
to verify that Component(Index) is of type Type.
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4. type(-Component(Index),-Type)
will generate, successively, an example of each component held in the know¬
ledge base. This is of limited usefulness, except for periodically checking
against hardware lists for maintenance purposes.
The current set of components includes two processors, various memory modules,
card cages, interfaces, and connecting components, eight different models of type
disk, three of type tape, sixteen printers, and four terminals. A fragment of the
file is shown in Figure C-3 (pg.208). □
These clauses are all of the form
type(comp-name(index) ,comp-type) :-nat(comp-name,index) .
For example: type( '950' (N) .processor)
holds provided II is a natural number.
note the function of the predicate
nat C+component, ?index)
if index is not instantiated, then a unique
index is created for this component type.
Thus is can be used to check, or generate, a uniquely
referenced component.









Figure C—3: Segment of file types .pi
If the predicate type/2 is called in mode 2 above, for example in order to generate
a component of type disk, as shown in Figure C-4 (pg.209), then all possible
models of disk can be generated.
type(?List,list (?Type)) will either check that List is a list of objects, all of
which are of type Type, or, alternatively, it will generate a list of objects of a
required type.
There are various compound types: for example








Component = '7937H'(13) ;
Component = >7937XP'(2) ;
Component = >7933H'(2) ;
Component = >7933XP'(2) ;
Component = >7935H'(2) ;
Component = >7935XP'(2) ;
Component = '7936H'(2) ;
Component = >7936XP'(2) ;
no
I ?-
Figure C-4: Calling type/2




represents the rule which states that a disk, tape, or printer connected to a com¬
ponent of type system_cable is a valid compound object.
• supertype(?Component,?Supertype)
The predicate supertype/2 is useful in a few cases, mostly for ease in dealing
with polymorphic functions, and where we want to allow lists of objects of different
types. We have various supertypes over different kinds of device (serial and system
devices), over different types of disks, portgroups, interfaces and cables. Lastly,
the list supertype is for lists of objects all of the same supertype (not necessarily
of the same type). □
C.3.2 Attributes of objects
Depending on their type, objects (components) possess attributes. For example,
a disk drive will have a capacity, in megabytes, representing the amount of data
which can be stored on it; a printer will have a speed, expressed either in characters
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per second, or lines or pages per minute. The attributes of components given in
types.pl can be found in the file config-attr.pl.
C.3.3 Attributes of partial configurations
Objects grouped together may also possess attributes; for example, just as we
have the capacity of a single drive we may want the (total) capacity of all the disk
drives in a configuration.
In addition, there are certain other predicates giving properties of a configuration
which cannot simply be checked by examining the property of an individual com¬
ponent: this mostly involves inequality reasoning. These can also be found in the
file config-attr.pl.
• capacity(?Component:Type,?Capacity)
This can be called in modes:
1. capacity(+Component,-Capacity)
to discover the capacity of a component (disk, tape) in megabytes.
2. capacity(-Component,-Capacity)
to generate components possessing an attribute capacity; these will be type-
checked and used as shown next.
This predicate can be applied to various types of component; so far we have only
examples of disk drives and tape drives. □
• capacity(TComponent:list(Type),+Capacity)
This predicate is shown in Figure C-5 (pg.211).
Note that no heuristics are incorporated in this object-level knowledge. Thus, for
instance:
• It is quite feasible to mix different kinds of disk drive in one configuration.
• It is possible to generate partial configurations well over the desired capacity.
Note that in both cases of capacity/2, the responsibility for checking that the
device(s) generated are of the correct type lie elsewhere. □
• printer_type(?Printer,?Ptype)
This is used in two modes:
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Cap =< CI + C2.
Figure C—5: Capacity of partial configurations
1. printer-type(+Printer,-Ptype)
to discover whether a particular printer is a line printer, a laser printer, a
page printer ,etc.
2. printer_type(-Printer,+Ptype)
to generate a printer of the required type.
It is possible (though I have no examples) that a printer can be of more than one
printer_type. □
• speed(?Printer,+Units,?Speed)
This is called in either mode:
1. speed(+Printer,+Units,-Speed)
to find the speed of a printer expressed in Units, i.e. 1pm (lines per minute),
cps (characters per second), ppm (pages per minute) or vpm (volume per
month).
2. speed(-Printer,+Units,+Speed)
to generate a printer with the required speed.
• lpm(?Device,?Speed)
This is used in either mode
1. lpm(+Device,-Speed)
to discover whether Device has at least speed Speed.
2. lpm(-Device,+Speed)




As lpm/2 above, only for speed measured in cps. □
• ppm(?Device,?Speed)
As lpm/2 above, only for speed measured in ppm. □
• throughput(?Device,?Vol)
This is used in either mode
1. throughput(+Device,-Vol)
to discover whether Device can cope with at least Vol pages per month.
2. throughput(-Device,+Vol)




This is used in modes
1. support s_jappli cat ion (+Appli cat ion, +DeviceType, ?Device)
to generate a Device of type DeviceType (terminal, printer) which will sup¬
port a given Application (spreadsheet, data entry, program development,
word processing), or to check that a given device will do so.
2. supports_application(-Application,+DeviceType,+Device)
will find which applications a given device is thought suitable for.
□
• has.graphics(?Terminal)
Used either to check that a given Terminal has facilities for displaying graphics,
or to generate one which does. □
• modem_suitable(?Printer)
Use either to check that a given Printer can be connected via a modem (not all





Figure C-6: Disk capacity of a configuration
• os_suitable(+Processor,-DiskList)
This finds a list of disk drives which, together, is suitable for holding the operating
system for a given processor. There will be several possibilities, in general.
Most probably there should be a third argument, for the version of the operating
system. However, I have assumed that we want the 'default', latest version, and
that this only is stored. It would be very simple to remove this simplification, but
in the absence of much data, and since the scope of this project did not extend to
software configuration, this was not done. □
• disk_capacity(TConfig,TCapacity)
This predicate, shown in Figure C-6 (pg.213), returns the user disk capacity of a
configuration.
It could be easily generalized to take account of configurations in which, depending
on the processor used and devices supported, we can take account of storage
devices other than disk drives for storing users' data. □
• total_disk_capacity(?Conf ig, ?Capacity)
This is like disk_capacity except that the total of all disk space, whether for
system use or for user data, is returned. □
• backup_capacity(?Config,?Capacity)
Like disk_capacity/2, but for backup devices. □
C.3.4 Axioms for configuring hardware systems
Configurations are represented as tuples. In Prolog these are implemented as lists
of elements in a fixed order. Projections are used to identify particular partial
configurations; e.g. the disk drives of a configuration. Examples of these, for 950









Figure C—7: Projections for accessing parts of 950 configurations
Thus a configuration is represented in Prolog as a list. The first element of the
list is always a list of processors. Actually, I have looked only at single-processor
systems so this has been a singleton list hitherto, but there is scope to synthesize
multi-processor systems, given the necessary domain knowledge.
The second item is always the devices used to store the operating system. For
the systems I have looked at, this is one or more disk drives. There seem to be
strict rules governing what can be used for each processor, so this is checked via
the predicate os_suitable (qv).
The third example projection given in Figure C-7 (pg.214) is that projecting the
MUXes for a '950' system. Note that the number, and types, of elements in the
configuration list term is processor dependent. Many processors do not use certain
types of components at all. 950 systems use MUXes, but only for configuring the
console. Other systems use allow MUXES for configuring any kind of terminal.
The projections for 950 and 925 systems have been stored. Those for other pro¬
cessor systems can be added, as indicated in Section C.5 (pg.218).
We also need axioms to define what constitutes a legal system.
• legal(?Config)
This predicate is usually called on a partially instantiated configuration term
Conf ig. It calls, in turn, two predicates, special/1 and general/1. If it succeeds,
then the configuration is legal with the explicitly named (ground) components as
they stand, and all uninstantiated terms and tails of list may be "closed off". □
• special(?Config)
This matches Conf ig against one of the template configurations. For example,
if Config = [['950'(_)]!-] then Config must be matched against a list of 17
elements, starting with ['950' (_)], and including system disks, MUXes, LANICs,
etc. in the appropriate positions. □
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• general(?Config)
This checks that certain components are present (and ground). The essential
components are processor, storage for operating system, backup devices, and con¬
sole. It also picks out all the devices and interfaces from the configuration and
checks that they are connected. This is the same for all systems, regardless of
processor. □
C.3.5 Connections
We need functions to express relationships between components; namely the fact
that two components are connected, that one component acts as the connection
for another, etc.
In the underlying logic, we use functions since connections are unique in this do¬
main. However, in the Prolog implementation a lot of work is involved in ensuring
this functional relationship holds, and a device is not allowed to have two cables,
for instance. The rules concerning connection of components are to be found in
conn.pi.
There are two predicates defined in this file.
• connect_cable(+Device,?Cable,?Config)
In general, Conf ig is partially instantiated.
In mode
• connect_cable(+Device,-Cable,?Config),
this predicate either discovers which cable belongs to a given device, or, if a cable
has not yet been explicitly synthesized for that device, it generates one of the
correct type, e.g.
** (5333) 8 Call: connect_cable('7937H'(1),_84277, ... )
** (5333) 8 Done: connect_cable(,7937H'(1),'hpib-cable'(1), ... )
It can also (more rarely) be used in specifications in mode
• connect_cable(+Device,+Cable,?Config),
to force a given cable on a device. However, it is more likely that the cable will
be only partially instantiated (i.e. ;40242P(_) ', where the variable _ will become
instantiated to a unique index, e.g.
** (7536) 4 Call: connect_cable('2392A'(2),'40242P'(_7424), ... )
** (7536) 4 Exit: connect_cable('2392A'(2),'40242P'(4), ... )
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Note that "cable" is a convenient catchall term encompassing not only "cables"
in the accepted sense but also modem connections etc. □
• connected_via(?Componentl,?Component2,?Config)
This can be used in modes as follows:
1. connected_via(+Componentl,-Component2,?Config)
To find how Component 1 is connected; or to generate a unique connection if
it is not already connected.
2. connected_via(-Componentl,+Component2,?Config)
to discover what components are connected via a given (connecting) com¬
ponent.
Component 1 may of various types, e.g. disk, printer, MUX. Depending on what
Component 1 is, then Component2 may be of a number of types, e.g. channel,
portgroup, cardcage.
If a connection is generated, then this is done by adding it to the unsubstanti¬
ated tail of the appropriate list term of Config, which is (in general) partially
instantiated. □
C.3.6 Constraints
In the file constraints .pi are found all the hard constraints applicable to config¬
uration. Obeying these constraints ensures that legal limits are not exceeded and
that incompatible devices are not connected to the same place.
• limit(+Component,+Type,-N)
Given a component and a type of component, this predicate returns the number




I ?- limit(hpib(_),device,N) .
N = 6
so any HPIB channel may have six devices connected to it, of which at most four
may be disk drives. Note that device is a supertype. □
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• not_share_with(?Devl, ?Dev2, ?Conf ig)
This is used to identify devices which may not share a connection. Examples
of this are the 2680A printer which fouls up any disk access it shares a channel
with; and there is also a general rule that the system disk drive(s) and the system
backup tape(s) should not share channels. □
C.4 Heuristic knowledge
Section C.3.6 (pg.216) refers to various hard constraints in the configuration do¬
main. However, there are often corresponding soft constraints, and these may be
found in the file heuristics.pl.
• heurJLimit(+Component,+Type,-N)
This is the same as limit/3 (qv) except that the soft, and not the hard limit is







This is like connected_via/3 except that it discovers whether, or ensures that, a
component is connected so as to obey heuristic, as opposed to hard constraints. □
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C.5 Augmenting the knowledge base
The knowledge base was a "snapshot" of HP 3000 systems at a particular time
and does not represent an unchanging body of knowledge by any means: indeed,
knowledge bases for computer components are notoriously transitory! To this end,
some guidance should be given here as to how to maintain the knowledge base.
Ideally, this task would be partially automated: this was not my brief in this
project, however. Nevertheless, a few simple guidelines should suffice.
• A single new component, of an existing type, is straightforward to add. For
example, a tape drive is added to the current list of tape drives in types .pi
as the entry
type(<model-name>(_) ,tape) .
where <model-name> stands for the name (or, usually, number) assigned to
the new model of tape drive; the blank argument is to hold an index, so that
individual components of this model can be distinguished, and tape is the
type of all such components.
• It is important to record all the attributes of the new component. Look in the
files of attributes, constraints, and maybe heuristics, to see which attributes
are appropriate. For example, for tapes you will see that the capacity is
always recorded.
• For planning purposes, a guessjtype entry will be required. See the file
preds .pi for this, ultimately, this will be automated.
• If there are constraints involved, then enter these in the files constraints .pi
(for hard constraints) and heuristics.pl (for soft constraints).
• If a new type is invented, then it can be added in the same way. However,
there will be, in addition, various rules to do with connectivity. These may
parallel other types. For example, a new type of storage component may be
capable of being connected via HPIB cables so its connection rules will mirror
that of tape and disk drives. See the file conn.pl for these rules.
If a "completely different" processor system is added, then appropriate axioms and
templates must be given. Decide what device- and component-types are supported
by the system. Draw up projections like the ones shown for the 950 systems in






Figure C—8: The conf igure_device/3 tactic
C.6 Meta-level knowledge
C.6.1 Tactics
The role of the tactics in CLEM is to raise the level of interaction and understanding
of the system by the user. For example, the user is usually interested in whether
a device can be connected into the configuration, not necessarily how — if she is
interested in how, it is probably at some higher level: e.g. whether a fibre-optic
link is possible. The details of actually connecting up the device: choosing a
cable, etc. are usually of interest only to the engineer, although they are obviously
important insofar as achieving a fully working system is concerned.
We can think of the tactic as grouping together all the small, detailed steps involved
in achieving some higher level goal. For example, see Figure C-8 (pg.219), which
shows the tactic for connecting a device. The three predicates used in this tactic
have been seen in types.pl and conn.pl. Let us examine how this tactic works.
Suppose, as is usual, the tactic is called in mode
• configure_device(+Device,-Interface,-Config):
in other words, we want the device to be configured but we don't care how or
where.
The first step, carried out by connect_cable(+Device,-Cable,-Config), is to
discover whether the device has been allocated a cable, and, if not, to synthesize
one.
The second step, carried out by connected_via(+Device,-Interface,-Config),
is to connect the device via an interface channel.
The third step is to ensure that this is all legal: in other words, that the device-
cable-interface combination is in a type. We do not much care which type, hence
the underscore in
type( [Device,Cable,Interface] ,_).
In fact, it will be something like
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cross (cross (disk, system_cable), channel)
The tactics are to be found in the file tactics .pi.
• configure_processor(?Processor,-Config)
Usually this is called in mode configure_processor(+Processor,-Config). In theory,
we could call it with Processor uninstantiated and try different processors in turn.
□
• special(-Config)
Usually Config is a list, the first term of which is ground, and has type
list (processor). The rest of the term can then be matched to a template,
and special/1 then configures what is known as the minimal configuration. □
• configure_device(+Device,-Interface,-Config)
This is used to configure devices as is explained in more detail above; see also
Figure C-8 (pg.219). □
• h_configure_device(+Device,-Interface,-Config)
This is like conf igure_device/3, except that is uses heuristic limits rather than
hard constraints in configuring the device, i.e. it will not succeed if the device can
be configured legally, but only by breaching heuristic limits. □
• configure_ic(?Interface,-Cardcage,-Config)
This tactic configures an interface channel (currently a MUX, an HPIB channel,
an HPFL (for fibre optic links), or a LANIC, and other various components for
connecting serial devices) in a card cage, which can be specified or (more usually)
left unspecified. It is analogous to the tactic for configuring devices in interfaces.
Note that Interface need not be instantiated. Sometimes we want to say "con¬
figure some interface" and we don't have any particular one in mind. This reflects
user preoccupation with high-level functionality rather than with low-level detail.
□
• h_configure_ic(?Interface,-Cardcage,-Config)
This is like conf igure_ic/3, except that is uses heuristic limits rather than hard
constraints in configuring the interface, i.e. it will not succeed if the interface can
be configured legally, but only by breaching heuristic limits. □
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• configure_cc(?Cardcage,-Config)
This configures (some) card cage in a configuration, obeying the constraints op¬
erable for that configuration. □
• match_attributes(+Goal,?Device)
This can be used:
1. In mode
match_attributes(+Goal,-Device)
Given a Goal which we want a Device, as yet unspecified, to achieve (e.g.
a certain speed of printing, support of given applications), this predicate
returns a suitable device.
2. In mode
match_attributes(+Goal,+Device)
the predicate checks whether the device can achieve the goal.




a trace of the relevant part of the synthesis of the printer P is shown in Figure C-9
(pg.222). match_attributes/2 is called first (at 1) in mode (+,-). The printer
model 2686A, which has a suitable speed, is found. Now match_attributes/2 is
called (at 2) in mode (+,+). It fails, since the 2686A is not a page printer. On
backtracking, the 2680A is found (at 3); now the call (at 4) is successful, since we
have a page printer here.
As can be seen from the trace, there are no other printers which meet both re¬
quirements. □
• disk_storage(+Capacity,?Dks,?Config)
Given a desired capacity in megabytes,
disk_storage(+Capacity,+Dks,TConfig)







match.attributesCprinter.typeC^bSeA' (3) ,page) , '2686A; (3))
Fail:






match.attributesCprinter.typeC^eSOA' (4) ,page) , '2680A' (4))
Exit:
match_attributes(printer_type('2680A'(4),page),'2680A'(4))
X = '2680A'(4) ;
Redo: match_attributes(printer_type(;2680A'(4),page),'2680A'(4))
Fail: match_attributes(printer_type('2680A'(4),page),'2680A'(4))
Redo: match_attributes( ppm('2680A'(4),10), ,2680A'(4))
Fail: match_attributes( ppm(_6730,10), _6730)
no
I ?-
Figure C-9: Synthesizing a page printer with a speed of at least lOppm
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disk_storage(+Capacity,-Dks,?Config)
will generate a disk configuration of such a capacity. The capacity referred to here
is that available for user data. □
• total_disk_storage(+Capacity, ?Sys , ?Dks , ?Conf ig)
This predicate is as disk_storage(+Capacity,?Dks,?Config), except that it
takes account of the system disk drive(s). It will, if necessary, generate either the
user or the system disk drives, or both. □
• tape_capacity(+Capacity,?Tps,?Config)
This predicate is as disk_storage(+Capacity,?Dks,?Config), except for tape
(backup) storage rather than disk. The desired capacity must be known, or else
something quite random will be synthesized, which, although legal, may be quite
useless. Hence the preconditions for the corresponding method (qv) are quite
strong. □
• configure_device_list(?List,-Config)
This predicate sets a given partial configuration: for example, we may want to
specify the printers explicitly as (say) one 2680A model printer and two 2235A
model printers, in which case the specification fragment will be:
printers(Config,['2680A'(_),'2235A'(Ml),'2235A'(N2)] ),
Alternatively, we may want to specify them implicitly; for example, that one has
a speed of at least 20ppm, and that another has a speed of at least 450cps and is






(qv) will be used to partially instantiate PI and P2, and
conf igurejdeviceJ.ist/2
will be sent to work on the goal printers(C, . . .). It is better if the predicate is
called in the mode (+,-); this is achieved through meta-level control where possible.
□
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method(name(...Args...), % name slot: Prolog term
G, % input slot: (sub)goal
[...Preconditions...], % preconditions-slot:
I list of conjuncts
[...Effects...], °/, effects-slot:
% list of conjuncts
[...Outputs...], I output slot:
% list of (sub)goals
tactic(...Args...) % tactic slot: Prolog term
).
Figure C—10: The general form of a method/6 term.
• is_legal(?Config)
This predicate checks that all essential components and connections, without
which Conf ig will not be a legal configuration, are present. □
C.6.2 Methods
Simple Methods
Methods are the building blocks which make up proof plans. They are specifica¬
tions of tactics, which in turn are Prolog procedures which execute a number of
proof steps. A method is a structure with 6 "slots", and is as a Prolog method/6
term. Each of the slots corresponds to an argument of the method/6 term, in the
order listed above. The general form of a method/6 term is shown in Figure C-10
(pg.224).
1. The name-slot is a Prolog term of the form name(... args ...), correspond¬
ing to the name and the arguments of the method. For example the method
to configure a device is called conf igure_device. This particular method
has three arguments, specifying the device to be configured, the slot in which
to configure it, and a third argument for the configuration being gradually
synthesized.
2. An input-slot, specifying the object-level formula to which the method is
applicable. The input-slot is a Prolog term that should unify with the input
to which the method applies. Since the mechanism for this is different from
that for CLAM, it is explained here.
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A specification is a conjunct
Gi A G2 A ... Gn (C-l)
If one goal Gi unifies with the input slot of a method, then this counts as
unification and the preconditions (see below) will be tested on this goal.
We shall see, in Section C.6.2, a generalization of this to supermethods which
takes account of more than one input goal.
3. A preconditions-slot, specifying conditions that must be true for the method
to be applicable. The preconditions-slot is a list of Prolog goals, each of
which should succeed after the input-slot has been unified with the input
conjunct.
Note, then, that a method is said to be applicable if the input-slot unifies
with the input conjunct as explained above, and all of the preconditions are
true.
4. The effects-slot is a list of Prolog goals, specifying properties that will hold
after the method has applied successfully. If the input has matched, and if
the preconditions hold, the effects should always succeed.
5. An output-slot, specifying the object-level formulae that will be produced as
subgoals when the method has applied successfully. It is a list of subgoals
which remain to be proved after the method has been applied to the input.
For example, in the case of the conf igurejdevice method, no goals remain
to be solved after the tactic has been applied, so this slot is the empty
list. On the other hand, after the method conf igure_device_list has been
applied, each one of the devices in the list needs to be separately configured,
thus the output goal is repeat (conf igure_device( . . .)).
6. A tactic-slot, giving the name of the tactic for which this method is a spe¬
cification.
To a certain extent, the effects slot ghosts the running of the tactic, and can be
thought of as a "cheap" version of the tactic.
An example of a particular method (the h_configure_device/3 method which will
be further discussed in Section C.6.5 (pg.229)) is shown in Figure C-ll (pg.226).
All slots can share Prolog variables. In particular, variables which are bound
while unifying the input slot with the input subgoal can be referred to in the
preconditions, effects, and output slots.

































Figure C—12: The disk_storage/3 method.
Supermethods
Supermethods in CLEM are those which call other methods from its effects, and
are therefore seen as having other methods as their basic "building blocks". The
basic_conf ig/1 method is an example of such a supermethod.
The top-level predicate for calling a method from the preconditions or effects from
another method is applicable_subm/3, described in Section C.7 (pg.235). Figure
C-13 (pg.227) shows the basic_config/l supermethod.
Firstly, note that the matching mechanism for the input slot is slightly different for
supermethods. Remember that the specification is a conjunct of goals G\ A.. .AGn.
There must be a goal Gi for each goal in a list of goals in the input slot, with the






























Figure C—13: The basic_conf ig/1 method.
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for instance, then we only require that at least one such goal be present in the
specification (or what remains of it so far). Thus this list structure of the input
slot can be read as a conjunct of disjuncts.
If the preconditions hold (empty for this example), then the effects are run. All
the effects in this example consist of running through the applicability of various
methods and submethod.
Notice also that the planing mechanism for supermethods requires them to have
an extra argument, for the remaining input conjunct.
Submethods should be used if the method is not to be used in its own right during
the plan formation, but only as a submethod to be called from other methods.
Thus the submethod conf igure_disks is visible only from the effects of super-
methods which require it, and not by the top-level planning mechanism.
When deciding whether to afford full method status to a submethod, care should
be exercised. The key question is whether, if the tight control of its use given by
restricting it to the effects of supermethods is removed, any harm will result.
In many cases, however, I have designated certain cases as submethods simply to
make it clear that I regard them solely in this light and do not envisage any more
independent usage for them.
C.6.3 Representing configuration schemes
The supermethods represented in CLEM correspond to the various configuration
schemes I have isolated. basic_conf ig/1 corresponds to the most straightforward
"normal" case, i.e. where disks, terminals, and printers are all specified in some
way. This encompasses a great number of different cases and is very flexible.
Note that the submethods called in the effects slots are themselves supermethods,
except that they are not visible to the planner.
Other supermethods correspond to other common cases. No doubt more could be
added at a later stage.
C.6.4 The methods database
At the moment the mechanism for choosing which methods and supermethods to
load is somewhat crude. The order of the database can be changed by the user,
and methods can be added or removed.
The order in which the methods occur in the database is significant. The only
planner so far developed, the depth-first planner, as described in Section C.7
(pg.235), tries to apply methods in the order in which they appear in the database.
• method(?M,?I,?Pre,?Eff,?0,?T)
This is the main predicate for accessing the elements in the database of methods.
These are all visible to the planner. □
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• supermethod(?M,?Inconj ?I,?Pre,?Eff,?0,?T)
As the method/6 predicate, but for the database of supermethods. These are
all visible to the planner and lexically precede all the methods. If none of the
configuration schemes represented so far by supermethods is applicable, then a
"customized" plan will be put together from the methods, if possible. This allows
for "degenerate" cases {e.g. specifications without terminals, or disk drives, or
printers). □
• submethod(?M,?I,?Inconj?Pre,?Eff,?0,?T)
As the supermethod/7 predicate, but for the database of submethods.However,
unlike both methods and supermethods, submethods are all invisible to the plan¬
ner. □
• list_methods
Returns a list representing the current order of methods and supermethods in the
database. □
C.6.5 Current repertoire of methods and supermethods
• basic_config(C)
Supermethod. This deals with the simplest "normal" case. It takes us as far as
generating devices and configuring them (somehow). It tends to give configurations
which obey heuristic limits for preference, since the appropriate methods occur
early in the database, but is not over-fussy. □
• constraint_relax_I (C)
Supermethod. Like basic_conf ig/1 but allows only the heuristic limit for
channels to be breached. □
• constraint_relax_I(C)
Supermethod. Like basic_conf ig/1 but allows the heuristic limit for card
cages to be breached. □
• cheap_config(C)
Supermethod. This ignores heuristics, i.e. uses submethods which take account
of legality only. □
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• efficient_config(C)
Supermethod. In contrast to cheap_conf ig, this uses submethods which take
account of heuristics only. □
• cost_config(C,Cost)
Supermethod. This method deals with the cases where there is a goal
cost(Config, Cost)
in the specification. This is taken to mean: "the cost of the configuration must not
be more than Costn. C is annotated using an extra argument, initially Cost — X.
Methods for adding components subtract the cost of that component: the result
is not allowed to become negative. Very trivial costs are ignored, which is just as
well as usually cables etc. do not usually feature at all at the planning stage. □
• configure_processor(P,C)
This picks out a processor for the configuration. Its output goal is to find the
appropriate "template" configuration. It saves a lot of problems if this is done
early. □
• special(C)
This configures a template configuration. The preconditions insist that the pro¬
cessor be known. □
• match_attributes(Config,Goal,Device)
This method deals with all goals which are about finding devices to meet given
criteria, and will match against goals for specifying speeds of printers, applications
supported, etc. □
• connect_cable(Device,Cable,Config
This is used principally (but not exclusively) as a submethod by the
conf igure_all_cables/l supermethod. It ensures, in its preconditions, that the
device does not already have a cable. □
• configure_device(Device,Connection,Config)
The preconditions of this method ensure that the device is not already connected.
The effects give a "dummy" slot — in general, Connection remains unknown. □
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• h_configure_device(Device.Connection,Config)
As previous method, but taking into account soft, rather than hard, constraints.
□
• configure _serial_device (Device,Connect ion,Config)
This is similar to conf igure_device but for serial device connection. Note that
its tactic is the same as conf igure_device. This is an instance of where the tactic
name is not the same as the method name. □
• configure_ic(Interface,Cardcage,Config)
The counterpart to conf igure_device, but for configuring interfaces in card
cages rather than devices in interfaces. However, note that the input slot insists
that the current goal be that of configuring a device. This ensures the (implicit)
precondition that an interface is only configured if there is likely to be a device
configured on it, and empty interfaces do not sprout up everywhere regardless. □
• h_configure_ic(Interface,Cardcage,Config)
As previous method, but taking into account soft, rather than hard, constraints.
□
• configure_cc(Cardcage,Config)
In the context that we are trying to configure a device, this method is used to
add another card cage to a configuration. □
• configure_portgroups(PG,DTC,Config)
This is similar to conf igure_ic but for serial device connection. It will only be
used in the case that a serially connected device is hanging around. Note that its
tactic is the same as conf igure_ic. □
• configure_serial_connection(DTC, Interface ,Config)
This is for configuring the connections necessary to connect the portgroups ne¬
cessary to connect serial devices ... Serial device connection is so complicated!
□
• configure_device_list(List,config)
This is applicable on any goal of the form
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device_types (Conf ig ,List)
and sets up subgoals to configure each of the devices in turn. □
• disk_storage(Capacity,Dks,Config)
This deals with goals to do with disk capacity. At the moment, this has to be
given explicitly. With more domain knowledge, there is no reason why this could
not be done implicitly. □
• total_disk_storage (Capacity, Sys, Dks , Conf ig)
As previous, for all disk drives. □
• tape_capacity(Cap,Tps,Config)
As above, but for tape storage. However, in this case it is not necessary for the
specification to give the tape capacity required. We need to know only the disk
capacity. □
• is_legal(Config)
The preconditions check for the presence of vital components. The effects of this
method are empty. Either the preconditions succeed, or another method must be
tried, for example one of the next two. □
• adcLsystem_disks(Sys,Config)
This is only applicable in the event that we are trying to prove the goal
is_legal(Config). It imposes storage for the operating system on the config¬
uration. It is very late in the database, to allow a user choice to act, if there is
one. □
• addJbackup(Tps,Config)
Much the same applies here. It imposes backup tapes. □
C.6.6 The method language
The method language used within methods is found in method-lang.pl, which
defines all the predicates used in the preconditions and effects of methods.
• groundp(+Term)
Succeeds if Term is ground, or if its principal functor is. □
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• umember(+E1,?List)
Like member/2, except that El can only occur once in List. Since, in general,
List has a variable tail, if El does not occur in the ground part of the list, it can
be "added" to the non-ground part. □
• gmember(+E1,?List)
Succeeds if El is a ground member of the list List. □
• empty(?List)
Succeeds if List is either ground, and the empty list, or if it is wholly variable
— "empty so far", as it were. □
• no_connected(?List,?N)
List is a list which could have a variable tail. N counts only the ground elements
of List — "number connected so far". □
• forall(+Goal)
Goal is a functor, the first argument of which is a list. Goal is called, with the
list substituted by each of its elements in turn. □
• configured(+Comps,?PConfig)
Succeeds if the components given in Comps are configured as part of the partial
configuration PConf ig. Used chiefly to avoid configuring the same things twice!
□
• guess_components(+Type,?Config,?Components)
Retrieves components configured so far without type checking. □
• guess_type(?Component,?Type)
Guesses the type of a component without generating an actual instance. □
• guess_supertype(?Component,?Type)
As previous, but for supertypes. □
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• needs_ic(?Typel,?Type2)
Succeeds if compl X comp2 will be a type, where compl is of type Typel and
comp2 is of type Type2 □
• slots_available(+Comp,+Type,-N)
Returns the number N of slots available on the component Comp for the use of
components of type Type. □
• h_slots_available(+Comp,+Type,-N)
As previous, but using heuristic limits to calculate N. □
• reduce_slots(?Comp,+Type,+N)
Reduces the number of slots available on the component Comp for the use of
components of type Type by N. Actually in practice N is always 1, but I thought a
general predicate might be useful. □
• make_list(+Component,-List)
This creates a list of objects all of the form Component. This is unbelievably
useful for avoiding silly configurations of (say) ten disk drives, all of a different
model. □
• at_ic_per_ccJieur_limit (?Conf ig)
This checks whether the heuristic limit has been breached. It is rather complic¬
ated. According to heuristics, there should not be an average of more than three
interface cards per card cage. Thus (apparently) if there are two card cages it
is quite all right to have five interface cards on one card cage as long as there is
only one on the other. I gave it a clumsy name to go with its clumsy use and
implementation. □
• exist_empty(?Comp,?Config)
This checks whether any components matching with Comp are "empty", in other
words have nothing connected to them. This is supposed to stop the ridiculous
case where we have just configured a new card cage in order not to breach heuristic
limits, then go and put our floating interface card in one of the old card cages.
After all, (6 + 0) divided by 2 is 3, which is our maximum heuristic "average",
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is it not? So we avoid this situation by forcing an empty card cage to be used,
giving in the above example (5 + 1) rather than (6 + 0). □
• run_goal(+Goal,-Instantiated_Goal)
In some cases, there is no "cheap" effect to substitute for executing the goal,
except that we don't want to do expensive type checking and generate instances
of components. So we "run" the goal with dummy indexes. □
C.7 The planner
This section will discuss the planner which can be used to construct proof plans
for a given theorem using the available methods.
The planner used in CLEM is forward chaining: it starts by looking at the initial
goal list, or theorem to be proved:
3c : configuration spec(c)
and then tries to find out which methods are applicable (i.e. which methods have
a matching input slot and a succeeding preconditions slot). After picking one of
these applicable methods the planner computes the output goal list by evaluating
the effects slot of the chosen method. This output list will then serve as the input
goal for the next recursive cycle of the planner, until a method has been found
which terminates the plan (in other words: until a terminating method (a method
with an empty output slot) has been found).
In this description of the planning process, a number of choice points occur: often
more than one method will be applicable to the input goal and one method may
apply in more than one way (i.e. its preconditions may be satisfied in more than
one way).
• plan(+Spec,?Plan)
Spec always takes the form spec(Conf ig)=Spec, where Spec is a list of goals
referencing Gonf ig. □
As explained above, a crucial step in the planning process is to find out which
methods are applicable to a given input goal conjunct. For this purpose, all
planners use the same predicate, namely the predicate applicable/1.
• applicable( ?Method)
Succeeds ifMethod is applicable. This predicate, and the predicates test conditions
and apply effects will not be found to be much different from those used in















Figure C—14: An simple example of a CLEM plan.
• applicable_subm(+Inputconj, ?Method, Outputconj)
Succeeds if Method is applicable. Like applicable/1 but with extra machinery




The products of CLEM's planners are only plans for proofs, they are not proofs
themselves. In order to produce a proof, we have to apply a plan in the object-level
logic.
After a plan has been constructed by one of the planners, it can be executed to
synthesize a configuration meeting the given specification by executing the tactics
corresponding to each of the methods.
As described in Section C.6.1 (pg.219), plans can be executed simply by passing
them as an argument to CLEM's execute/1 predicate, subject to slight amendment
to take account of the fact that some methods employ the same tactic, and to allow
the configuration argument to be passed correctly.
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• apply_plan(+Plan)
This predicate applies Plan, and makes each method in Plan a single step in the
proof. Progress of the plan execution process can be monitored using the tracing
package (tracing level 1 or above). □
• nat(+Model,?N)
The predicate nat/2 can be called in two modes, nat (+Model ,+N), when it simply
checks that N is a natural number and succeeds, or nat(+Model,-N). In the latter
case, an index N is generated, unique to the model Model: i.e. a new component
is created. The mechanism for doing this is explained in Section C.8 (pg.236). □
This is used, when executing plans, to generate a unique component of the required
kind.
C.8.2 Tracing planners
CLEM provides a very simple tracing package that allows the user to monitor the
activities of the planners during the planning process. The user can set a tracing
level, using the predicate:
• trace_plan(?Current,?New)
Currently implemented tracing levels are:
0 No tracing.
1 Prints which methods are being tested for applicability. Also prints out which
methods are being applied, on execution.
3 Prints when preconditions and effects of methods succeed.
This mechanism again is similar to the one in CLAM (van Ilarmelen, 1989).
□
C.8.3 Statistics package




This will execute Pred as a Prolog predicate, and if successful, will unify Time
with the CPU time spent while executing Pred, measured in milliseconds. This
measurement is notoriously unreliable on Unix systems (especially when Time is
small). Therefore, it is often better to use the predicate runtime/3, which runs
goals several times and takes the average. □
• runtime(+Pred, +N, ?Time)
This will execute Pred N times, and if successful, will unify Time with the average
CPU time spent while executing a call to Pred. The larger N and Time are, the
more reliable the value of Time will be. □
C.8.4 Debugging utilities
A simple tracing package has been implemented to help debugging and using CLEM.
This package is described in Section C.8.2 (pg.237). The predicate that should be
used to introduce more trace points in newly constructed code are the predicate
moreguff/0. Less is obtained using lessguff/O. We can also use guff (off) and
wallpaper/O for the maximum level. As you might guess, these facilities are not
very sophisticated as yet.
In addition, there are predicates such as list_components/0 which give lists of all
components currently stored (using the predicate type/2), and list_methods/0,
which gives all methods currently loaded, in the order in which they will be
searched.
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C.9 Getting started with CLEM
CLEM runs in Quintus Prolog. To get started, type:
[clem].







There are a number of tests in the file tests.pl. To run these, type either
config(Specname).
with Specname instantiated to one of the tests, e.g. sped, or else
batch(Specname).
The first of these allows you to interact with CLEM, so that you may choose which
plan to execute, and whether to backtrack for further solutions on backtracking.
Figure C-15 (pg.240) gives an example, batch/1 will simply find one plan, and
execute it. There is no interaction with the user.
You may also choose to run
time(Specname).
for statistics gathering. However, it is better to use the special stats subdirectory,
with versions of the files which suppress output.
In addition, various predicates exist for benchmarking purposes. See the docu¬
mentation in tests .pi for details.
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I ?- config(specl).























Figure C-15: An example of CLEM-user dialogue.
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C.10 The organization of the source files






Heuristic knowledge is found in
• heuristics.pl





General utilities are found in
• utils.pl







'/. */. '/. '/. */. */. 7. '/. */. */. */. '/. */. */. '/. '/. */. '/. */. */. •/. '/. */. */. */. */. */. */. '/. */. '/. */. */. */. '/.
'/. I.
'/. types.pl '/.
'/, last updated '/,




The types of all components in the
intitial subset used.
Rules for forming compound objects.
Mostly I use the product numbers: thus '7937H' refers
to a model of disk. However, there are cases where I
do not know these, usually because the component is
most often found as part of a 'bundle'. In these cases,
I have used a suitable mnemonic, e.g. 'mux', 'mem', etc.
These clauses are all of the form
type (comp-name( index) ,comp-type) :-nat(comp-name, index).
For example: type('950' (N) .processor)
holds provided N is a natural number.
note the function of the predicate
nat (+component, ?index)
if index is not instantiated, then a unique
index is created for this component type.























































*/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. 7.7. */. */. 7. */. */. */.'/. */. */. 7.7. */. 7.7.7. */. 7. */. */. */. 7.*/. */. 7.
'/, processor '/,
'/. */.
*/. */.'/. */.'/. */. */.'/. */.'/.'/. */. */.'/. */. */.'/. */. */. */.'/.V.'/. */.'/. */. */. */.'/. */. */.'/. */.'/. */.
type('950'(N).processor):- nat('950' ,N).
*/. */. '/. '/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. 7. '/. */. */. */. */. */. '/. */. */. '/. % */. */. */. '/. 7. 7. */. '/. '/. */.
*/. */.
'/, memory modules '/,




component number unknown just now









*/. '/. '/. */. */. */. '/. */. V. */. 7. */. '/. */. */. */. */. */. 7. */. •/. 7. '/. */. */. */. */. •/. '/. '/. '/. •/. 7. */. */.
type(hpib(N).channel)nat(hpib.N).
component number unknown just now
y. •/.
'/, fchannel '/,
*/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. •/. */. */. */. */. */. •/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */.
type(hpfl(N).fchannel)nat(hpfl.N).

























































component number unknown just now




•/! •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. */. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. •/. */. •/. •/. •/. •/. */. •/.
type(mx(N).mux)nat(mx,N).
component number unknown just now
'/.'/.'/.'/. */.'/.'/.'/. */.'/.'/. V. */. */. */. */.'/.'/. */.7. */.'/. */. */.'/. */. */.'/. */. */. */. */.'/.'/.'/.
'/ V/• /•




























'/. */. 7. */. */. */. */. */.'/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */.'/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */.
type(rs422ports(N),rs422_portgroup)nat(rs422ports,N).




























































component number unknown just now






















































































































































































































































'/, list types '/,
I. '/
V. */. */. */.'/. */.'/. */. */. */. */.'/.'/. */. */. */. */.'/.'/.'/. */. */.'/. */. */. •/.'/. */. 7. */. */. */. */. */.'/.




The empty list is a list.
type([] ,list(_)) .





If we connect objects of certain types together
we get well-formed objects of type TypelxType2
These are the product types in this domain.
'/.'/.'/. */. */. */. */. */. */. V. */. */. */. */.'/.'/. */.7.'/. */. */.'/. */.'/. */.'/.'/. */. */. */. V. */.*/.'/.'/.
I 7.
'/, product types '/,
*/. */.
7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.
Some printers will not fall into the category below
with Cable = mod(_) ,







































































Device-cable pairs connected via serial portgroups.
type([Dev,Cable,PG].cross(cross(device,cable).conn)):-
type(Dev.Type),





(Type = printer; Type = terminal),
type(PG,rs422_portgroup),
type(Cable,rs422_serial_cable).
Device-cable pairs connected via interface channels.
type([Dev,Cable,IC],cross(cross(device,cable).conn)):-
type(Dev.Type),
(Type = printer; Type = disk; Type = tape),
type(IC,channel),
type(Cable,system_cable).























Lists of device-cable pairs connected via portgroups.



































































A few supertype defintions.
*/. */. */. */.'/.7.'/. 7. */. 7.'/. */.'/. */.'/. */.'/.'/.'/.'/. */.'/.'/.'/. V. */. */. */. */. */.'/. */. */. */.'/.
disk supertype '/,
*/. '/.





*/. */. */. */. */. '/. •/. */. */. '/. */. */. 7. */. */. '/. '/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. 7. */. '/. */. */. */. '/. '/. */. */.
'/. */.








'/, device supertype '/,












































































































451: Allows lists of objects of different types,
452: provided they are all of the same supertype.
453:
454: '/. 7. */.'/. */.'/. */. */. */. */.'/. */. */.'/.'/.'/.'/.'/. */. 7. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */.'/. */.
455: '/. '/,















*/. •/.'/. V. */. •/. */. 7.7. •/. */.'/.'/. */.'/. */.'/. */. 7.7. */. •/. •/.'/. */. */. */. */. */.'/.'/. •/. */.'/. */.
*/. I.
'/, Tactics.pl '/,
'/, Last Updated '/,
'/, 8th March '/,
'/. '/.
*/. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. 7. */. */. */. */. */. 7. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */. */.
configure_processor(-C,+P)





C is a list: the first item must be ground, or



































































configures a device on some interface channel
according to legal (hard) limits.
'/, find or generate cable
'/, if ic ground try to put it there; or find an ic






m configures a device on some interface channel










Configures a channel interface in a card cage
according to legal limits





Configures a channel interface in a card cage
according to heuristic limits












This will configure a DTC on a LANIC.
configure_serial_connection(C,Dtc,Lnc)
connected_via(Dtc,Lnc,C).
configure_portgroups (-C, +G, ?Dtc)
This will configure a group of ports on a DTC.





Given a goal G, a Device is found which achieves it.





Given a capacity for disk storage, checks or generates
disks to meet this.
disk_storage(C,Cap,Dks)
disks(C,Dks), '/, find/generate disks of C
capacity(Dks ,Capd) , '/, check capacity
Capd >= Cap.
total_disk_storage (-C, +Cap, ?Sys, ?Dks)
Given a total capacity for disk storage
plus that needed for the 0/S,






Cap =< CI + C2.
tape_capacity (C ,Cap ,Tps)
Given a capacity for tape storage, checks or generates
tapes to meet this.
tape_capacity(C,Cap,Tps)
tapes(C,Tps), '/, find/generate tapes of C
capacityCTps ,Capt) , '/, check capacity
Capt >= Cap.
configure_device_list(-C,?L)
Configures a list of devices in C.








































This checks that all essential devices are present.







groundp(Tps) . '/, add console and memory at some stage
add_system_disks(-C,-Sys)


























































































































































































































































































































































































































[groundp(P), '/. processor given by spec
\+((C=[Pl|_] ,groundp(Pl) ,\+P=Pl))] consistent with config
[C=[P|_]], '/. instantiate processor




[C= [P | _] ,groundp(P)] , '/. must know what the processor is














[needs_ic(Cabletype,Ictype) , '/. find out connection type
\+( (guess_portgroups(C,Pgs) , '/. each device has exactly one
exists.member([G,L],Pgs), '/, connection so check it
exists_member(Device,L) , '/, hasn't been assigned already
\+type(G,Ictype)






















































































\+ Type2 = rs232_serial_cable,
\+ Type2 = rs422_serial_cable,
needs_ic(Type2,ICtype),










\+ Type2 = rs232_serial_cable,












\+ Type2 = rs232_serial_cable,










































































































































































[C= [PI _] .groundp(P), '/, must know what the processor is
guess_disks(C,Dks),






[C= [PI _] ,groundp(P) , '/, must know what the processor is
guess_disks(C,Dks),








































































































\+ Type2 = rs232_serial_cable,
\+ Type2 = rs422_serial_cable,
needs_ic(Type2,ICtype),










\+ Type2 = rs232_serial_cable,



































































































1: •/. */.'/.'/.'/. */. */.'/. */. */. 7.'/. */. */.'/. */. */. */. */. V.'/. */. */.'/.'/.'/. */.'/. */.'/. */.'/.'/.'/.'/.'/. */.'/.'/. 7. */. •/.
2: I. I
3: '/, planner.pl '/,
4: '/. last updated 21st March, 1991 '/,
5: */. '/.




















26: nl,write(' on goal '),pprint('legal(S)'),
















43: plantraced(2,(nl,write('Trying supermethod ').pprint(Method),

























































(tab(57),write('. . . '),
write(' applicable'),nl,nl)),
plantraced(l,
(pprint(Method),nl,write(' on goal '),
pprint(Input),nl,nl)) ,


































































































































The following is a set of specifications used to benchmark CLEM. I devised 40
tests, based on examples given to novice sales representatives. I evaluated the
results by comparing them with what I had learned were acceptable configurations.
Unfortunately more extensive field testing was not possible.
'/. START OF SYSTEM DEVICES ONLY TESTING
*/, Processor specified: no other devices.
'/, A 'minimum' configuration of one system disk drive
'/, and one tape drive will be provided.
'/, They should be configured one on each of the hpib channels
'/, (not on the same one due to constraints)
'/, On backtracking, various possibilities should be found:
'/, For the 7937FL an hpfl channel will be needed,
find(specl,spec(C)=[processors(C,['950'(_)])]).
'/, Now specify a specific system disk drive.
'/, First a hpib-cormected drive:
find(spec2,spec(C) = [processors(C, ['950'(_)]),system_disks(C,['7937H'(_)])])•
'/, ... then an hpf1-connected drive
find(spec3,spec(C)=[processors(C,['950'(_)]),system_disks(C,['7937FL'(_)])])•
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'/. Now specify a specific user disk drive.
'/.(Two cases, hpib and hpfl)
find(spec4,spec(C) = [processors(C, ['950'(_)]),disks(C, ['7937H'(_)])]).
find(spec5,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)]),disks(C,['7937FL'(_)])]).
'/, Now specify user disks by capacity: a small capacity ...
find(spec6,spec(C)=[processors(C,['950'(_)]),disk_capacity(C,500)]).
'/. Larger, needing 10 user disk drives.
find(spec7,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)]),disk_capacity(C,3500)] ).
'/. Larger still .needing ???
find(spec8,spec(C)=[processors(C,['950'(_)]),disk_capacity(C,5500)]).
'/. As above, but specifying a system disk drive: two cases for each -
'/. hpib and hpfl
find(spec9,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)] ),
disk_capacity(C,500) ,
system_disks(C,['7937XP'(_)])]).















'/, Here the system and user disk capacities are not specified separately,
find(specl5,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)]),total_disk_capacity(C,1000)]).
A larger example:
f ind(specl6,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)]),total_disk_capacity(C,6000)]).







'/, Now with capacity of tapes specified:











'/, An example in which it is impossible to keep to heuristic constraints,
f ind(spec21,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)]),disk_capacity(C,16000)]).
'/. END OF SYSTEM DEVICES ONLY TESTING
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'/, START OF SERIAL DEVICES ONLY TESTING (except for system disk and tape)







'/, Now specify a non-default cable: one terminal ...
find(spec23,spec(C)=[processors(C,['950'(_)]),terminals(C,['2392A'(N)]),
cabletype('2392A'(N),rs422_serial_cable,C)]).


















find(spec28,spec(C) = [processors(C,['950'(_)] ),
printers(C, [P]),
printer_type(C,P,page)]).




*/. END OF SERIAL DEVICES ONLY TESTING
'/. MIXTURES OF SYSTEM AND SERIAL DEVICES













printers(C, [PI,_P2] )]) . '/, additional printer




































'/, Some larger or awkward examples





























































'/, This one finds a non-executable plan, then replans
'/, Basic config not applicable (no printers)




'/, This one finds a non-executable plan: doesn't replan/terminate
















E.2 Plans which fail








'/, Note the printers are incompatible with the disk drive.
'/, The tape drivers are incompatible with the disk drive.















h.conf igure_device(S,7937XP(3) ,hpib(8)) '/, disk drive on 1st channel
configure.device.list(S,
[2680A(_6816),2680A(_6820),2680A(_6824)])
h.conf igure_device(S,2680A(3) ,hpib(9)) '/, printerl on 2nd channel
h.conf igure_device(S,2680A(4) ,hpib(9)) '/, printer2 on 2nd channel
h.conf igure_device(S,2680A(5) ,hpib(9)) '/, printer3 on 2nd channel
configure_device_list(S, [7980XC(3),7980XC(4)] )
h.configure_device(S,7980XC(3) ,hpib(9)) '/, tapel on 2nd channel
h.conf igure_device(S,7980XC(4) ,.109081) '/, nowhere for this one to go































7937XP(135) with cable hpib-cable(72)
user disks:
tape drives:
7980XC(153) with cable hpib-cable(76)
7980XC(154) with cable hpib-cable(77)
printers:
2680A(164) with cable hpib-cable(73)
2680A(165) with cable hpib-cable(74)



























However, notice that the alternative version of the planner, with stronger precon¬
ditions, immediately finds an executable plan:




















7937XP(238) with cable hpib-cable(530)
user disks:
tape drives:
7980XC(7) with cable hpib-cable(534)
7980XC(8) with cable hpib-cable(535)
printers:
2680AC1222) with cable hpib-cable(531)
2680A(1223) with cable hpib-cable(532)




































THIS IS THE PLAN
configure_processor(S,[950(_356572)])
special(S)
system.disks(S, [7937XP(.356676) ] )





























(rest of serial device configuration)
is_legal(S)
EXECUTING
Replans: after some time still has not achieved an executable plan.
However the strong precondition version has no difficulty:









































































7980XC(9) with cable hpib-cable(547)
7980XC(10) with cable hpib-cable(548)
7980XC(11) with cable hpib-cable(549)
printers:
2680A(1225) with cable 40242X(564)
2680A(1226) with cable 40242X(565)
2680A(1227) with cable 40242X(566)
2680A(1228) with cable 40242X(567)
terminals:





























Devices connected via serial ports as follows:
rs232ports(840)
2392A(393) 2392A(394) 2392A(395) 2392A(396) 2392A(397)
2392A(398) 2392A(399) 2392A(400)
rs232ports(842)
2392A(401) 2392A(402) 2392A(403) 2392A(404) 2394A(1)
2394A(2) 2394A(3) 2394A(4)
rs232ports(843)

















E.3 Obtaining multiple solutions
Examples of replanning: significantly different configurations.























































7937H(4) with cable hpib-cable(5)
user disks:
7937H(3) with cable hpib-cable(4)
tape drives:
























Now using only the object level:
I ?- processors(C,['950'(_)]),disk_capacity(C,500),legal(C), print_system(C)
processor: 950(4)
system disks:
7937H(435) with cable hpib-cable(ll)
user disks:
7937H(436) with cable hpib-cable(lO)
tape drives:









7937H(435) with cable hpib-cable(ll)
user disks:
7937H(436) with cable hpib-cable(lO)
tape drives:










7937H(435) with cable hpib-cable(17)
user disks:
7937H(436) with cable hpib-cable(lO)
tape drives:










F.l With and without planning
This compares the total time taken by CLEM with the time taken if the object-
level theory is used alone, without benefit of planning. The overhead is soon
recuperated for any but the most trivial of specifications.














F.2 Run times for tests sped—spec40
This gives the CPU time in milliseconds, for each of the tests given in Appendix E:
planing time, execution time, total time, and the ratio of planning to execution
time ('gearing').
Test Plan Exec Total Gearing Test Plan Exec Total Gearing
1 17 67 84 3.8 22 700 500 1200 0.7
2 33 67 100 2.0 23 75 228 303 3.0
3 50 83 133 1.7 24 150 400 550 2.7
4 50 100 150 2.0 25 117 237 354 2.0
5 50 100 150 2.0 26 150 267 417 1.8
6 50 117 167 2.3 27 50 217 267 4.3
7 270 381 651 1.4 28 50 217 267 4.3
8 435 600 1035 1.4 29 50 217 267 4.3
9 50 134 184 2.7 30 133 133 266 1.0
10 50 150 200 3.0 31 83 433 516 5.2
11 234 284 518 1.2 32 1294 1408 2712 1.1
12 217 383 600 1.8 33 213 711 924 3.3
13 467 650 1117 1.4 34 210 742 952 3.5
14 440 600 1040 1.4 35 217 1217 1424 5.6
15 50 183 233 3.7 36 212 685 897 3.2
16 522 735 1257 1.4 37 200 617 817 3.1
17 533 885 1418 1.7 38 1480 1015 2495 0.7
18 480 1000 1480 2.1 39 1413 3299 4712 2.3
19 517 938 1455 1.8 40 4362 7230 11592 1.7
20 500 975 1475 1.7 41 10483 600 11083 0.06
21 5171 3583 8754 0.7 42 - - - -
Note that the planning figure for spec41 totals the cost of failed execution and
replanning. See Appendix E for the details.
F.3 Strengthening/weakening preconditions
The planning and execution times from the previous table, WP and WE, are
repeated, along with the equivalent times for an alternative version of CLEM with
stronger preconditions.
• WP: weaker preconditions, planning time.
• WE: weaker preconditions, execution time.
• SP: stronger preconditions, planning time.
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• SE: stronger preconditions, execution time.
Test WP WE SP SE
6 50 117 50 100
11 234 284 516 270
13 467 650 816 645
17 533 885 1127 716
18 480 1000 1026 813
19 517 938 1254 900
39 1413 3299 1819 3200
40 4362 7230 8946 7056
41 10483 600 144 650
42 - - 2168 1750
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